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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED STUDIES OF POLYMERIC PHOTONIC CRYSTALS: 

THE ROLE OF POLYMER ARCHITECTURE AND 3D PRINTING 

 
 
 

Block copolymers (BCP) provide a bottom-up, economical approach to synthesizing 

polymeric photonic crystals (PC) through the process of self-assembly. Photonic crystals (PC) 

are defined as periodic, dielectric nanostructures able to reflect certain wavelengths of light 

within a photonic band gap. The ability to directly tailor the synthesis, conformation, and self-

assembly of a BCP to affect the properties of the resulting PC material creates a modular 

platform for PC materials design. Even though this platform exists for polymeric PC materials, 

the direct result of modulating the polymer architecture on the dynamics, self-assembly, and 

application of PC materials remains relatively unexplored. To help close this gap, this 

dissertation presents the polymer synthesis, characterization, and self-assembly of 

macromolecules within two unique classes of polymer architecture, dendritic block copolymers 

(DBCP) and bottlebrush block copolymers (BBCP). DBCPs were shown to possess many 

characteristics similar to those of bottlebrush polymers such as a rod-like conformation, a 

reduced capability for chain entanglement, and lower glassy moduli compared to non-rigid, 

linear polymers. Further, DBCPs possess high free energy parameters, as well as glass transition 

temperatures below melt extrusion 3D printing operating conditions, and were shown to self-

assemble into PCs during the process of 3D printing. DBCP PCs represented the first example of 

3D printing structural color. For BBCPs, the backbone composition’s effect on the global BBCP 
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conformation and in modulating self-assembly processes was examined. The backbone 

composition was shown to dramatically shift the wavelength of reflection of the PC material at 

similar molecular weights as well as improve the fidelity of the nanostructure morphology as the 

molecular weight increases from 50,000 g/mol to 2 million g/mol. The structure-property 

relationships illuminated herein have laid the groundwork for new research efforts into 

engineering BCPs for novel PC applications.  
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

 
 
 
 This dissertation is written to follow the Journals Format as accepted by the Graduate 

School at Colorado State University and is based on three peer-reviewed first-authored 

publications that have appeared in ACS Nano, Additive Manufacturing, and Macromolecules, as 

well as one manuscript submitted for peer-review publication. The principal theme of this 

dissertation is to synthesize, characterize, engineer, and employ dendritic block copolymers 

(DBCPs) and brush block copolymers (BBCPs) in polymeric PC applications. The following 

topics are discussed in detail in the proceeding chapters: 

2. Structural Color for Additive Manufacturing: 3D Printed Photonic Crystals from Block 

Copolymers 

3. 3D Printing Using Powder Melt Extrusion 

4. Impact of the Pendant Group on the Chain Conformation and Bulk Properties of 

Norbornene Imide-Based Polymers 

5. Impact of Backbone Structure on Polymer Dynamics and Brush Block Copolymer 

Self-Assembly 

 In Chapter 2, the first example of incorporation of structural color (color derived from 

light’s interaction with a material’s nanostructure morphology) into 3D printed parts is reported. 

DBCPs were designed, synthesized, and used to additively manufacture plastic parts exhibiting 

structural color. The reflection properties of the photonic crystals arose from the periodic 

nanostructure formed through block copolymer self-assembly during polymer processing. The 

wavelength of reflected light could be tuned across the visible spectrum by synthetically 
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controlling the block copolymer molecular weight. This molecular weight polymer series was 

then used to manufacture parts that reflected violet, green, or orange light. 

 Figure 1.1. A visual representation of 3D printed structural color intended to recreate the 
structural color seen in the wings of a Morpho butterfly. 
 
 In Chapter 3, a bench-top powder melt extrusion (PME) 3D printer head was designed 

and fabricated to print parts directly from powder-based materials rather than filament. The final 

design of the PME printer head evolved from the Rich Rap Universal Pellet Extruder (RRUPE) 

design and was realized through an iterative approach. To facilitate a quicker cycle time from the 

laboratory bench-top to a 3D printed object with structural color, it was necessary to provide a 

3D printing system able to better process the DBCPs than what was currently available and what 

was used in Chapter 2. The resulting prototype of this study was the first example of a PME 3D 

printer for novel thermoplastic material printing. 

Figure 1.2. A schematic of how the PME 3D printer head processes thermoplastic powder into 
3D printed objects. 
 
 In Chapter 4, three series of well-defined norbornene imide-based polymers with 

different pendant groups were synthesized to investigate and characterize the effect of the 
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pendant group on the polymer conformation in solution and bulk melt properties. These pendant 

groups consisted of the wedge pendant groups that compose the dendritic polymer architecture. 

Sterically bulky pendant wedge groups modestly increase the rodlike conformation of the 

norbornene-imide polymer. In contrast, the different side groups significantly impacted the bulk 

viscoelastic and thermal properties. By increasing the pendant group size, the chain diameter of 

the polymer increases and lowers the entanglement modulus, while the segmental relaxation time 

and the fragility index of these norbornene-based polymers are decreased By analyzing the effect 

that the pendant groups have on dendritic homopolymer polymers, insights into how to modulate 

the properties and dynamics of the dendritic polymers will allow for a more targeted molecular 

design of polymers with properties ideal for PC applications or manufacturing.  

Figure 1.3. A diagram comparing the impacts that an alkyl pendant or a wedge pendant group 
has on the norbornene imide-based polymer dynamics. 
 
 In Chapter 5, four series of well-defined BBCPs with near identical side chain 

compositions but varying backbone structures were synthesized to investigate the effect of 

backbone structure on the process of thermal BBCP self-assembly to photonic crystals (PC). The 

structure of the backbone within a BBCP has a dramatic effect on the ability of the BBCP to self-

assemble into ordered nanostructures and on the ability to retain the ordering of the nanostructure 

morphology in higher molecular weight BBCPs. Further, by analyzing the melt rheological 

responses of the backbone structure both as linear polymers and homobrush polymers, it was 
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observed that the inherent stiffness of the backbone promotes enhanced local ordering in the 

nanostructure morphology and larger domain sizes in the resulting PC materials. 

 

Figure 1.4. A schematic showing the impact of the brush backbone structure on the 
nanostructure morphology and the resulting PC material reflection. 
 
 Chapter 6 contains a brief summary of the work presented within this dissertation. The 

majority of the work conducted by the author during the course of graduate school has been 

included in this dissertation. Additional work by the author that has been published, but does not 

directly pertain to the principal theme of this dissertation has not been included in the proceeding 

chapters. All work that has resulted in publication during the author’s graduate studies has been 

incorporated into a list within Appendix I. 
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CHAPTER 2 – STRUCTURAL COLOR FOR ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING: 3D PRINTED 

PHOTONIC CRYSTALS FROM BLOCK COPOLYMERS  

 
 
 

Overview 
 

The incorporation of structural color into 3D printed parts is reported, presenting an 

alternative to the need for pigments or dyes for colored parts produced through additive 

manufacturing. Thermoplastic build materials composed of dendritic block copolymers were 

designed, synthesized, and used to additively manufacture plastic parts exhibiting structural 

color. The reflection properties of the photonic crystals arise from the periodic nanostructure 

formed through block copolymer self-assembly during polymer processing. The wavelength of 

reflected light could be tuned across the visible spectrum by synthetically controlling the block 

copolymer molecular weight and manufacture parts that reflected violet, green, or orange light 

with the capacity to serve as selective optical filters and light guides. 

Introduction 
 

The importance of color broadly ranges from aesthetics to communications, and although 

a vast array of brilliant colors can be displayed using dyes or pigments, many such colorants are 

based on toxic molecules or heavy metals.1 In contrast, nature presents an inspirational approach 

to sustainable color that is exemplified in butterflies, beetles, peacocks, and opals.2−4 The color 

visualized in these objects arises from their nanostructure and is termed a photonic crystal (PC). 

PCs are periodic dielectric materials possessing a photonic band gap inhibiting the propagation 

of specific frequencies of light.5 As the color of a PC arises from the nanostructure of the 

material, embedded structural color has been suggested as a more environmentally friendly 
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alternative to pigments and dyes.1 Thus, the ability to mimic the structural color observed in 

nature represents a sustainable approach to integrate color into objects because it doesn’t photo-

bleach or require the use of toxic chemicals as pigments and dyes do. 

Although several routes to visible-light PCs have been developed, access to an 

intermediate size regime of the periodic dielectric presents limitations. Synthetic PCs have been 

implemented as light guides, optical filters, and reflective coatings, with the potential to enable 

smaller and faster optical computing devices.6−13 Lithography can yield precise PCs, but requires 

specialized apparatus.14−16 Co-extrusion, fiber pulling, or layer-by-layer deposition of multiple 

materials are typically restricted by geometry,17−23 while the self-assembly of colloidal crystals 

requires uniform particles and controlled self-assembly conditions.24−26 In sum, the development 

of a versatile technology for the economical and scalable production of PCs is required for broad 

incorporation of sustainable structural color. 

Additive manufacturing (AM) promises to revolutionize the future of manufacturing and 

has enabled the rapid production of parts and prototypes composed of designer materials with 

tailored chemical, mechanical, or thermal properties; 27−31 however, the incorporation of optical 

properties into such objects is less developed.32,33 Recognizing the potential of AM, we were 

motivated to explore the feasibility of integrating structural color into 3D printed parts for the 

incorporation of objects possessing structural color. Furthermore, due to the light reflecting 

capability of PCs, such 3D printed objects could have the potential to serve as selective optical 

filters or guides. Herein, we report the 3D printing of block copolymers (BCPs) using fused 

deposition modeling (FDM). PC objects with 3D geometries of centimeter sizes (Figures 

2.19−2.25) were manufactured and reflect specific frequencies of light across the visible 
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spectrum by controlling the domain size of the nanostructure through modulation of the BCP 

molecular weight (Figure 2.1). 

Figure 2.1. Photographs of PC butterflies. Photograph of a morpo butterfly (A). Photograph of a 
3D printed butterfly wing in reflection (B) and transmission (C). Photograph of 3D printed PC 
butterfly wings from BCPs-1, -2, and -3 reflecting violet, green, and red light, respectively (D). 
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Results and Discussion 
 

The self-assembly of BCPs to nanostructured materials possessing a photonic bandgap 

provides the potential for an economical and scalable solution through the bottom-up self- 

assembly of commodity materials.34−38 However, the self- assembly of BCPs to nanostructured 

materials with periodicity within the intermediate size regime needed to yield a photonic 

bandgap in the visible spectrum is challenging.
39,40 Domain size swelling coupled with extended 

self-assembly conditions can overcome this challenge, but are not broadly amendable to the 

time-scale and standard operating conditions of FDM 3D printers.
41−50 The inherent 

characteristic of macromolecular chain entanglement introduces an energetic barrier for the self- 

assembly to ordered nanostructures, preventing facile access to visible-light PCs.
51,52 To 

circumvent this fundamental property, the design and synthesis of macromolecules with rigid-rod 

characteristics and reduced capability for chain entanglement allow for rapid self-assembly to 

PCs, reflecting light across the visible and into the near-IR spectrum.
53−59 Molecular brush and 

dendritic copolymers composed of sterically bulky repeat units limit the potential for chain 

entanglement
60 and have been successfully synthesized via a grafting through approach using 

ruthenium-mediated ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP).
61 ROMP is a robust and 

efficient methodology for the synthesis of such high molecular weight (MW) polymers with low 

dispersity (Đ).
62−66 

As such, we hypothesized that dendritic BCPs possessed the potential to self- 

assemble to visible-light reflecting PCs under the conditions of FDM for the production of 3D-

metamaterial objects.  
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To investigate if dendritic BCPs could self-assemble to PCs via filament extrusion and 

FDM en route to 3D printing of PC objects, a dendritic BCP composed of a benzyl and alkyl 

wedge- type monomer was synthesized. The BCP possessed a weight- average molecular weight 

(Mw) of 484 kDa and Đ = 1.10 (Figure 2.2). The rapid self-assembly of this dendronized BCP 

was highlighted during filament extrusion at 200 °C, yielding a PC filament in the time scale of 

minutes. The as-isolated, unassembled, BCP was colorless due to a lack of ordered 

nanostructured periodicity; however, during filament extrusion, the BCP self-assembled to a 

nanostructured material possessing photonic properties, reflecting violet light (yellow-

transmitting) (Figure 2.2). Examination of the material located in the extruder nozzle revealed 

the most intense color was located at the heated barrel metal interface. As such, although shear 

forces during the extrusion process are imposed on the BCP, we propose the self-assembly 

mechanism is strongly thermally induced.
67  

Figure 2.2. Synthetic approach to rigid-rod dendritic BCPs and schematic representation of the 
self-assembly of BCPs to PCs (A). Photographs of the unassembled, colorless BCP loaded in the 
extruder hopper (B), self-assembly to a PC during filament extrusion in the extruder nozzle (C), 
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to yield a filament reflecting violet (D, E) and transmitting yellow light (F). 
 

Previous studies revealed modulating the BCP MW directly controlled the domain size of 

the resulting nanostructure, and the wavelength of reflected light of the PC could be tuned from 

the UV, through the visible, and into the near IR.
6−13,34 However, with this BCP composition, the 

wavelength of reflected light of the PC only gradually increased with increasing BCP MW. The 

highest MW BCP in this series (Mw = 909 kDa) only reflected green light (λmax = 480 nm) 

(Figure 2.26, Table 2.7). As such, extremely high MW BCPs of this chemical composition would 

be required for the production of PC objects able to reflect longer wavelengths of light, which 

raised concern about the processability during extrusion and 3D printing with high MW BCPs.  

Therefore, a BCP was designed and synthesized from a combination of a dodecyl and 

fluorobenzyl wedge-type monomers with the motivation to access longer wavelength- reflecting 

PCs from a lower MW BCP. This combination of monomers was designed to minimize chain 

entanglement with sterically bulky monomer repeat units and to encourage rapid self-assembly 

by chemically distinct blocks. Investigating the effects of BCP MW on the wavelength of 

reflected light revealed this composition could assemble to PCs reflecting across the visible 

spectrum, where the maximum peak wavelength (λmax) was linearly related to the BCP MW 

(Figure 2.27, Table 2.8). Three BCP samples were subsequently synthesized on multigram scale 

through the sequential ROMP of equal molar ratios of the two monomers to produce BCPs with 

Mws of 581 (BCP-1), 876 (BCP-2), and 1130 (BCP-3) kDa. The bulk BCPs were then extruded 

into filaments for 3D printing using FDM. 
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 For all three BCPs, the as-isolated materials are colorless. PC thin films of the three 

BCPs were fabricated through thermal annealing and reflected violet (λmax = 412 nm), green 

(λmax = 530 nm), and orange (λmax = 610 nm) light for BCP-1, -2, and -3, respectively (Figure 

2.3G−I). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to visualize the nanostructured 

morphology of the cross sections of these films after freeze fracturing and staining with RuO4 

(Figure 2.3A−C). For films made from BCP- 2 and -3, lamellar morphologies were observed 

with periodicities correlating to the observed reflection of the films. Interestingly, although the 

film from BCP-1 efficiently reflected violet light, the observed morphology was not a lamellar 

morphology, but a spherical morphology reminiscent of kinetically trapped morphologies 

observed in similar dendronized BCPs.54 Regardless, for all three BCPs possessing the same 

empirical formula, the observed color was a result of the nanostructured periodicity of the BCP. 

The observed structural color of both the BCP derived films and 3D printed objects has been 

stable for at least one year under ambient conditions. 

Figure 2.3. SEM images of freeze-fractured cross sections of thin films of poly(DDW-b-FBnW) 
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BCP-1 (A), BCP-2 (B), and BCP-3 (C) and photographs of the films in reflection and 
transmission (insets). SEM images of the freeze-fractured cross sections and photographs of the 
3D printed pyramids (2 × 2 × 1.0 cm) using BCP-1 (D), BCP-2 (E), and BCP-3 (F). Reflectance 
spectrum of thin films (solid line) and 3D printed object (dashed line) for BCP-1 (G), BCP-2 (H), 
and BCP-3 (I). Scale bars in SEM images are 1 μm. 
 
 Filaments from each BCP were drawn using a benchtop extruder. The filament produced 

from BCP-1 reflected a slightly higher energy wavelength (λmax = 387 nm) than when assembled 

to the thin film, although both processing methods yielded PC materials with relatively similar 

reflection profiles (Figure 2.28, Table 2.8). In contrast, the filaments produced from BCP-2 and -

3 reflected longer wavelengths of light (λmax = 552 and 737 nm, respectively), and the reflection 

profiles of the filaments became broader. As such, the filament from BCP-1 transmitted light 

well, while the filaments from BCP-2 and -3 were not visually transparent. SEM was used to 

visualize the morphology of these materials (Figure 2.32). In the case of all three filaments, 

spherical morphologies were observed, similar to the PC thin film produced from BCP-1. 

 The filaments were printed using FDM to manufacture 3D cuboids (1.0 × 1.0 × 0.6 cm; 

Figure 2.4), cylinders (diameter = 1.6 cm; Figure 2.4), or pyramids (2.0 × 2.0 × 1.0 cm) 

possessing photonic properties and reflecting violet (λmax = 412 nm), green (λmax = 560 nm), or 

red (λmax = 743 nm) light when using BCP- 1, -2, or -3, respectively (Figure 2.3). FDM did not 

appear to alter the photonic properties or the self-assembly of the nanostructure as compared to 

the filaments. The λmax, reflection profiles, and morphologies of the printed objects remained 

nearly the same as the filaments they were printed from. Thin objects printed using BCP-1 could 

transmit light with the potential to serve as optical filters (Figure 2.1B.), yet thicker objects were 

not visually transparent. Objects printed from BCP-2 and -3 reflected green or red light, 

respectively, but were not transparent (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4. Structure of the BCP used for 3D printing (left). Cuboids (1.0 × 1.0 × 0.6 cm; A) and 
cylinders (diameter =1.6 cm; B) 3D printed using BCP-1, -2, or -3 reflecting violet, green, and 
orange light. 
 
 To demonstrate further application potential of objects printed from these BCPs, a hollow 

U-shaped tube was printed from BCP-2 (Figure 2.5). We envisioned this geometry would serve 

as a frequency selective light-guide around a curved geometry. In fact, when white light 

(emission spectrum, Figure 2.31) was introduced into one opening of the object, only green light 

exited the other opening. This experiment demonstrated the feasibility of using such 3D printed 

PC objects in more advanced optical devices or circuits and will be the focus of our future work. 

 

Figure 2.5. Model of object and concept of a polymer-based PC acting as a light guide (A). 
Photograph of the 3D printed object with an outer diameter of 0.5 cm (B) that, when irradiated 
with a white flashlight from one opening, can guide green light to exit the other opening (C). 

Conclusions 
 

Dendritic BCPs were designed and synthesized to act as PCs able to reflect across the 

visible spectrum. These polymeric PCs were then processed via 3D printing to create 

geometrically unrestricted objects possessing photonic properties. The rapid self-assembly of 

these polymers to nanostructured photonic materials was thermally induced during filament 
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extrusion, yielding filaments reflecting across the visible spectrum and printed to 3D objects 

exhibiting structural color. This proof of concept represents an approach for the direct additive 

manufacturing of complex parts with tailored optical properties, without the use of pigments or 

dyes. In addition to introducing materials possessing photonic stop bands to 3D printing, the 

ability to control the flow of light with such materials was demonstrated, where printed photonic 

objects could filter light or even guide specified light frequencies around a curved geometry. 

 

Experimental Methods 
 

(H2IMes)(PPh3)(Cl)2RuCHPh was received as a research gift from Materia Inc. and was 

converted to (H2IMes)(py)2(Cl)2RuCHPh (1) via literature procedure.68 N-(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5- 

norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide (2) was prepared according to literature procedure.69 All 

other chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and VWR. All polymerizations were 

performed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian INOVA 400 

MHz spectrometer (1H/13C/19F). Chemical shifts were referenced to internal solvent resonances 

using CDCl3 (1H: 7.26 ppm; 13C: 77.16 ppm) and d6-DMSO (1H: 2.50 ppm ; 13C: 39.52 ppm) 

and are reported as parts per million relative to tetramethylsilane. High-resolution mass spectra 

were provided by the University of Colorado – Boulder Central Analytical Mass Spectrometry 

Facility using a Waters Synapt G2 HDMS Qtof with acetonitrile as the solvent. Polymer 

molecular weights were determined by multi-angle light-scattering (MALS) gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC), with THF as the eluent, using a miniDAWN TREOS light-scattering 

detector and a TrEX differential refractometer, all from Wyatt Technology. An Agilent 1200 

UV-vis detector was also present in the detector stack. Absolute molecular weights were 

determined using dn/dc values calculated by assuming 100% mass recovery of the polymer 
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sample injection into the GPC. Batches of polymer of consistent molecular weight were 

thoroughly mixed by dissolving in methylene chloride to ensure homogeneity of the samples. 

After the removal of solvent, polymer batch mixtures were sufficiently dried in a VWR vacuum 

oven at 50 °C to a constant weight before extrusion. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

was conducted using a Mettler Toledo DSC823e. To reset thermal history, an initial sweep 

ramped from 25 °C to 250 °C (10 °C/min), where it was held constant for two minutes before 

cooled to 25 °C (-10 C/min). Thermal data was collected from the second sweep after holding at 

25 °C for two minutes, ramping to 250 °C (5 °C/min), holding for two minutes, then returned to 

25 °C (-5 °C/min). Polymer thin films were prepared by compressing polymer sample between 

two glass slides (rinsed with methanol, hexanes, and methylene chloride then dried) and 

annealed in a VWR vacuum oven at 100 °C for 24 h. Polymer filaments were extruded using a 

Filabot EX2 extruder from 125-145 °C. Objects were printed using a FlashForge Creator Pro 

Dual Extrusion 3D Printer (print temperature: 200 °C, nozzle diameter: 1.0 mm, layer height: 0.5 

mm, object infill: 0%, 1 Shell, print-bed temperature: 40 °C, feed-rate: 10 mm/s, travel feed-rate: 

10 mm/s). 3D-models were obtained from FlashForge pre-loaded calibration models, 3D- 

modeling in SketchUp Make software, and from the open-source website www.thingiverse.com. 

All 3D-models were visualized, sliced, and made into G-code using the Replicator G 0040r24- 

Sailfish software in tandem with the Skeinforge 50 slicing program. SEM images were taken on 

a JEOL JSM-6480LV scanning electron microscope after staining films with RuO4. Reflection 

measurements were performed on a Cary 5000 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer, equipped with an 

integrating sphere diffuse reflectance accessory (DRA) (Internal DRA-2500) using the standard 

wide-open aperture. The samples were scanned at a rate of 1.0 nm/s with a 1.0 nm data interval, 

from 1100 to 200 nm, with a detector crossover (PbS to PMT) at 850 nm. 
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Monomer Synthesis 

Methyl 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoate (3a) 

A 250 mL round-bottom flask was charged with DMF (75 mL) and a stir bar. The 

solution was sparged with nitrogen for 30 minutes. Once sufficiently deoxygenated, the flask 

was charged with methyl gallate (3.63 g, 19.7 mmol, 1 equiv) and potassium carbonate (12.5 g, 

118.2 mmol, 6 equiv). While stirring, 4-fluorobenzyl chloride (14.2 mL, 118.2 mmol, 6 equiv) 

was slowly added to the mixture over a few minutes. A reflux condenser was attached to the 

flask and the mixture was heated to 80 °C for 12 hours. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool 

to room temperature then diluted with water (150 mL) and extracted with methylene chloride (2 

× 150 mL). The organic phases were combined, washed with water (150 mL) followed by brine 

(150 mL), then dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The organic phase was passed through 

basic alumina to purify. Solvent was removed in vacuo to yield the product 3a as a white solid 

(8.44 g, 16.6 mmol, 84.3%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.39 (m, 4H), 7.38 (s, 2H), 7.30 (m, 

2H), 7.07 (m, 4H), 6.92 (m, 2H), 5.08 (s, 4H), 5.03 (s, 2H), 3.90 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 166.6, 163.9, 161.5, 152.5, 142.1, 133.3, 133.2, 132.4, 132.4, 130.5, 130.4, 129.6, 

129.6, 125.5, 115.7, 115.5, 115.3, 115.0, 109.1, 74.48, 70.67, 52.43. 19F NMR (376 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ -113.9, -114.1. HRMS (ESI): calculated for M+ C29H23F3O5, 508.1498; observed 

508.1576. 
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Figure 2.6. 1H NMR of methyl 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoate in CDCl3. 
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Figure 2.7. 13C NMR of methyl 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoate in CDCl3. 
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Figure 2.8. 19F NMR of methyl 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoate in CDCl3. 

 

3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoic acid (3b) 

A 250 mL round-bottom flask was charged with 3a (8.39 g, 16.5 mmol, 1 equiv), 

potassium hydroxide (9.26 g, 165 mmol, 10 equiv), 95% ethanol (90 mL) and a stir bar. A water- 

cooled reflux condenser was attached to the flask and the mixture was refluxed at 85 °C for 4 

hours. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature. Solvent was removed in 

vacuo yield a pale-yellow solid. The solid was washed with diethyl ether then suspended in 200 

mL of diethyl ether with a stir bar. The suspension was acidified via slow addition of 

concentrated HCl, causing the precipitation of potassium chloride. The suspension was filtered 

and washed with excess water. The solid was dissolved in acetone and dried over anhydrous 
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magnesium sulfate. After filtering, solvent was removed in vacuo to yield 3b as a white solid 

(4.90 g, 9.91 mmol, 60.1%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ 7.50 (m, 4H), 7.38 (m, 2H), 7.35 

(s, 2H), 7.24 (m, 4H), 7.08 (m, 2H), 5.15 (s, 4H), 5.00 (s, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, d6-DMSO) 

δ 166.9, 163.1, 160.6, 151.9, 140.8, 133.7, 133.7, 133.1, 133.1, 130.4, 130.4, 129.9, 129.9, 126.2, 

115.4, 115.2, 115.0, 114.8, 108.2, 73.5, 69.5. 19F NMR (376 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ -114.4. HRMS 

(ESI): calculated for M+ C28H21F3O5, 494.1341; observed 494.1263. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. 1H NMR of 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoic acid in d6-DMSO. 
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 Figure 2.10. 13C NMR of 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoic acid in d6-DMSO. 
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Figure 2.11. 19F NMR of 3,4,5-tris(4-fluorbenzyloxy)benzoic acid in d6-DMSO. 

 

Fluorobenzyl Wedge Monomer (FBnW) 

A 200 mL Schlenk flask was equipped with a stir bar and flame-dried under vacuum. 

Once cool, the flask was backfilled with nitrogen then charged with 3b (4.84 g, 9.79 mmol, 1 

equiv), alcohol 2 (2.24 g, 10.8 mmol, 1.1 equiv), 4-dimethylaminopyridine (120 mg, 0.979 

mmol, 0.1 equiv), and methylene chloride (60 mL). The solution was cooled in an ice bath then 

charged with dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (2.23 g, 10.8 mmol, 1.1 equiv) and stirred at 0 °C for 1 

h. The reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature and stirred for 18 h. The 

resulting suspension was filtered and the solid was washed with minimal methylene chloride (50 

mL). Solvent was removed from the filtrate in vacuo to yield a viscous, pale yellow oil. 95% 
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ethanol (250 mL) was added to the oil and stirred for 3 hours to precipitate the desired product. 

The solid was filtered, washed with 95% ethanol, and then dried in vacuo. The solid was then 

recrystallized out of DCM/hexanes and dried in vacuo to yield the monomer 3c as a white solid 

(5.38 g, 7.87 mmol, 80.4%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.41 (4H, m), 7.34 (2H, s), 7.30 

(2H, m), 7.07 (4H, m), 6.91 (2H, m), 6.27 (2H, t, J = 1.9 Hz), 5.10 (4H, s), 5.03 (2H, s), 4.41 

(2H, t, J = 4.9 Hz), 3.92 (2H, t, J = 5.3 Hz), 3.21 (2H, s), 2.69 (2H, s), 1.39 (1H, d, J = 9.8 Hz), 

1.22 (1H, d, J = 9.7 Hz). 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 177.9, 165.7, 163.9, 161.4, 152.5, 

142.2, 137.9, 133.3, 133.2, 132.5, 132.4, 130.4, 130.3, 129.6, 129.5, 124.9, 115.7, 115.5, 115.2, 

115.0, 109.05, 74.4, 70.5, 62.1, 47.9, 45.3, 42.8, 37.6. 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) -113.9, -

114.1. HRMS (ESI): calculated for M+ C39H32F3NO7, 683.2131; observed 683.2209. 

 

Figure 2.12. 1H NMR of fluorobenzyl wedge (FBnW) monomer in CDCl3. 
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Figure 2.13. 13C NMR of fluorobenzyl wedge (FBnW) monomer in CDCl3. 
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Figure 2.14. 19F NMR of fluorobenzyl wedge (FBnW) monomer in CDCl3. 

 
Dodecyl Wedge Monomer (DDW)  

The dodecyl wedge monomer was prepared according to a previously reported literature 

procedure.70 

 
Benzyl Wedge Monomer (BnW) 

 The benzyl wedge monomer was prepared according to a previously reported literature 

procedure.54 
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Synthesis of Block Copolymers 

 
Poly(DDW-b-BnW) 

 

Molecular Weight Series 

In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 20 mL vial was charged with a stir bar, 50.0 mg (57.9 

μmol) of DDW monomer and 1.0 mL of THF. With rapid stirring, 10 μL of an appropriate 

concentration of catalyst 1 in THF was quickly added via syringe. After one hour, 36.4 mg (57.9 

μmol) of BnW monomer was added as a solid and allowed to react for 90 minutes. The 

polymerization was quenched by the addition of 0.1 mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was 

precipitated out into 15 mL of methanol and allowed to stir overnight, after which the polymer 

was isolated, washed with excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 50 °C to a 

constant weight. 

 

Scale-Up for Printing 

In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 250 mL flat-bottom flask was charged with a stir bar, 

6.00 g (6.94 mmol) of DDW monomer and 100 mL of THF. With rapid stirring, 300 μL of an 

appropriate concentration of catalyst 1 in THF was quickly added via a micropipette. After one 

hour, 4.37 g (6.94 mmol) of BnW monomer was added as a solid and allowed to react for 90 

minutes. The polymerization was quenched by the addition of 2.0 mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The 

polymer was precipitated out into 500 mL of methanol and allowed to stir overnight, after which 

the polymer was isolated, washed with excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 50 

°C to a constant weight. 
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Isolated poly(DDW-b-BnW) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.43-7.14 (m), 5.41 (bs), 

5.06 (t), 4.37 (bs), 3.98 (m), 3.80 (bs), 2.97 (bs), 2.65 (bs), 2.36 (bs), 2.05 (bs), 1.75 (m), 1.46 (s), 

1.25 (s), 0.87 (t). 

 

Figure 2.15. 1H NMR of poly(DDW-b-BnW) in CDCl3. 

 

Poly(DDW-b-FBnW) 

In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 250 mL flat-bottom flask was charged with a stir bar, 

6.00 g (6.94 mmol) of DDW monomer and 100 mL of THF. With rapid stirring, 300 μL of an 

appropriate concentration of catalyst 1 in THF was quickly added via a micropipette. After one 

hour, 6.00 g (6.94 mmol) of FBnW monomer was added as a solid and allowed to react for 90 

minutes. The polymerization was quenched by the addition of 2.0 mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The 
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polymer was precipitated out into 500 mL of methanol and allowed to stir overnight, after which 

the polymer was isolated, washed with excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 50 

°C to a constant weight. This process was conducted in multiplet for each desired molecular 

weight. Polymers with consistent molecular weight were combined and dissolved in DCM to 

ensure a homogenous mixture. Once dissolved, the combined polymers were reprecipitated into 

methanol, filtered, and dried under reduced pressure at 50 °C to a constant weight. 

 

Isolated poly(DDW-b-FBnW) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.35 (m), 7.21 (m), 7.00 (m), 6.86 

(m), 5.45 (bs), 4.99 (m), 4.73 (bs), 3.98 (m), 3.82 (bs), 2.91 (bs), 2.39 (bs), 2.04 (bs), 1.77 (m), 

1.45 (s), 1.25 (s), 0.87 (t). 

 

Figure 2.16. 1H NMR of poly(DDW-b-FBnW) in CDCl3 
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Characterization of Polymer Samples 

 

GPC Analysis 

 
Table 2.1. GPC analysis data of poly(DDW-b-BnW) molecular weight series and yields. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Table 2.2. GPC analysis data of poly(DDW-b-BnW) scale-up for 3D printing and yields. 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Feed Ratio Mn  (kDa) Mw  (kDa) Đ (Mw/Mn) Yield (mg) Yield (%)

1 [300]:[300]:[1] 488 507 1.04 73.5 85.1
2 [350]:[350]:[1] 554 574 1.04 72.0 83.3
3 [400]:[400]:[1] 641 689 1.08 77.4 89.6
4 [450]:[450]:[1] 713 754 1.06 69.2 80.1
5 [500]:[500]:[1] 740 828 1.12 76.4 88.4
6 [550]:[550]:[1] 814 875 1.08 80.3 92.9
7 [600]:[600]:[1] 841 902 1.07 77.8 90.0

Sample Mn  (kDa) Mw  (kDa) Đ (Mw/Mn) Yield (g) Yield (%)

1 487 516 1.06 10.1 97.5
2 365 372 1.02 10.3 99.4
3 453 462 1.02 10.1 97.5
4 413 429 1.04 10.1 97.5

Mixture 440 484 1.10
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Table 2.3. GPC analysis data of BCP-1 and yields. 
 

 
 
 
Table 2.4. GPC analysis data of BCP-2 and yields 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Mn  (kDa) Mw  (kDa) Đ (Mw/Mn) Yield (g) Yield (%)

1 570 582 1.02 10.3 95.9
2 516 548 1.06 10.3 95.9
3 553 569 1.03 10.3 95.9
4 552 563 1.02 10.4 96.8
5 561 574 1.02 10.3 95.9

6 534 550 1.03 10.4 96.8
7 526 552 1.05 10.3 95.9
8 550 568 1.03 10.5 97.8
9 545 562 1.03 10.4 96.8
10 530 547 1.03 10.3 95.9
11 554 568 1.03 10.3 95.9
12 488 530 1.09 10.3 95.9
13 504 551 1.09 10.7 99.6
14 478 525 1.10 10.4 96.8
15 472 523 1.11 10.4 96.8

Mixture (BCP-1) 564 581 1.03

Sample Mn  (kDa) Mw  (kDa) Đ (Mw/Mn) Yield (g) Yield (%)

1 822 838 1.02 10.6 98.7
2 810 832 1.03 10.6 98.7
3 831 859 1.03 10.6 98.7
4 841 861 1.03 10.6 98.7
5 808 833 1.03 10.5 97.8

6 829 856 1.03 10.6 98.7
7 780 811 1.04 10.6 98.7

Mixture (BCP-2) 822 876 1.07
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Table 2.5. GPC analysis data of BCP-3 and yields. 
 

 
 
 
Table 2.6. Measured dn/dc values of block copolymer samples used to estimate molecular 
weight. 
 

 
 
 
DSC Analysis 

 

Tg of BCP-1 = 81-84 °C 
 

 
 
Figure 2.17. DSC analysis trace of BCP-1. 

Sample Mn  (kDa) Mw  (kDa) Đ (Mw/Mn) Yield (g) Yield (%)

1 1050 1080 1.02 10.4 96.8
2 1040 1080 1.03 10.5 97.8
3 1050 1080 1.03 10.4 96.8
4 1040 1080 1.04 10.5 97.8
5 1050 1080 1.03 10.4 96.8
6 1050 1080 1.03 10.5 97.8
7 1060 1090 1.03 10.4 96.8

Mixture (BCP-3) 1040 1130 1.09

Sample dn/dc

poly(DDW-b-BnW) 0.116
BCP-1 0.119
BCP-2 0.119
BCP-3 0.122
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Characterization of Block Copolymer Photonic Crystal Thin Films, Filaments, and 3D Printed 

Objects 

 

Images of Thin Films 

 

 
 
Figure 2.18. Photo of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-BnW) block copolymer photonic crystal thin 
films. Molecular weight increases descending from top of image.  
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Images of 3D Printed Objects 

 

 
Figure 2.19. 3D printed cubes of BCP-1, BCP-2, and BCP-3. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.20. 3D printed cubes of BCP-1, BCP-2, and BCP-3. 
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Figure 2.21. 3D printed butterfly wings of BCP-1, BCP-2, and BCP-3. 
 

 
Figure 2.22. 3D printed cylinder of BCP-1, BCP-2, BCP-3. 
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Figure 2.23. 3D printed cylinder of BCP-2. 
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Figure 2.24. 3D printed U-shaped tube of BCP-1, BCP-2, BCP-3. 
 

 

 
Figure 2.25. 3D printed U-shaped tube of BCP-1 
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Optical Data 

 

 
 
Figure 2.26. Plot of reflectance vs wavelength of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-BnW) block 
copolymer photonic crystal thin films. 
 
 
 
Table 2.7. Peak reflection wavelengths of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-BnW) block copolymer 
photonic crystal thin films. 
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Figure 2.27. Plot of reflectance vs wavelength of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-FBnW) block 
copolymer photonic crystal thin films. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.28. Plot of reflectance vs wavelength of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-FBnW) block 
copolymer photonic crystal filaments.  
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Figure 2.29. Plot of reflectance vs wavelength of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-FBnW) block 
copolymer photonic crystal 3D printed cubes.  
 
 
Table 2.8. Peak reflection wavelengths of self-assembled poly(DDW-b-FBnW) block copolymer 
photonic crystal thin films, filaments, and 3D printed objects. 
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Figure 2.30. Emission spectrum of an iPhone 6S LED flashlight. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.31. Emission spectrum of a Mini Maglite AAA flashlight 
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Figure 2.32. SEM images of self-assembled photonic crystal thin film, filament, and 3D printed 
cube: a) BCP-1 photonic crystal thin film b) BCP-2 photonic crystal thin film c) BCP-3 photonic 
crystal thin film d) BCP-1 photonic crystal filament e) BCP-2 photonic crystal filament f) BCP-3 
photonic crystal filament g) BCP-1 3D printed photonic crystal cube h) BCP-2 3D printed 
photonic crystal cube i) BCP-3 3D printed photonic crystal cube. 
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CHAPTER 3 – 3D PRINTING USING POWDER MELT EXTRUSION 

 
 
 

Overview 
 

Additive manufacturing (creating objects by adding material, also known as 3D printing) 

promises to revolutionize manufacturing industries. However, 3D printing of novel build 

materials is currently limited by constraints inherent to printer designs. In this work, a bench-top 

powder melt extrusion (PME) 3D printer head was designed and fabricated to print parts directly 

from powder-based materials rather than filament. The final design of the PME printer head 

evolved from the Rich Rap Universal Pellet Extruder (RRUPE) design and was realized through 

an iterative approach. The PME printer was made possible by modifications to the funnel shape, 

pressure applied to the extrudate by the auger, and hot end structure. Through comparison of 

parts printed with the PME printer with those from a commercially available fused filament 

fabrication (FFF) 3D printer using common thermoplastics poly(lactide) (PLA), high impact 

poly(styrene) (HIPS), and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) powders (< 1 mm in diameter), 

evaluation of the printer performance was performed. For each build material, the PME printed 

objects show comparable viscoelastic properties by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) to 

those of the FFF objects. However, due to a significant difference in printer resolution between 

PME (X–Y resolution of 0.8 mm and a Z-layer height calibrated to 0.1 mm) and FFF (X–Y 

resolution of 0.4 mm and a Z-layer height of 0.18 mm), as well as, an inherently more 

inconsistent feed of build material for PME than FFF, the resulting print quality, determined by a 

dimensional analysis and surface roughness comparisons, of the PME printed objects was lower 

than that of the FFF printed parts based on the print layer uniformity and structure. Further, due 

to the poorer print resolution and inherent inconsistent build material feed of the PME, the bulk 
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tensile strength and Young’s moduli of the objects printed by PME were lower and more 

inconsistent (49.2 ± 10.7 MPa and 1620 ± 375 MPa, respectively) than those of FFF printed 

objects (57.7 ± 2.31 MPa and 2160 ± 179 MPa, respectively). Nevertheless, PME print methods 

promise an opportunity to provide a platform on which it is possible to rapidly prototype a 

myriad of thermoplastic materials for 3D printing. 

Introduction 
 

Extrusion-based 3D printing is among the most widespread additive manufacturing 

techniques, with users spanning from hobbyists to industrial manufacturing companies [1–5]. 

The widespread adoption of extrusion-based 3D printing can be largely attributed to the low-cost 

and straightforward method of printing compared to other printing techniques (e.g. 

stereolithography, laser sintering, polymer jetting, etc.) [6–10]. Application of extrusion-based 

3D printing techniques have enabled the rapid and customized production of 3D objects, ranging 

for example from art to coatings to force-sensing technologies [11–14]. A common extrusion-

based additive manufacturing method is fused filament fabrication (FFF), in which a 

thermoplastic filament is heated and passed through a printer head to create a 3D printed object 

by layering the extrudate in specified shapes [15–18]. The materials compatible with FFF are 

mostly thermoplastics that are typically processed into filament and spooled for use in FFF. 

Unfortunately, evaluating the capability of a novel material to be printed by FFF can be 

challenging due to the difficulty of precision filament processing, even with specialized 

equipment. As such, the ability to extrude materials not in filament form could facilitate a more 

efficient method to screen novel materials for 3D printing and increase the build material 

landscape of 3D printing bypassing the filament-processing step of FFF. 
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The application of novel build materials for additive manufacturing [19–22] has the 

potential to transform the current landscape of 3D printing technology since the properties of the 

material inputs will dictate the optical, thermal, and mechanical properties of the final printed 

object. Recent developments in build materials have enabled the production of printed objects 

with tailored optical, thermal, electrical, mechanical, and chemical properties [23–27]. However, 

the adoption of these novel 3D printable materials has been slow due to the high cost and the 

requirement for pre-processing the raw materials into filament or pellets. To date, the two 

foremost examples of extrusion-based 3D printing from a pellet feedstock rather than a filament 

feed- stock, have been demonstrated by big area additive manufacturing (BAAM) techniques 

[28–30] and Titan Robotics’ Atlas printer series [31]. Titan’s Atlas printer series can be modified 

to print production scale projects from thermoplastic pellets, and contains a build volume of 30” 

x 30” x 45”. However, the industrial scale of the BAAM techniques and the Atlas printers is not 

conducive to laboratory scale use. Thus, bench-top pellet extruders capable of printing less 

material have been fabricated such as, Direct3D [32] and the Rich Rap Universal Pellet Extruder 

(RRUPE) [33]. Although these two pellet extruders expand the variety of materials that can be 

printed [34] and are capable of printing smaller parts (on the order of 200 mm3 or less), they are 

not designed for 3D printing of material feedstock that is not pre-processed into the form of 

pellets. This limitation of pellet extruders further restricts which thermoplastic materials can be 

3D printed and presents an obstacle to printing non-processed novel material feedstock. Rather 

than requiring new materials to be printed by the FFF or pellet extrusion techniques, the ability 

to print directly from powder granules makes the process of 3D printing novel materials more 

accessible by reducing the need for specialized equipment beyond a printer head. 
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Here, we report a bench-top PME printer that was fabricated through modification of the 

Rich Rap Universal Pellet Extruder (RRUPE) design [33] and tested with powders (particle size 

range of 0.038 mm–1 mm in diameter) of common 3D printing thermoplastics, including 

poly(lactide) (PLA), high impact poly(styrene) (HIPS), and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 

(ABS) (Figure 3.18, 3.19, and 3.20). The sources of each of these thermoplastic powders were 

mechanically ground FFF printed parts. The parts being ground were often defective parts that 

would have been disposed of, normally. The resulting PME prints were compared to FFF prints 

based on print quality, print resolution, material viscoelasticity, and bulk material tensile 

properties to determine the initial viability of the PME 3D printing technique. 

Printer Head Design and Modifications 
 

Development of a 3D printer that can directly use a thermoplastic powder build material 

requires an understanding of the fundamental relationships between the printer head design and 

printer performance. Therefore, the design of the printer head is the major focus of the current 

study as it is critical to the success of printing 3D objects directly from powder. Analysis of 

current printer heads (e.g. RRUPE) designed to print pellets (particle sizes ~ 3–5 mm in 

diameter) inspired us to iteratively design and optimize a bench-top PME printer head. The 

resulting PME printer (Fig. 3.1) can successfully print 3D objects, which establishes a 3D 

printing platform that reduces the time needed for pre-processing build materials and allows 

researchers the potential to rapidly prototype novel build materials. 
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Fig. 3.1. Photographs of the final PME printer head (A.) and the PME printer head assembled on 
the open-source MPCNC printer (B.). 
 
PME Printer Head Design 

An open-source, customizable printer, the MPCNC [35], was obtained to provide the 

control and axes needed to move the printer head. The printer was controlled electronically and 

with software as shown in Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The ability of the RRUPE printer head design 

was then investigated for powder extrusion since most of the components can be 3D printed by 

FFF and readily retrofitted to the MPCNC printer, enabling design optimization (Fig. 3.2). 

Starting at the closest part to the build plate, the brass nozzle (nozzle diameter = 0.4 mm) is 

connected to a polyether ether ketone (PEEK) tube, which comprises the commercially available 

Reifsnyder Precision Works hot end (RPWHE) [36]. The printer-head funnel then supports the 

hot end and is responsible for directing the build material to the auger. Above the entrance to the 

funnel, the build material resides in the hopper before it is directed into the funnel. The auger 

passes through the funnel from the top of the hot end to a large gear. The large gear is spun in a 

counterclockwise rotation by the smaller gear attached to the NEMA 17 stepper motor (0.48 N-

m) to feed material from the funnel into the hot end. 
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Fig. 3.2. Diagram of an exploded assembly model of the RRUPE design. 

RRUPE Funnel Modifications for PME 

Extrusion with the RRUPE design was evaluated using a powdered poly(lactide) (PLA) 

build material (< 1 mm in diameter, see Experimental Methods section and Figure 3.18 in 

Supporting Information for additional details), however, no extrusion of the PLA build material 

was observed. An analysis of the RRUPE printer head (Fig. 3.3) after a PLA powder extrusion 

attempt revealed that the funnel was not delivering powder to the hot end. To address this 

limitation, the funnel geometry was redesigned in 3-steps (Fig. 3.3): (1) the angle of the funnel 

was increased from 139° in the RichRap funnel (Fig. 3.3E) to 146° in the PME funnel (Fig. 3.3F) 

to better match the helix angle of the auger (typically 24° – 32°) with the supplementary angle of 

the funnel which would facilitate powder delivery to the auger without over-filling and clogging 

the auger; (2) the sharp angles in the interior of the funnel were replaced with fillets (top-down 
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view of the two funnels in Figs. 3.3G and 3.3H), which reduce the boundaries and points of 

friction that the powder experiences while traveling to the auger, and; (3) the two shelf cutouts 

(S1, S2) of RichRap’s design (Fig. 3.3E, 3.3G) were removed and replaced with a filleted, steep 

wall to reduce a non-productive build-up of powder build material within the funnel (Fig. 3.3F, 

3.3 H). These three key modifications allowed powder build material to be efficiently directed 

into contact with the auger, allowing improved powder feed into the hot end. 

 

Fig. 3.3. The funnel design computer models of RichRap (A.) and PME (B.) with cross-sectional 
views from the front face (RichRap, C. and PME, D.) as well as the side profile cross-sectional 
views (RichRap, E. and PME, F.). The top-down view of the RichRap (G.) and PME (H.) 
funnels is shown. 
 
Motor and Gearing System Modifications for PME 
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Although the redesigned funnel delivered powder build material into the hot end, the 

extrusion was limited to a globule of material around the nozzle. To overcome this deficiency, 

the torque on the auger was increased. The NEMA 17 motor was replaced with a larger stepper 

motor capable of producing 0.88 N-m of torque and the gearing ratio was adjusted to generate a 

4X torque ratio instead of the original 2X torque ratio (see the Gearing Ratio Calculations 

section in the Experimental Methods for additional details). Combined with an increase in 

torque, increasing the diameter of the hot end nozzle to 0.8 mm from 0.4 mm allowed for 

consistent extrusion. 

Addition and Modification of an Inlet 

Despite constant extrusion, a buildup of powder material between the funnel and hot end 

was observed. This buildup of powder material exerted sufficient pressure to the top of the 

RPWHE and screws holding the hot end in place to split the funnel along the 3D printed layers 

adjacent to the screws. Although a funnel machined out of aluminum would help avoid this 

problem, the associated costs of machining this complex funnel part would create a large barrier 

to widespread adoption of powder melt extrusion. Therefore, to keep powder melt extrusion 

inexpensive and obtainable, the connection between the funnel and hot end was modified to 

consist of a short (5 mm) inlet from the funnel into the hot end (Fig. 3.3D) in order to reduce the 

observed pressure buildup. 

The addition of the inlet extended successful extrusion to minutes from seconds, although 

the uniformity of the extruded material volume remained inconsistent. Therefore, it was 

hypothesized that the lack of consistency of the material feed into the hot end resulted in 

inconsistent extrusion. To facilitate a more consistent build material feed, the dimensions of the 

designed parts for the printer head and how they translated to the printed dimensions of the 
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printer head parts were examined. This comparison was done to determine how the exact 

dimensions of the printer head affected the feed of the powder into the hot end. The dimensions 

of the printed parts were found to be 0.2–1.0 % different than the design due to the extrudate 

contractions after printing [37]. Initially, it was assumed that these material contractions would 

not significantly affect the printer performance, especially as they would affect the funnel 

dimensions rather than the hot end. However, the contractions of the material comprising the 

funnel inlet that allowed the auger to transport material into the hot end were especially 

damaging to the extrusion performance by reducing the space between the auger and the 

sidewalls increasing the potential for the auger to rub against the sidewalls, as well as, reducing 

the amount of powder build material able to reach the hot end at one time. By accounting for the 

material contractions, the auger hole diameter was printed to the appropriate size that promotes 

minimal contact between the auger and the sidewalls and allows for a more consistent build 

material feed into the hot end, which leads to improved extrusion uniformity. 

With a redesigned funnel, greater torque limit, and more accurate design tolerances, the 

fabricated printer head obtained constant powder melt extrusion (Fig. 3.4); however, during 

extrusion, a build material obstruction in the hot end formed approximately a few millimeters 

below the funnel inlet. This build material obstruction was a product of heat creep. Heat creep is 

the process of heat diffusion from the nozzle past the heat fins in the hot end, and as a result of 

the heat diffusion, the powder build material softens prematurely, and the increased viscosity of 

the coalescing powder granules clogs the hot end prohibiting any further extrusion or completion 

of 3D prints. Therefore, the most influential modification to the design of the printer head to 

enable PME printing was the design of the hot end to manage heat diffusion and minimize build 

material obstructions (Fig. 3.5). 
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Fig. 3.4. A diagram of the exploded assembly computer model of the PME printer head with the 
RPWHE (inset shows a closer look at the RPWHE with a cross- sectional view). 
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Fig. 3.5. Heat map portrayals of thermal simulations for the different hot ends surveyed for the 
PME printer. RPWHE length (LA) =5.08 cm, RPWHE metal insert length (hA) =1.30 cm, LTHE 
length (LB) =5.08 cm, LTHE metal insert length (hB) =2.56 cm, STHE length (LC) =3.69 cm, 
STHE metal insert length (hC) =1.30 cm. 
 
Hot End Investigation and Optimization 

To investigate the heat transfer within the hot end of the original RPWHE design, 

Solidworks Thermal Analysis software was used to simulate the thermal heat flow (Fig. 3.5A, 

heater cartridge reference temperature = 220 °C). This simulation revealed a large intermediate 

heat region (53°C–170°C) attributed to heat creep through the hot end. To limit the intermediate 

heat region within the hot end, two more hot ends were designed (Figs. 3.5B and 3.5C). The first 

design, a long travel hot end (LTHE), was the same length as the RPWHE (Fig. 3.5, LA = LB) but 

contained two annular heat fins to better confine heat flow and a longer metal insert into the hot 

end to bring higher temperatures farther into the hot end (Fig. 3.5, hA < hB). The LTHE design 

reduced the temperature of the medium heat region (50 °C – 170 °C) in comparison to the 

RPWHE. However, due to an increased amount of softened build material around the auger, 

using the LTHE resulted in increased lateral motion of the hot end during the print, reducing the 
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straightness of the printed lines and the overall print quality. To overcome this challenge of a 

long moment arm, a short travel hot end (STHE) (Fig. 3.5C) was designed (see Figure 3.16 and 

the Moment Arm Calculations section in the Experimental Methods). The STHE contains the 

same heat fin design as the LTHE, creating a sharp transition between cold powder and melted 

plastic; however, the STHE is shorter than both the RPWHE and the LTHE (Fig. 3.5) to 

minimize lateral motion of the hot end during the print as a result of a smaller moment arm. The 

reduction of the distance between the nozzle and the funnel in the STHE likely reduced the 

lateral movement experienced during printing leading to increased print quality as evidenced by 

more uniform print lines with minimal side to side travel observed qualitatively from a printed 

line (Figure 3.17). Overall, minimizing heat creep allowed for improved extrusion while the 

STHE increased the uniformity of the printed layers resulting in the best overall performance. 

With an improved funnel and the STHE incorporated into the printer, the material 

capabilities of the PME printer head were evaluated (Fig. 3.6). The print temperature of PLA 

powder, high impact polystyrene (HIPS) powder, and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) 

powder build material was optimized by systematically tuning the temperature of the hot end and 

observing extrusion consistency as well as the connectivity of printed lines at defined 5 °C 

temperature intervals starting at 100 °C + glass transition temperature or the melting point (see 

Table 3.4 for additional details). Operating at the optimized printing temperatures for each 

powder build material, the final version of the PME printer head was able to successfully 

complete 3D prints. 
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Fig. 3.6. A diagram of the exploded assembly computer model with an inset including a cross-
sectional view of the STHE (A.) and a photograph of the assembled final version of the PME 
printer head (B). 
 

Print Results and Discussion 
 

The print performance of the final PME design (Fig. 3.6) was first compared by 

qualitatively observing the differences in print quality to that of a commercially available bench-

top FFF printer, the FlashForge Creator Pro. The comparison in print quality between the two 

methods of printing demonstrates the promise of the PME technique (Fig. 3.7 and 3.41). A small 

cube (1 cm3) was printed using both the PME (Fig. 3.7A, 3.7C, 3.7E) and the FFF printers. In 

addition, a 2D ladder object was printed to isolate the consistency and quality of the print layers 

(Fig. 3.7B, 3.7D, 3.7F). Although both techniques produced 3D objects, the FFF cube and ladder 

prints had higher print quality than the PME prints based on the layer uniformity with fewer print 

defects or lateral motion within layers (Fig. 3.7 and 3.41). 
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Fig. 3.7. Photographs of prints via Powder Melt Extrusion (PME) of all 3 materials (PLA cube 
(A.), PLA rail (B.), HIPS cube (C.), HIPS rail (D.), ABS cube (E.), ABS rail (F.)). X, Y, Z =1.0 
cm: q =6.0 cm. 
 

The lower print quality demonstrated here by the PME technique is due to inconsistent 

extrusion and lower print resolution. For PME, the extrusion method requires an auger to 

continually supply a steady stream of melted plastic to the nozzle to be extruded. However, due 

to a regular, drop-like appearance in the ladder prints (Fig. 3.7), it can be inferred that this 

characteristic is due to a less uniform feed of the build material to the nozzle compared to that of 

FFF printers. The print resolution of the PME technique is significantly lower than the print 

resolution of the FFF printer due to the differences in overall printer design and in nozzle 

diameter. In particular, the FlashForge Creator Pro has better X–Y resolution (0.4 mm) and Z-
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layer height (0.18 mm) [38] than the PME (X–Y resolution =0.8mm, Z-layer height =0.1mm), 

leading to higher quality prints by the FlashForge Creator Pro. 

Print dimensions 

Table 3.1 provides quantitative measurements of the dimensions of each of the cubes 

printed in Fig. 3.7 and Figure 3.41. It is apparent that the dimensions of the PME printed cubes 

are consistently shorter than the target dimension of 1 cm. In the case of the PME printed ABS 

cube, the cube length falls short of 1 cm by 1.5 mm. The dimensions of the FFF printed cubes are 

also shorter than 1 cm, but not by more than 0.5 mm. These quantitative measurements further 

validate the qualitatively observed differences between the print qualities of the cubes discussed 

above. 

Table 3.1. Measured dimensions and calculated densities for each one of the cubes printed by 
FFF and PME with percent error from the theoretical values included. 

 

Although the dimensions of the PME cubes are consistently shorter than those of the FFF 

cubes, the densities of the PME cubes are more similar to that of the density of a 100% infilled 

cube of the respective material than those of the FFF cubes. The density of a 100% infilled cube 

was estimated by calculating the density of the parent filament [39]. The FFF cubes are 

consistently close to half of the desired density, which demonstrates that although the print 

pattern follows the 100% infill pattern, there are separations between the layers and not much 
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layer overlap. In stark contrast, the PME cubes are closer to the desired 100% density, which 

demonstrates that the PME layers overlap more than that of the FFF layers to reduce the overall 

amount of void space within the print. The overlap of the PME layers compared to that of the 

FFF layers is another result of the inconsistent build material feed of the PME printing process. 

Print surface roughness 

To help quantify the print quality and the inconsistent layers produced with PME versus 

those produced with FFF beyond the dimensional analysis, surface roughness measurements (Sa) 

were taken using a profilometer. The three dimensional surface maps of one side of each cube 

are shown in Fig. 3.8. The PME cube surfaces are more heterogeneous compared to those of the 

FFF cube surfaces. Therefore, this surface variability is reflected in the Sa -values for each cube, 

which are 0.032 mm for the FFF printed PLA cube (Figure 3.8A), 0.057 mm for the PME printed 

PLA cube (Figure 3.8D), 0.016 mm for the FFF printed HIPS cube (Figure 3.8B), 0.062 mm for 

the PME printed HIPS cube (Figure 3.8E), 0.013 mm for the FFF printed ABS cube (Fig. 3.8C), 

and 0.058 mm for the PME printed ABS cube (Fig. 3.8F). 
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Fig. 3.8. Three-Dimensional renderings of profilometer generated surface maps for FFF printed 
parts out of PLA (A.), HIPS (B.), and ABS (C.), as well as, for PME printed parts out of PLA 
(D.), HIPS (E.), and ABS (F.) Red is indicative of a peak (+) above the designated 0 point 
(green) while blue is indicative of a valley (-) below the designated 0 point. The range of the 
measurement is ± 500 microns around the 0 point (For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
 

In every material printed, the surface roughness values of the PME printed cubes are 

more than those of the FFF printed cubes. This further verifies that the print quality of the PME 

printed parts is not as precise as the FFF printed parts due to printed layer inconsistencies 

produced by inconsistent build material extrusion in PME. 

Print microstructures 

To look closer at the difference in the layer consistency between the PME and FFF print 

methods, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs were taken of freeze-fractured tabs 

produced by each print method (Fig. 3.9). The PME printed layers were observed to either blend 

together or have gaps between adjacent layers due to uneven extrusion, whereas, the FFF printed 

layers are distinguishable from each other and contain minimal amounts of irregular gaps 

between adjacent layers. These visualized defects of the PME printed tabs provide insight into 
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the internal structures of the 3D printed objects and suggest that microscopic defects due to less 

uniform extrusion give rise to poorer macroscopic print resolution compared with the FFF prints. 

Fig. 3.9. SEM images of cross-sections of freeze-fractured 3D printed tabs from of PLA via the 
FFF printer (A.) and the PME printer (B.), of HIPS via the FFF printer (C.) and the PME printer 
(D.), of ABS via the FFF printer (E.) and the PME printer (F.). Scale bar =1.0 mm. 
 

Bulk tensile properties of 3D printed objects 

Before bulk tensile properties were analyzed, the integrity of the PME extrudate was 

verified to explore if degradation of the build material occurred during the powder preparation 

process. The powder preparation process involved taking FFF prints and mechanically grinding 
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them into a powder form (see Experimental Methods for additional details). Comparison of the 

viscoelastic properties of the rectangular tabs printed by PME (average width = 10.9 mm, 

average thickness = 1.66 mm) and FFF (average width = 12.9 mm, average thickness = 1.00 

mm) in each material (PLA, HIPS, and ABS) on a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA) 

revealed that printing using the PME process did not affect the material performance of parts 

relative to those printed by FFF (Figure 3.36). Specifically, the average storage moduli (E’) of 

tabs from each method directly are nearly identical under tension for each material. Further, as 

expected, the glass transition temperature marked by the alpha transition of the storage modulus 

trace is systematically greater than the temperature determined by DSC in every case (Figure 

3.36 and Table 3.4). 

To compare the mechanical properties of parts printed by the different methods, the bulk 

tensile properties of ASTM standard type 5 dog bones printed in PLA by both PME and FFF 

print methods were tested with the print layers oriented parallel to the direction of the tensile 

force (Fig. 3.10). The print temperatures of the ABS and HIPS materials were too high to 

complete full dog bone prints without destroying the inside of the PEEK tube of the STHE, and 

therefore, these objects could not be printed with the current set up. Testing the dog bones with 

the print layers oriented parallel to the direction of the tensile force reduced the amount of 

extraneous variables such as layer adhesion or number of layers present [39–41]. Although data 

beyond the initial failure is insignificant for the purpose of this study, the triangular shapes of the 

stress-strain traces can be explained by considering the print orientation of the dog bones. As 

tension is applied parallel to each printed strand, each strand breaks individually. Thus, when one 

strand in the print breaks, the bulk stress measured lessens, but the strain continues until every 

strand is broken. 
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Analysis of the stress-strain curves for dog bones prepared using each printing method 

revealed that the tensile properties of the tabs were affected depending on the print technique 

(Fig. 10). Less variation of the average tensile strength values between samples of the FFF 

printed tabs (57.7 ± 2.31 MPa) (Fig. 3.10A) than that of the PME printed tabs (49.2 ± 10.7 MPa) 

was observed (Fig. 10B). Furthermore, the average Young’s Modulus values exhibited by the 

FFF printed tabs (2160 ± 179 MPa) were more consistent (Fig. 3.10A) than those exhibited by 

the PME printed tabs (1620 ± 375 MPa) (Fig. 3.10B). The minimal variation of the FFF prints’ 

tensile properties is not surprising after observing the layer uniformity within the SEM 

micrographs (Fig. 3.9). Additionally, the inconsistency of the PME prints’ tensile properties is 

not surprising considering the lack of uniformity between layers within the PME prints as 

observed in the SEM micrographs (Fig. 3.9). Therefore, PME shows promise to be used as a 

viable 3Dprinting technique, however, to realize PME as an industrially viable printing option 

comparable to the FFF technique, further optimization and analysis of the PME print parameters 

and design will be needed. 
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Fig. 3.10. Plots of the stress-strain relationship for the printed PLA dog-bones by FFF (A.) and 
PME (B.) under tension. 

Conclusions 
 

A bench-top PME printer head was developed and tested. Each part of the RRUPE 

printer head was systematically investigated and modified to gain a fundamental understanding 

of the principles needed to fabricate a PME printer head. The final version of the PME printer 

head is able to successfully 3D print from a variety of thermoplastic powder build materials 

(PLA, HIPS, ABS). Printing by PME was also shown to minimally affect the viscoelastic 
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properties of the material when com- pared to those of the FFF printed parts. However, the 

inconsistencies of the PME printed layers shown by dimensional analysis, surface roughness 

measurements, and SEM micrographs did present variable tensile properties in the printed parts 

when compared to the more consistent layers produced from the FFF print method. The layer 

inconsistencies of PME printed parts are likely a result of uneven powder melt extrusion which 

presents further challenges in achieving consistent material flow during extrusion, as well as 

being able to enhance PME print resolution. PME print methods have the potential to reduce the 

time needed for the processing of 3D printing build materials, presenting the opportunity to 

provide a platform on which it is possible to rapidly prototype a myriad of thermoplastic 

materials for 3D printing. 

Experimental Method 
 

All filaments were purchased from Gizmo Dorks and Hatchbox. PLA pellets were 

purchased from Filabot. The powder used was made by taking printed filament objects and 

grinding them up in a kitchen coffee bean grinder with dry ice to a size smaller than 1 mm 

determined by a kitchen sifter. NEMA 23 motor was purchased from StepperOnline on Amazon. 

The hot-ends were machined by and purchased from Reifsnyder Precision Works. The MPCNC 

3D printer used was assembled as shown on https://www.v1engineering.com/assembly/. All 

other parts were purchased from local hardware stores. Colorado State University’s Central 

Instrument Facility provided the Scanning Electron Microscopy images. All of the printed parts 

on the printer head were completed on a Flashforge Creator Pro 3D Printer using standard print 

parameters for the material that was to be printed. The 3D models were sliced by the software, 

Flashprint by Flashforge, in order for the Flashforge printer to produce a print. All of the PME 

prints were designed using Solidworks before being input into a slicer software program and then 
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Pronterface. The slic3r software was used to slice the models into G-code that would then be 

used by the software, PronterFace, to control the printing for the powder melt extrusion on the 

MPCNC. All prints analyzed in this study were printed at a targeted 100 % infill parameter. 

Profilometry was conducted at Colorado State University’s Central Instrument Facility using a 

Bruker Dektak XT Stylus profilometer. Each map scan was completed with a 1 mm range with a 

stylus of radius 12.5 micrometers and force of 10 mg. The duration of each trace was 25 sec with 

a map resolution of 50 micrometers/trace. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was 

conducted using a TA Instruments DSC Q20. To reset thermal history, an initial sweep ramped 

from 25 °C to 150 °C at a ramp rate of 10 °C/min. The temperature was held constant at 150 °C 

for 1 minute before it was cooled to 25 °C at a ramp rate of -10 °C/min where the temperature 

was held constant at 25°C for 1 minute. Thermal data was collected from the second sweep 

which consists of ramping the temperature from 25 °C up to 150 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min., 

isotherming at 150 °C again for 1 minutes before ramping back to 25 °C at a rate of -5 

°C/minute.  Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was conducted using a TA Instruments TGA 

Q50. The thermal decomposition data was obtained under a nitrogen gas flow of 40 mL/min by 

ramping the temperature from 25 °C up to 700 °C at a ramp rate of about 10 °C/minute. The 

mechanical response of the polymers was characterized using a TA Instruments DMA Q800 

V20.26 Build 45. The polymer sample’s mechanical properties were evaluated in the DMA was 

under a constant nitrogen flow and a constant strain of 0.3% as the DMA ramped the temperature 

at 5 °C/min from -60 °C to 300 °C. An Instron 5966 with a 10 kN load cell was used to follow 

the ASTM D638-14 procedure pulling at a rate of 5 mm/min. 
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Design and Development of Printer Head 

Electronic Component Assembly 

Figure 3.11. A schematic of the electronic set-up and design needed to run the PME MPCNC 
printer. 
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Control System Process 

Figure 3.12. Flowchart depicting the design and control pathways for the FFF and the PME 
printing techniques. 
 
Gearing Ratio Calculations 

 
Legend: 
D1: Small Gear Diameter 
D2: Large Gear Diameter 
ALW: Allowable Width 
DP1: Large Gear Dedendum Circle  
DP2: Small Gear Dedendum Circle 
DW: Dedendum Width 
ID: Inner Diameter 
AW: Addendum Width 
TM: Torque Multiplier 
T1: Large Gear Number of Gear Teeth 
T2: Small Gear Number of Gear Teeth 
PD: Pitch Diameter 
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Hot End Design 

 

 
Figure 3.13: A drawing of the original Reifsnyder hot end design. [33] 
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Figure 3.14: A drawing of the Long travel PEEK tube hot end design (LTHE). 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3.15: A drawing of the Short PEEK tube hot end design (STHE).  
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Moment Arm Calculations 
 

Figure 3.16. 3D model cross-section of a hot end. 
 
First, to calculate the lateral force, we used the following equation: 

𝑇𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 (𝜏) =  𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 (𝐹)  ×  𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 (𝑟)𝑎𝑢𝑔𝑒𝑟  

If the stepper motor delivers τinput = 0.88 N*m to the gearing system, the τoutput can be calculated 

as such: 

𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟 1𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟 2 =  𝜏𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝜏𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡  

 where DiameterGear 1 = 0.069 m and DiameterGear 2 = 0.019 m. This results in a τoutput = 3.19 N*m, 

and with the rauger = 0.003 m, then the resulting lateral force = 1063 N. Using this lateral force, it 

is possible to calculate the moment arm for each hot end as shown below: 

𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑟𝑚 (𝑀) =  𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑙)𝐻𝑜𝑡 𝐸𝑛𝑑  ×  𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 (𝐹) 

For the LTHE, the l Hot End = 0.0678 m, and when multiplied to the lateral force of 1063 N, the 

resulting M = 72.1 N*m. 
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For the STHE, the l Hot End = 0.0567 m, and when multiplied to the lateral force of 1063 N, the 

resulting M = 60.3 N*m. 

 

Figure 3.17. Photographs of the ladders printed using PLA with the STHE (A.) and the LTHE 
(B.). 
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Printing Parameters 

 
 
Table 3.2. PME Print Parameters 
Type of Print Extruder 

Temperature 
(°C) 

Hot Bed 
Temperature 

(°C) 

Extrusion 
Multiplier 

X,Y,Z Speed 

(mm/s) 

Speed 

(1st Layer) 

(mm/s) 

ABS 

Cube 255 60 38 20,20,10 10 

Rails 255 60 60 20,20,10 10 

DMA Strips 250 60 60 20,20,10 10 

HIPS 

Cube 245 60 38 20,20,10 10 

Rails 240 60 38 20,20,10 10 

DMA Strips 240 60 38 20,20,10 10 

PLA 

Cube 225 60 250 20,20,10 10 

Rails 225 60 250 20,20,10 10 

DMA Strips 225 60 250 20,20,10 10 

 

Table 3.3. FFF Print Parameters 

Filament Extruder 
Temperature (°C) 

Hot Bed 
Temperature (°C) 

Speed (mm/s) Speed (1st Layer) 

(mm/s) 

ABS 220 105 60,80,20 20 

HIPS 240 110 45,80,20 20 

PLA 200 50 60,80,20 20 
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Material Properties 

Build Material Particle Sizes 

Figure 3.18. SEM micrograph at 50X magnification of PLA powder build material with particle 
size ranging from 67.6 micrometers to 1.02 mm 
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Figure 3.19. SEM micrograph at 50X magnification of ABS powder build material with particle 
size ranging from 37.5 micrometers to 623.8 micrometers. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.20. SEM micrograph at 50X magnification of HIPS powder build material with particle 
size ranging from 88 micrometers to 689 micrometers. 
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Print Temperature Optimization 

Table 3.4. Thermal properties of commercial 3D printed filaments.  

 

*Column titles are defined as such: Glass transition temperature (Tg), Crystallization temperature 
(Tc), Melt temperature (Tm), Decomposition temperature at 5% weight loss (Td). 
 

The best temperatures to print the materials via PME are as follows: PLA print temperature is 

225 °C, HIPS print temperature is 240-245 °C, and ABS print temperature is 250 °C. 

 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
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Figure 3.21. Plot of sample mass vs. temperature. TGA trace of ABS powder. Decomposition 
temperature at 5% weight loss is 359 °C. 

 

Figure 3.22. Plot of sample mass vs. temperature. TGA trace for PLA powder. Decomposition 
temperature at 5% wt. loss is 326 °C. 
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Figure 3.23. Plot of sample mass vs. temperature. TGA trace for HIPS powder. Decomposition 
temperature at 5% wt. loss is 363 °C. 
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

 

 

Figure 3.24. Full DSC trace for ABS filament after printer extrusion. Two Tg transitions are 
present at 107 °C and 127 °C. 
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Figure 3.25. Full DSC trace for ABS powder. Two Tg transitions are present at 107 °C and 131 
°C. 
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Figure 3.26. Full DSC trace for PLA filament after printer extrusion. One Tg is present at 63.1 
°C. 
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Figure 3.27. Full DSC trace for PLA powder. One Tg is present at 65.6 °C. 
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Figure 3.28. Full DSC trace of HIPS filament after printer extrusion. One Tg is present at 97.0 
°C. 
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Figure 3.29. Full DSC trace for HIPS powder. One Tg is present at 98.1 °C. 

 

Material Mechanical Properties 

 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

 

Figure 3.30. Dynamic Mechanical analysis of PLA tabs printed via FFF 
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Figure 3.31. Dynamic mechanical analysis of PLA tabs printed via PME. 

 

 

Figure 3.32. Dynamic mechanical analysis of ABS tabs printed via FFF. 
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Figure 3.33. Dynamic mechanical analysis of ABS tabs printed via PME. 

 

 

Figure 3.34. Dynamic mechanical analysis of HIPS tabs printed via FFF. 
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Figure 3.35. Dynamic mechanical analysis of HIPS tabs printed via PME. 

 

 

Figure 3.36. Plots of the storage modulus under tension (E’) vs. temperature during a dynamic 
mechanical analysis for the tabs printed by FFF and PME for PLA (A.), HIPS (B.), and ABS(C.). 
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Tensile Testing 

Figure 3.37. Plots of tensile stress vs. tensile strain for PLA ASTM Type V dog bones printed 
using FFF 3D printer. 
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Figure 3.38. Plots of tensile stress vs. tensile strain for PLA ASTM Type V dogbones printed 
using PME 3D printer. 
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Figure 3.39. Plots of tensile stress vs. tensile strain for HIPS ASTM Type V dogbones printed 
using FFF 3D printer. 
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Figure 3.40. Plots of tensile stress vs. tensile strain for ABS ASTM Type V dogbones printed 
using FFF 3D printer. 
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Print Performance Compared 

 

Figure 3.41. FFF prints of all 3 materials ((A) PLA cube, (E) ABS cube, (I) HIPS cube, (C) PLA 
rail, (G) ABS rail, (K)  HIPS rail) are pictured alongside Powder Melt Extruder (PME) prints of 
all 3 materials ((B) PLA cube, (F) ABS cube, (J) HIPS cube, (D) PLA rail, (H) ABS rail, 
(L)  HIPS rail. X,Y, and Z = 1 cm: q = 6 cm. 
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CHAPTER 4 – IMPACT OF THE PENDANT GROUP ON THE CHAIN CONFORMATION 

AND BULK PROPERTIES OF NORBORNENE IMIDE-BASED POLYMERS 

 
 
 

Overview 
 

Three series of well-defined norbornene imide-based polymers with different pendant 

groups were synthesized to investigate the effect of the pendant group on the polymer 

conformation in solution and bulk melt properties. Each of these three series was examined by 

analyzing the polymers’ bulk z-average radius of gyration via static light scattering and the 

polymers’ melt viscoelastic properties via oscillatory measurements and differential scanning 

calorimetry. Sterically bulky pendant wedge groups modestly increase the rodlike conformation 

of the norbornene-imide polymer, however, the inherent rigidity of the polymer main-chain can 

still be observed with less bulky substituents. In stark contrast, the different side groups 

significantly impacted the bulk viscoelastic and thermal properties. By increasing the pendant 

group size, the chain diameter of the polymer increases and lowers the entanglement modulus. 

Finally, as the wedge pendant group size increases, the segmental relaxation time and the 

fragility index of these norbornene-based polymers are decreased. 

Introduction 
 
 Bottlebrush polymers are molecules containing densely spaced polymeric side chains 

grafted onto a central backbone. These densely packed polymeric side chains give a cylindrical 

conformation to the bottlebrush molecule. It is this cylindrical conformation of bottlebrush 

polymers that imparts significant influences on the bulk materials properties.1−4 An increase in 

grafting density and length of the side chains increases the cross-sectional diameter and 
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persistence length of the brush polymer chains, while also creating a secondary relaxation 

process and a reduction of the entanglement modulus.5−8 These unique properties of molecular 

brush polymers are due to the added degrees of freedom available to the longer side chains, 

which give rise to more entropically favored conformations compared to shorter side chains. 

Therefore, the brush backbone adopts a more rodlike shape when paired with longer side chains 

to help accommodate more favorable side chain conformations. A number of theoretical models 

have been developed to describe the origin of the differences in physical properties between 

linear polymers and brush polymers.9,10 Theories, including the packing model11,12 and reptation 

theory,1,13 have aided in conceptualizing many of the experimental results observed in brush 

polymers. Two of the most valuable interpretations of these models are in predicting brush 

polymer conformation and describing the two distinct rheological relaxations of brush polymers. 

The polymer architecture described as dendronized polymers,14 however, has received 

less attention with respect to the theoretical understanding of their structure and dynamics. 

Dendronized polymers are polymers with side groups extending away from the backbone that 

contain one or more branch points in which another generation of branches begins. Often, these 

dendronized polymers can be directly polymerized from discrete monomers15−19 and contain 

unique chemical20 and physical properties that have enabled many different, new applications 

such as gene delivery vectors,21 stimuli-responsive materials,22 catalytic frameworks,23 or 

polymeric photonic crystals.8,24,25 Dendronized polymers also present the opportunity to expand 

polymer physics models to this intermediate regime of polymer architectures due to the facility 

with which polymer girth and functionality can be tuned.26−31 Previously, the effects of a large-

molecular-weight wedge pendant group on the linear rheological responses of a norbornene 

imide-based polymer were investigated.27 Multiple molecular weights of polymers synthesized 
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from an alkyl wedge monomer with three n-dodecyl alkyl chains (DDW) were investigated. This 

series of wedge polymers exhibited a reduced degree of entanglement as given from a low 

rubbery plateau modulus value (order of 104 Pa) and a low glassy modulus (∼108 Pa) observed 

by rheology. Typically, linear polymers exhibit a rubbery plateau modulus value around 

105−106 Pa and a glassy modulus value around a value of 109−1010 Pa.32 The study also 

reported a dynamic fragility value of m = 65 for the DDW polymer, which is consistent with a 

flexible chain polymer rather than a stiff backbone polymer as might be expected from a 

norbornene backbone. The relative contributions of the pendant group size to the norbornene 

imide- based polymer properties, however, remain unclear. The work reported herein aims to 

investigate the effects on the polymer conformation, thermal, rheological, and mechanical 

properties of polymers possessing dendronized pendant groups of varying sizes at a norbornene 

imide backbone. The results reveal that the size of the side group appears to less significantly 

impact the fractal dimensions of the polymer chain but significantly impacts the 

thermomechanical and dynamic properties of these polymers. 

Results and Discussion 
 

To investigate the effects of the side group on norbornene- based polymers, three 

different norbornene-based monomers were polymerized using ruthenium-mediated ring-opening 

metathesis polymerization (ROMP)33−36 to produce a series of polymers possessing degrees of 

polymerization (DP) through the polymer backbone ranging from oligomeric DPs of 9 up to 

polymer DPs as high as 9905. The ROMP produced well-defined polymers within each polymer 

series, accessing a large range of backbone DPs with low dispersity (<1.30) (Tables 4.2−4.4). 

Each of the three polymer series was chosen to systematically increase the sterics of the side 

group attached to the norbornene backbone: an n-hexyl side group [p(HNb)], a dendronized 
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group with three ethyl alkyl chains attached [p(EtW)], and a dendronized group with three n-

dodecyl alkyl chains attached [p(DDW)] (Figure 4.1). 

Figure 4.1. Synthetic Approach to the Linear HNb MW Series (a) and the Ethyl (R = C2H5) or 
the Dodecyl (R = C12H25) Alkyl Wedge MW Series (b). 
 

Characteristics of the chain conformation including the scaling factor and fractal 

dimension can be obtained by comparing the z-average radii of gyration (Rz) of these polymers 

in solution to their number-average molecular weights (Mn) or their DPs.37−40 The Rz and Mn 

values of the polymers were determined in tetrahydrofuran using multiangle static light 

scattering coupled with gel permeation chromatography (GPC−MALS). The slope of the best-fit 

line of Rz versus DP corresponds to the scaling factor (f) of the polymer series (Figures 4.2 and 

4.17). For the p(HNb) polymer series, a scaling factor of 0.62 ± 0.04 was determined, whereas 

for the wedge polymer series, scaling factors of 0.68 ± 0.05 for the p(EtW) series and 0.69 ± 0.03 

for the p(DDW) series were determined (Figure 4.2). These scaling factors correspond to fractal 
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dimension values (f−1) of 1.61 for the p(HNb) series, 1.47 for the p(EtW) series, and 1.45 for the 

p(DDW) series (see fractal dimension analysis in Experimental Methods for more details). 

Figure 4.2. Double logarithmic plot of the radius of gyration (Rz) vs the degree of 
polymerization (DP) of the p(HNb) series (green squares), the p(EtW) series (red circles), and 
the p(DDW) series (blue triangles) with the relative uncertainty in Rz measurements shown with 
error bars. 
 

The observations of these scaling factors and fractal dimensions are significant for two 

reasons. First, according to the scaling theory,41 in a good solvent a rigid-rod polymer 

theoretically exhibits a scaling factor of 1, whereas a random self-avoiding walk (RSAW) 

flexible polymer theoretically exhibits a scaling factor of 0.6.42,43 These scaling factors 

correspond to a fractal dimension value of 1 for rigid-rod polymers and a value of 1.67 for 

RSAW polymers. The fractal dimensions of the polymers studied herein are found to have values 

between the rigid-rod and RSAW polymers and are considered semiflexible. Second, when 

comparing the fractal dimension of p(HNb), 1.61, to the two wedge polymers’ fractal dimensions 

(1.47 for p(EtW) and 1.45 for p(DDW)), the data suggests that the rigidity of the norbornene-

based wedge polymers arises somewhat from the inherent rigidity of the polymer main chain and 

less than might be expected from the bulkiness of the wedgelike side groups. Further, the 

bulkiness of the wedge side groups that controls the conformation of the polymer stems from the 

planar ester and benzene motifs of the side chain rather than the alkyl substituents. This 
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observation is in agreement with the observations often made in brush polymer systems where 

the longer the side chain, or the greater the radius of gyration of the side chain, the more the 

rigid-rod character of the polymer conformation.10,44 This agreement with trends seen in brush 

polymer systems is further confirmed when comparing the polymer persistent lengths (lp) 

estimated from the Rz values for each polymer (Tables 4.8−4.10). The expression used to 

estimate the lp is shown below 

𝑅𝑍2 = 𝐿𝑙𝑝 − 𝑙𝑝2 + 2𝐿 𝑙𝑝3 − 2𝐿2 (1 − 𝑒− 𝐿𝑙𝑝)𝑙𝑝4                                           (1) 

where L is the contour length estimated by the product of the degree of polymerization and the 

backbone monomer size.30 The p(HNb) with a DP = 912 (pHNb)-DP912 has an estimated lp of 

1.1 ± 0.1 nm, which is similar to the estimated lp of the p(EtW)-DP943 at 1.0 ± 0.1 nm. 

However, as the side group increases in size to that of the p(DDW) series, so does the lp as 

shown by the estimated lp of p(DDW)-DP930 at 2.3 ± 0.1 nm. The lp for the p(DDW) is about 

double the size of the p(HNb) and p(EtW) lp.  

To examine the bulk thermal, mechanical, and rheological properties of these three 

polymers, we carried out differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic mechanical analysis 

(DMA), and rheological measurements. Figure 4.3a plots the glass transition temperature (Tg) 

values, determined by DSC, as a function of DP for the three polymer series studied. All three 

polymers showed an increase of Tg with DP at low molecular weights (4−21 kg/mol) and 

approached their respective asymptotic values. This trend is similar to that of conventional linear 

polymers and can be rationalized by either conformational entropy theory or chain-end free 

volume arguments.45 Among the three series, p(HNb) exhibited the most dramatic decrease in Tg 

with the reduction in DP at low- molecular-weight regimes. For p(HNb) and p(EtW), the 

asymptotic Tg values were 84 and 89 °C, respectively. Clearly, the replacement of hexyl side 
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group with ethyl wedge did not significantly affect the segmental relaxation process. In contrast, 

the asymptotic Tg value of p(DDW) was 38 °C, nearly 50 °C below that of the other two 

polymers. The significant reduction of Tg in p(DDW) can be attributed to the internal 

plasticization effect caused by the flexible n-dodecyl side groups, as commonly observed for 

other polymers, such as poly(n-alkyl methacrylates).46,47 As such, the C12 alkyl groups on the 

wedge side group significantly enhanced the segmental relaxation, in contrast to their negligible 

impact on the chain dimensionality. 

Figure 4.3. Plot of the Tg as a function of DP for p(HNb) (green squares), p(EtW) (red circles), 
and p(DDW) (blue triangles) (a). The DMA Tg value is shown with unfilled symbols of the 
respective polymer series (square for p(HNb), circle for p(EtW), and triangle for p(DDW)). The 
masses of entanglement of each of the series are marked as an “x” in each series’ respective 
color (green for p(HNb), red for p(EtW), and blue for p(DDW)).The lines are used to guide the 
eyes. The second heating DSC traces (ramp rate of 5 °C/min) for the high-MW polymers in each 
series are plotted (b). 
 

Additionally, the DP corresponding to the entanglement molecular weight (Me), obtained 

from the rheological characterization below, is also marked in Figure 4.3a. The leveling-off of 

the Tg values may only be related to the onset of entanglement in the p(HNb) series but not as 

apparent in the dendronized polymers. This is in contrast to most linear polymers48 and warrants 

further investigation. 

To investigate the mechanical properties of these polymers, DMA with a temperature 

ramp rate of 3 °C/min and a constant strain of 0.3% was performed on p(HNb)-DP912, p(EtW)-

DP943, and p(DDW)-DP930, three representative polymers with similar DPs. Figure 4.4 shows 
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the storage modulus (E’(ω)), loss modulus (E”(ω)), and tan(δ), as a function of temperature 

from DMA measurements under dynamic tensile loading. Similarly to the DSC measurements, 

the Tg value estimated by DMA, marked by the abrupt drop in E’(ω), for p(DDW)-DP930 (∼36 

°C) was much lower than p(EtW)-DP943 or p(HNb)-DP912 (∼80 °C). Note that these values 

appeared systematically lower than the values obtained from DSC, most likely due to the slower 

ramp rate of the DMA than that of the DSC. Further, these values were plotted in Figure 4.3a as 

a comparison of the Tg values obtained for well-entangled polymer samples by both DSC and 

DMA techniques. 

 

Figure 4.4. Dynamic mechanical responses of the p(HNb)-DP912 (green solid line), p(EtW)-
DP943 (red dashed line), and the p(DDW)-DP930 (blue dotted line) are plotted as the storage 
modulus (a), the loss modulus (b), and the tanδ (c) versus temperature. 
 

Figure 4.4 also shows that p(HNb)-DP912 and p(EtW)- DP943 had very similar glassy 

modulus values of ∼1.5 GPa at −50 °C, which is within the typical range of glassy polymers. 
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However, the glassy modulus of p(DDW)-DP930 at −50 °C was 0.2 GPa, which was nearly 1 

order of magnitude lower than those of p(HNb)-DP912 and p(EtW)-DP943. Such an 

uncommonly low value of glassy modulus for p(DDW) is consistent with the previous report.27 

Moreover, p(DDW)- DP930 showed over a 1 order of magnitude reduction in modulus from 0.2 

GPa at −50 °C to 0.014 GPa at 36 °C within the glassy state. Since this behavior was not 

observed in p(EtW)-DP943, this relaxation process and the corresponding low value of modulus 

can be attributed to the presence of n-dodecyl wedge side groups. Further, such a low glassy 

modulus is not associated with the presence of a secondary relaxation as the glassy modulus at 

−110 °C (0.3 GPa) is similar to that of the glassy modulus at −50 °C (0.2 GPa). Instead, the 

similarity in glassy modulus values at these two temperatures suggests a relatively low degree of 

packing, potentially in combination with low cohesive forces, of the p(DDW) sample.8,49,50 At 

temperatures above the Tg, both p(HNb)-DP912 and p(EtW)- DP943 showed the presence of the 

rubbery plateau with modulus ∼0.1 MPa, indicating that both polymers were well-entangled. In 

contrast, the rubbery plateau for p(DDW)- DP930, if present, was challenging to detect under 

tensile loading. 

To investigate the melt dynamics of these polymers, rheological measurements were 

carried out for the three polymers. Figure 4.5a shows the dynamic shear storage modulus G’(ω) 

as a function of frequency at the same reference temperature (Tref = 120 °C), for p(HNb)-DP912, 

p(EtW)- DP943, and p(DDW)-DP930 (see Figure 4.37 for the approximately isofrictional master 

curves). These master curves, covering a window of 8 to 10 orders of magnitude in frequency, 

were constructed via standard time and temperature superposition (TTS) processes at a reference 

temperature Tref = 120 °C. All three polymers displayed characteristic regions similar to those of 

conventional linear polymers: a glass-to- rubber transition region at high frequency, a rubbery 
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plateau, and a terminal flow region at low frequency. Despite the similar shape, the master curve 

of p(DDW)-DP930 shifted to the high-frequency side by nearly 3 orders of magnitude in 

frequency. This enhanced relaxation rate, especially the segmental relaxation process associated 

with the glass-to- rubber transition region, was caused by the much lower Tg value compared to 

that of the other two polymers (Figure 4.3). Furthermore, the rubbery modulus, 𝐺𝑁0 , for p(DDW)-

DP930 was significantly lower than that of the other polymers (vide infra). The chain relaxation 

time (1) marking the onset of the terminal flow regime for the three polymers can be estimated 

at the crossover frequency (G’(ω) = G”(ω)) (Figure 4.5a).51 Specifically, 1 was estimated to be 

2450, 384, and 0.37 s for p(HNb)-DP912, p(EtW)-DP943, and p(DDW)-DP930 at 120 °C, 

respectively. The much faster 1 for p(DDW)-DP930 is mostly attributed to the much faster 

segmental relaxation process, which sets the monomer friction coefficient that governs the chain 

relaxation process. 

Figure 4.5. Dynamic storage modulus master curves vs frequency (a) and the van Gurp−Palmen 
(VGP) traces of phase angle vs complex modulus (b) for the p(HNb)-DP912 (green squares), 
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p(EtW)- DP943 (red circles), and the p(DDW)-DP930 (blue triangles). The dash lines in (b) 
mark the position of the local minimums. 
 

To validate the TTS practice, van Gurp−Palmen (VGP) plots (Figure 4.5b) were 

constructed for all three polymers.52,53 The VGP plot, or phase angle (δ) as a function of complex 

modulus (G*(ω)), is temperature-invariant (i.e., for each sample, the data was taken at varying 

temperatures and plotted without any shifts). All three polymers displayed smooth, continuous 

VGP curves (Figure 4.5b), which validated the TTS used to construct the master curves in Figure 

4.5a. In addition, the VGP traces of the three polymers show a similar shape: with decreasing 

G*(ω), the phase angle first increased to a local maximum, decreased to a local minimum, and 

finally increased to a plateau of 90°, characteristic of pure viscous behavior. Such an evolution 

agrees well with the three regions of relaxation behaviors seen in Figure 4.5a. The overall shape 

of the curves matched well with those of conventional monodisperse, linear polymers, but 

differed from the H- shaped and star-shaped polymers with long side chains.54 

The local minimum in the VGP plots, marked by the dashed lines in Figure 4.5b, 

provided a reliable estimation of the plateau modulus, 𝐺𝑁0 ,49 𝐺𝑁0 = lim𝛿→0|𝐺∗(𝛿)|                                                                 (2) 

Accordingly, 𝐺𝑁0  values were determined to be 3.79 × 105, 1.06 × 105, and 2.57 × 104 Pa for 

p(HNb)-DP912, p(EtW)-DP943, and p(DDW)-DP930, respectively. In addition, the phase angle 

at the minimum increased as p(HNb)-DP-912 < p(EtW)- DP943 < p(DDW)-DP930. The values 

of both the phase angle and complex modulus at the minimum indicating the degree of 

entanglement and the rubbery elasticity, increased in the order of p(HNb)-DP-912 > p(EtW)-

DP943 > p(DDW)-DP930. 

To fully understand the influence of the side groups on the melt dynamics, rheological 

measurements of the three polymer series with varying molecular weights were carried out. 
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Figure 4.6 shows the dynamic master curves obtained from TTS with Tref = 120 °C for p(HNb) 

and p(EtW) and Tref = 80 °C for p(DDW).55 An analysis of the horizontal shift factors (aT) used 

to complete these dynamic master curves will be completed following the detailed discussion of 

the melt dynamics. Note that the lower reference temperature for p(DDW) polymers was adopted 

to allow comparison with the other two polymer series within the same frequency window, as the 

Tg values for the p(DDW) series are much lower than those for the other two polymer series 

(Figure 4.3). 

Figure 4.6. Dynamic master curves for all three polymers that exhibit the storage modulus (a) 
and loss modulus (b) of the p(HNb) series (Tref = 120 °C), the storage modulus (c) and the loss 
modulus (d) of the p(EtW) series (Tref = 120 °C), and the storage modulus (e) and the loss 
modulus (f) of the p(DDW) series (Tref = 80 °C). 
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From Figure 4.6, polymers with low DPs, e.g., p(EtW)-DP26 and p(DDW)-DP98, 

showed typical rheological responses of unentangled chains with an absence of a rubbery 

plateau. With an increase in DP, the rubbery plateaus become more extended and more evident, 

indicating the formation of entangled, transient polymer networks.56,57 Figure 4.7 shows the VGP 

plots for all of the polymers, again confirming the validity of TTS used in constructing all of the 

master curves in Figure 4.6. VGP plots also showed that the local minimum converged at similar 

G*(ω) values (marked by the dashed line) with an increase of DP for all three polymer series. 

 

Figure 4.7. VGP plots of the phase angle versus the magnitude of the complex modulus for the 
p(HNb) series (a), the p(EtW) series (b), and the p(DDW) series (c). The dashed lines mark the 
position of the local minima. 
 

As mentioned earlier, 𝐺𝑁0  can be obtained from the local minimum, which can then be 

used to estimate the average Me for each polymer  

𝑀𝑒 = 𝜌𝑅𝑇𝐺𝑁0                                                                       (3) 

 where ρ is the polymer melt density at T (e.g., Tref in this case).27,40 Using the data for the highest 

DP of each polymer series as they were well entangled, 𝐺𝑁0  and Me values were estimated. 

Specifically, 𝐺𝑁0  values for p(HNb)-DP1568, p(EtW)-DP4194, and p(DDW)-DP1631 were 

determined to be 2.81 × 105, 1.03 × 105, and 1.87 × 104 Pa, respectively. Subsequently, Me 

values for p(HNb)-DP1568 (Tref = 120 °C), p(EtW)-DP4194 (Tref = 120 °C), and p(DDW)-
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DP1631 (Tref = 80 °C) were estimated to be 9.89 × 103, 2.53 × 104, and 1.71 × 105 g/mol, 

respectively. The Me value of p(DDW)-DP1631, consistent with the value reported in ref 27, is 

among the lowest value observed for synthetic polymers.58 The comparison clearly shows that 

the increase in the size of the side groups dramatically increases the value of Me. Normalized by 

the molecular weight of the corresponding repeating units (M0), the average number of repeating 

units between entanglements (Ne = Me/M0) for p(HNb)-DP1568, p(EtW)- DP4194, and p(DDW)-

DP1631 were 30, 60, and 198, respectively. Clearly, the dramatic increase in Ne occurred when 

n-dodecyl wedge side groups replaced the ethyl wedge side groups (Figure 4.1). 

Figure 4.8 plots the phase angle at the local minimum (δm) as a function of molecular 

weight, normalized by the value of Me. Interestingly, the three different polymer series collapsed 

into a similar dependency in the double logarithmic plot (inset of Figure 4.8), showing a decrease 

of δm with an increase of molecular weight. This dependency can be empirically fitted as log () 

= 1.74*log (Mn/Me) - 0.34 and suggests that the terminal relaxation is separated from the fast 

local relaxation with a narrow mode distribution as Mn/Me increases. Moreover, Figure 4.8 

suggests that all three types of polymers attained well-entangled behavior (i.e., δm < 20°) when 

the molecular weights reached above 10 times the value of Me, which is similar to conventional 

linear polymers.53,54 Figure 4.8 also shows that p(EtW)-DP26 (and DP-56) and p(DDW)- DP98, 

all of which were below 2Me, were all unentangled as their δm > 45 °C (loss component 

dominant). This observation was consistent with the absence of rubbery plateaus in their 

mechanical spectra (Figure 4.6). It is worth noting that these unentangled chains also displayed a 

local minimum in the VGP plots, which is most likely attributed to the entropic elasticity of these 

shorter chains (i.e., the Rouse modes). Such a trend is consistent with the predictions of the 

packing model: with an increase of chain cross-section, the Me value increases. This trend is also 
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consistent with the trends seen in bottlebrush polymers and further supports the arguments of the 

packing model, which states that as the ratio between backbone lengths per unit volume gets 

smaller, the entanglement decreases. In other words, as the diameter of the polymer chain 

increases, the entanglement decreases.11 

Figure 4.8. Phase angle at the local minimum (δm) of the VGP traces (data shown in Figure 4.7) 
as a function of molecular weight (normalized by Me values estimated using the largest DP for 
each polymer series) for the three series of polymers. The inset shows the same data as that 
plotted in the double logarithmic plot. 
 

For each of the polymer series, at close to isofrictional conditions, Figure 4.9 shows plots 

of the zero-shear viscosity (η0) data against the reduced molecular weight (Mn/Me) together with 

the results of power-law fitting of those data, η0 ~ (Mn/Me)z  when Mn/Me > 2 with the exponent z 

as indicated in the legend. The η0 value is estimated from the dynamic modulus master curves 

using the following equation:26 

𝜂0 = lim𝜔→0 𝐺"(𝜔)𝜔                                                                  (4) 

The p(HNb) series has z value of 3.8, which resembles the value of 3.4 of an ordinary, linear 

polymer, but for the p(EtW) and p(DDW) series, the z values were reduced to 2.3 and 3.1, 

respectively. This drop in z value indicates that the dendronized polymers are less entangled than 

the standard, linear polymer. It is important to note that the apparent difference between the z 
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values of the p(EtW) and p(DDW) series is most likely due to the shorter Mn/Me range of 

polymers tested for the p(DDW) series. Further, the p(EtW) and p(DDW) series do not reach the 

z value of 1 that completely unentangled systems such as polymer brushes or second generation 

wedges do.26 Therefore, the z value for the dendronized polymer series plotted in Figure 4.9 

demonstrates further support for the arguments proposing that as the polymer chain diameter is 

increased, the entanglement decreases. 

Figure 4.9. Double logarithmic plots of the zero shear-rate viscosity (η0) as a function of 
molecular weight, normalized by the value of Me for the p(HNb) series (green squares), the 
p(EtW) series (red circles) series, and the p(DDW) series (blue triangles) series at a reference 
temperature close to isofrictional conditions (Tref = Tg + X, where X = 36 °C for p(HNb), 31 °C 
for p(EtW), and 42 °C for p(DDW)). 

Figure 4.10 shows the temperature dependence of aT used to construct the master curves 

shown in Figure 5, which were described by the Williams−Landel−Ferry (WLF) equation59 

log 𝑎𝑇 =  − 𝐶1(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)𝐶2 + 𝑇 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓                                                                  (5) 

with Tref = Tg + X °C to attain close to isofrictional conditions for all three polymer series, where 

X = 36 °C for p(HNb), X = 31°C p(EtW), and X = 42 °C for p(DDW). Accordingly, the WLF 

constants for polymers with Mn-independent Tg values, C1 and C2, are listed in Table 4.1. To 

further evaluate the temperature dependence of the aT near the Tg for all three polymer series, the 

C1,g and C2,g values were calculated with Tref = Tg for all three polymers (Table 4.1).60 

Specifically, Tg values used were 84 °C for p(HNb), 89 °C for p(EtW), and 38 °C for p(DDW), 

based on the asymptotic Tg value from Figure 4.3, and the corresponding WLF parameters are 

listed in Table 4.1. 
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Figure 4.10. TTS shift factors (aT) used to construct the master curves versus temperature for the 
p(HNb) MW series (a), the p(EtW) MW series (b), and the p(DDW) MW series (c). The black 
dashed lines represent WLF fits at a reference temperature close to isofrictional conditions for all 
three samples (Tref = Tg + X, where X = 36 °C for p(HNb), X = 31 °C p(EtW), and X = 42 °C for 
p(DDW)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.1. WLF constants obtained using close to isofrictional conditions and when Tref = Tg 

WLF 
constants 

p(HNb) p(EtW) p(DDW) 

Tref 120 oC 84 oC 120 oC 89 oC 80 oC 38 oC 

C1 6.94 12.17 6.82 11.5 6.70 11.4 

C2 83.8 47.8 76.7 45.7 102 59.8 

 

Often, the temperature dependence of the relaxation processes of polymers near Tg is 

quantified by the fragility index (m).61−63 Here, m values of the three series of polymers can be 

estimated using the WLF parameters, C1,g, C2,g, with Tref = Tg (Table 4.1)27 

𝑚 = 𝑇𝑔 𝐶1,𝑔𝐶2,𝑔|𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓=𝑇𝑔                                                            (6) 

Using eq 6, the values of m for p(HNb), p(EtW), and p(DDW) were estimated to be 91.1, 90.7, 

and 59.1, correspondingly. In comparison with p(HNb), both wedgelike polymers showed lower 

m values. However, a further increase of the alkyl side chain length on the wedge from ethyl to 

n-dodecyl significantly reduced the fragility of the wedgelike polymers.61,62,64 This trend is 

consistent with that observed in polymers with flexible backbones: attachment of aromatic side 

groups raises the fragility of the polymer, whereas an increase of the length of alkyl side chain 

length reduces the fragility index.61 For example, within the p(alkyl methacrylate) family, the 
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fragility index decreases from a value greater than 80 to less than 40 when the alkyl chain length 

increases from C2 to C10.61 Note that the p(DDW) displayed a value of m = 59, which is within 

the range of a typical “strong” polymer such as polyisobutylene. 63,65 

Conclusions 
 

Three series of well-defined polymers with varying degrees of polymerization of 

norbornene backbones and varying pendant wedge groups were synthesized. Each of the three 

polymer series systematically increased the size of the pendant group to determine the effect that 

the pendant group size had on both solution conformation and bulk melt properties of the 

polymers. Comparisons of these polymer series lead to three significant observations of the 

dynamics of these norbornene imide-based polymers. First, regardless of the pendant group, 

these norbornene imide-based polymers exhibit a more rodlike conformation in the solution 

phase than RSAW polymers. Interestingly, the pendant wedge groups increase the rodlike 

conformation of the polymer main chain in comparison to the hexyl side group, but the longer, n-

dodecyl alkyl chain did not have as great of an effect on the conformation compared to the ethyl 

alkyl chain. Although, it is important to note that the persistence lengths for the p(DDW) and 

p(EtW) series reported here are fairly short compared to those reported for similar dendronized 

polymers.16 This observation can potentially be attributed to the structure of the dendron pendant 

group as well as the proximity of the branching point to the polymer backbone. However, further 

experimentation would help elucidate the underlying reasons for this observed difference. 

Second, the increased size of the pendant wedge groups increases the polymer chain diameter 

that leads to a dramatic increase in the molecular weight between entanglements, which can be 

qualitatively rationalized by the packing model. Third, the side groups had a tremendous impact 

on the fragility of the norbornene-imide backbone polymers. Replacing the n-hexyl group with 
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ethyl-wedge side groups slightly lowered the fragility of the polymer, whereas a further increase 

in the alkyl side group length on the wedgelike polymer significantly reduces the fragility of the 

polymer. The fundamental understanding on the effects of side groups on the norbornene-based 

polymers will allow for molecular design of polymers with desired combinations of properties 

that are critical for both applications and manufacturing. 

Experimental Methods 
 
 (H2IMes)(PPh3)(Cl)2RuCHPh was received as a research gift from Materia Inc. and was 

converted to (H2IMes)(py)2(Cl)2RuCHPh via literature procedure.66  All other chemicals were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or VWR. All polymerizations were performed in a nitrogen-filled 

glovebox. Columns were run using a Combiflash Rf+ autocolumn from Teledyne ISCO. NMR 

spectra were recorded on a Bruker Ultrashield 400 MHz spectrometer. Chemical shifts were 

referenced using internal solvent resonance, 1H: 7.26 ppm and 13C: 77.16 ppm for CDCl3. The 

chemical shifts are reported as parts per million relative to tetramethylsilane. Deuterated 

chloroform was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. Mass spectra were provided by 

Colorado State University’s Central Instrument Facility using LC-TOF dual ESI source, positive 

mode with dichloromethane (DCM) as the solvent.   

Analysis of isolated and vacuum-dried polymer molecular weight and dispersity was 

performed using gel permeation chromatography (GPC) coupled with multi-angle light scattering 

(MALS), using an Agilent HPLC fitted with one guard column and three Plgel 5 uM MIXED-C 

gel permeation columns in series. The detectors used were a Wyatt Technology TrEX differential 

refractometer and a Wyatt Technology miniDAWN TREOS light scattering detector, which 

allows the direct measurement of absolute molecular weight. Absolute molecular weights were 

determined using dn/dc values calculated by assuming 100% mass recovery of the polymer 
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sample injection into the GPC. The solvent used was tetrahydrofuran (THF) with a flow rate of 

1.0 mL per minute. The Rz value of each polymer was calculated using the multi angle light 

scattering detector in the miniDAWN TREOS.  

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was conducted using a TA Instruments TGA Q50 

or TGA Q500. The thermal decomposition data was obtained under a nitrogen gas flow of 40 

mL/min by ramping the temperature from 25 °C up to 850 °C at a ramp rate of about 10 

°C/minute.  

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was conducted using a TA Instruments DSC 

2500. To erase thermal history, an initial sweep ramped from 0 °C to 150 °C at a ramp rate of 10 

°C/min. The temperature was held constant at 150 °C for 3 minutes before it was cooled to 0 °C 

at a ramp rate of -10 °C/min where the temperature was held constant at 0°C for 3 minutes. 

Thermal data was collected from the second sweep which consists of ramping the temperature 

from 0 °C up to 150 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min., isotherming at 150 °C again for 3 minutes before 

ramping back to 0 °C at a rate of -5 °C/minute.   

The mechanical response of the polymers was characterized using a TA Instruments 

DMA Q800 V20.26 Build 45. The polymer sample’s mechanical properties were evaluated in 

the DMA under a constant nitrogen flow and a constant strain of 0.3% as the DMA ramped the 

temperature at 3 °C/min. from -50 °C to 300 °C.   

The rheological experiments were performed using an AR-G2 and DHR-2 rheometers 

(TA Instruments) with 8 mm parallel plate geometry under nitrogen purge. The sample was 

loaded onto the 8 mm plate at experimental conditions until melting and then slowly pressed 

until the gap was approximately 1 mm using axial stress. Before testing, the samples were kept 

for 30 minutes – 2 hours until the axial stress was 0.0 ± 0.2 N. First, strain sweep experiments 
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were performed to determine the linear viscoelastic region of the materials. Oscillatory 

frequency sweep was carried out from 0.01 to 100 rad/s with a strain in the linear strain regime. 

The temperature regime for the reference temperature of the time-temperature superposition 

(TTS) was determined based on the Tg of the polymer series. The TTS was completed with a 

vertical and lateral shift within the TA Trios Software. Van Gurp-Palmen plots were used to 

establish the validity of the time-temperature superposition of the polymer series.  

Monomer Synthesis 

N-(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5-norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide was prepared according to 

literature procedure.67 The Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)-, 2-[(3aR,4R,7S,7aS)-

1,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-1,3-dioxo-4,7-methano-2H-isoindol-2-yl]ethyl ester (dodecyl wedge, 

DDW) monomer, the Benzoic acid, 3,4,5-tris(ethyloxy)-, 2-[(3aR,4R,7S,7aS)-1,3,3a,4,7,7a-

hexahydro-1,3-dioxo-4,7-methano-2H-isoindol-2-yl]ethyl ester (ethyl wedge, EtW) monomer, 

and monomer precursors were prepared according to a previously reported literature procedure.68  

N-Hexyl-exo-norbornene-dicarboximide monomer was prepared according to a previously 

reported literature procedure.69  The procedural details are detailed below. The NMR spectra 

resembled those reported in the literature for these compounds. 

N-Hexyl-exo-Norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide Monomer (HNb) 

A 500 mL round bottom flask was charged with toluene (200 mL) and a stir bar. The 

flask was then charged with cis-5-norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboxylic anhydride (10.0 g, 61.0 

mmol, 1.00 equiv.) and triethylamine (0.726 g, 7.00 mmol, 0.120 equiv.). While stirring and 

starting to heat, hexylamine (15.3 g, 151 mmol, 2.50 equiv.) was added to the mixture slowly. A 

reflux condenser was attached to the flask and the mixture was heated at 110 °C for 12 hours. 

The reaction mixture was then allowed to cool to room temperature before washing the solution 
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with 0.1 M HCl (100 mL). Following the acid wash, the organic phase was further washed twice 

with a brine solution (200 mL) and once with DI H2O (200 mL). The toluene was then removed 

in vacuo to reveal yellow oil. The wet product was then dissolved in methylene chloride and 

dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate. The solution was then filtered, concentrated, and put 

on the Combiflash autocolumn to run a silica column using methylene chloride until the first 

compound eluted as shown by the return to baseline of the Combiflash trace. The product was 

collected and concentrated in vacuo. The product as a clear oil was then sparged with nitrogen 

overnight to obtain a > 99 percent yield. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.21 (s, 2H), 3.37 (t, 2H), 

3.19 (s, 2H), 2.6 (s, 2H), 1.45 (m, 3.15), 1.20 (m, 7.24), 0.79 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 177.53, 137.41, 47.69, 44.79, 42.24, 38.61, 30.97, 27.93, 26.26, 22.11, 13.61. LC-TOF 

(ESI): Calculated for M+H C15H21N1O2, 248.1645: Observed 248.1667. 

Methyl 3,4,5-tris(ethoxy)benzoate 

A 200 mL schlenk was charged with DMF (130 mL) and a stir bar. The solution was 

sparged with nitrogen for 30 minutes. Once sufficiently deoxygenated, the flask was charged 

with potassium carbonate (30.91 g, 0.224 mol, 6 eq.) and methyl gallate (6.86 g, 0.037 mol, 1 

eq.) under positive nitrogen. While stirring, 1-bromoethane (24.37 g, 0.224 mol, 6 eq.) was 

added to the mixture slowly. A reflux condenser was attached to the flask and the mixture was 

heated at 80 °C for 12 hours. The reaction mixture was then allowed to cool to room temperature 

and then poured into 2 L of stirring DI water. The white precipitate was then filtered out and 

dissolved in diethyl ether and dried over MgSO4. The solution was then filtered and the solvent 

was removed in vacuo to yield the product as a white solid (8.383g, 0.031 mol, 83.8%). 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.27 (s, 2H), 4.12 (m, 7H), 3.89 (s, 3H), 1.44 (t, 7H), 1.36 (t, 3H) [Water 

singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 167.09, 152.67, 142.27, 
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125.15, 108.25, 69.22, 65.04, 52.31, 15.99, 15.02. LC-TOF (ESI): Calculated for M+ 

C14H20O5H, 269.31; Observed 269.1391. 

 

Methyl 3,4,5-tris(ethoxy)benzoic acid 

A 500 mL round-bottom flask was charge with methyl 3,4,5-tris(ethoxy)benzoate (8.38 g, 

0.031 mol, 1 eq.), potassium hydroxide (14.02 g, 0.250 mol, 8 eq), 100% ethanol (300 mL) and a 

stir bar. A water-cooled reflux condenser was attached to the flask and the mixture was refluxed 

at 90 °C for 2 hours. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature. The mixture 

was then acidified to a pH of 1 with 6M HCl (55mL). The acidified solution was then added to 

2L of stirring DI water. The white precipitate was then filtered and dissolved in diethyl ether and 

dried over anhydrous MgSO4. The solvent was then removed in vacuo to yield Methyl 3,4,5-

tris(ethoxy)benzoic acid (6.53 g, 0.026 mol, 77.9%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 11.74 (bs, 1H), 7.34 (s, 2H), 4.15 (m, 6H), 1.45 (t, 6H), 1.37 (t, 3H)  [Water singlet 

from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 171.35, 152.80, 143.10, 123.69, 

108.73, 69.22, 65.04, 16.20, 15.02.  LC-TOF (ESI): Calculated for M+ C13H18O5H, 255.28; 

Observed 255.1228. 

Ethyl Wedge Monomer (EtW) 

A 200 mL Schlenk flask with a stir bar was flame-dried under vacuum three times. Once 

cool, the flask was backfilled with nitrogen then charged with 4-dimethylaminopyridine (0.314 

g, 0.00257 mol, 0.1 eq.), N-(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5-norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide (5.85g, 

0.0282 mol, 1.1 eq.), Methyl 3,4,5-tris(ethoxy)benzoic acid (6.53g, 0.026 mol, 1 eq.), and 

methylene chloride (70 mL) under positive nitrogen. The solids were allowed to dissolve. The 

solution was then cooled in an ice bath and charged with dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (5.827g, 
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0.0282 mol, 1.1 eq) under positive nitrogen and stirred at 0 °C and allowed to warm to room 

temperature while stirring over 18 hours. The solution was then filtered and the solid was washed 

with methylene chloride. The methylene chloride was then removed in vacuo to yield a white 

solid. This solid was then dissolved in ether and the product was recrystallized out of ether twice 

to yield white crystals as the pure EtW product (~4.8g, 0.011 mol, 73.5%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.22 (s, 2H), 6.27 (t, 2H), 4.40 (t, 2H), 4.12 (m, 6H), 3.9 (t, 2H), 3.23 (s, 2H), 2.70 (s, 

2H), 1.45 (t, 7H), 1.35 (t, 3H), 1.25 (d, 1H) [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 13C NMR 

(101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 177.75, 166.11, 152.82, 142.30, 137.99, 124.18, 108.45, 69.01, 65.04, 

61.84, 48.13, 45.42, 42.99, 37.84, 15.99, 15.02. LC-TOF (ESI): Calculated for M+Na 

C24H29NO7Na, 466.50; Observed 466.1831. 

 

Methyl 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzoate 

A 200 mL schlenk was charged with DMF (100 mL) and a stir bar. The solution was 

sparged with nitrogen for 30 minutes. Once sufficiently deoxygenated, the flask was charge with 

potassium carbonate (12.03 g, 0.087 mol, 6 eq.) and methyl gallate (2.67 g, 0.015 mol, 1 eq.) 

under positive nitrogen. While stirring, 1-bromododecane (21.70 g, 0.087 mol, 6 eq.) was added 

to the mixture slowly. A reflux condenser was attached to the flask and the mixture was heated at 

80 °C for 12 hours. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room temperature and diluted 

with DI water. The solution was then washed with diethyl ether twice. Then, the organic phase 

was washed with DI water and a small amount of brine solution. The organic phase was then run 

through an alumina plug and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. The solution was then filtered and 

the solvent was removed in vacuo. The white solid was kept under vacuum overnight in an 

attempt to fully dry the product (13.98 g, 0.020 mol). The product yielded was not completely 
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pure (see DDW synthesis) but brought forward regardless. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.24 

(s, 2H), 4.01 (m, 6H), 3.89 (s, 3H), 1.78 (m, 7H), 1.47 (m, 7H), 1.27 (s, 54H), 0.88 (t, 9H) 

[Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 166.91, 152.88, 142.55, 

124.95, 107.97, 73.76, 69.50, 52.31, 32.31, 30.50, 29.8 (m), 29.56 (m), 26.23, 22.87, 14.29. LC-

TOF (ESI): Calculated for M+Na C44H80O5Na, 689.12; Observed 711.5911. 

 

Methyl 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzoic acid 

A 500 mL round-bottom flask was charged with Methyl 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzoate 

(13.9818 g, 0.020 mol, 1 eq.), potassium hydroxide (9.11 g, 0.162 mol, 8 eq), 100% ethanol (200 

mL) and a stir bar. A water-cooled reflux condenser was attached to the flask and the mixture 

was refluxed at 90 °C for 2 hours. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool to room 

temperature. The mixture was then acidified to a pH of 1 with 6M HCl (50mL). The acidified 

solution was then added to 2L of stirring DI water. The white precipitate was then filtered and 

dissolved in diethyl ether and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. The solvent was then removed in 

vacuo and the solid was kept under vacuum overnight to yield Methyl 3,4,5-

tris(dodecyloxy)benzoic acid (12.21 g, 0.018 mol, 87.3%) as a white solid. 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.31 (s, 2H), 4.12 (m, 1H), 4.03 (m, 6H), 1.78 (m, 7H), 1.47 (m, 7H), 1.27 (s, 56H), 

0.88 (t, 10H) [Water singlet from CDCl3 around 2.0 ppm]. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

152.94, 108.76, 73.90, 69.52, 32.22, 30.76, 29.80 (m), 29.50 (m), 26.23 (m), 22.85, 14.23. LC-

TOF (ESI): Calculated for M+NH4 C43H78O5NH4, 693.129; Observed 692.6204. 

Dodecyl Wedge Monomer (DDW) 

A 200 mL Schlenk flask with a stir bar was flame-dried under vacuum three times. Once 

cool, the flask was backfilled with nitrogen then charged with 4-dimethylaminopyridine (0.221 
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g, 0.0018 mol, 0.1 eq.), N-(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5-norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide (4.123g, 

0.0199 mol, 1.1 eq.), methyl 3,4,5-tris(dodecyloxy)benzoic acid (12.21g, 0.0181 mol, 1 eq.), and 

methylene chloride (90 mL) under positive nitrogen. The solids were allowed to dissolve. The 

solution was then cooled in an ice bath and charged with dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (4.105g, 

0.0199 mol, 1.1 eq) under positive nitrogen and stirred at 0 °C and allowed to warm to room 

temperature while stirring over 18 hours. The solution was then filtered and the solid was washed 

with methylene chloride. The methylene chloride was then removed in vacuo to yield a white 

solid. This solid was then run on a silica column using a 9 Hexanes: 1 Ethyl Acetate mixture. 

The first analyte to elute is an ester impurity and the second analyte to elute is the pure 

monomer. The monomer in solution was then dried in vacuo to yield a white solid (~5g, 0.00578 

mol, 41.0%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.20 (s, 2H), 6.26 (s, 2H), 4.40 (t, 2H), 4.01 (t, 6H), 

3.91 (t, 2H), 3.23 (s, 2H), 2.70 (s, 2H), 1.79 (m, 6H), 1.48 (m,8H) 1.27 (s, 51H), 0.88 (t, 9H) 

[Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 177.85, 166.12, 153.08, 

142.46, 137.97, 124.18, 108.02, 73.73, 69.09, 61.80, 48.01, 45.42, 42.99, 37.60, 32.00, 30.50, 

29.82(m), 29.45(m), 26.26, 22.85, 14.31. LC-TOF (ESI): Calculated for M+NH4 

C54H89NO7NH4, 882.349; Observed 881.7011. 

Polymer Synthesis 

Poly(HNb) Molecular Weight Series 

In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 20 mL vial was charged with a stir bar, 0.5 g (0.002 mol) 

of HNb monomer and 5 mL of THF. With rapid stirring, the appropriate amount of G3 catalyst 

completely dissolved in THF was quickly added via syringe. After one hour, the polymerization 

was quenched by the addition of 1 mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was precipitated out into 

15 mL of methanol and allowed to stir overnight, after which the polymer was isolated, washed 
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with excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 50 °C to a constant weight. Yield was 

near quantitative by mass. 

 

Isolated and representitative poly(HNb) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.75 (bs), 5.5 (m), 3.42 

(bs), 3.25 (bs), 3.01 (m), 2.69 (bd), 2.13 (m), 1.55 (s), 1.27 (s), 0.87 (s) [Water singlet from 

CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 

 

 

Figure 4.11. 1H NMR spectra of p(HNb)-DP386 in CDCl3. 

 

Poly(EtW) Molecular Weight Series 

In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 20 mL vial was charged with a stir bar, 0.5 g (0.002 mol) 

of EtW monomer and 5 mL of THF. With rapid stirring, the appropriate amount of G3 catalyst 

completely dissolved in THF was quickly added via syringe. After one hour, the polymerization 
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was quenched by the addition of 1 mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was precipitated out into 

15 mL of methanol and allowed to stir overnight, after which the polymer was isolated, washed 

with excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 50 °C to a constant weight. Yield was 

near quantitative by mass. 

 

Isolated and representative poly(EtW) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.22 (d), 5.50 (m), 5.06 

(m), 4.4 (bs), 4.1 (d), 3.85 (bs), 2.95 (bs), 2.59 (bs), 2.0 (bs), 1.41 (bt), 1.33 (t), 1.25 (s) [Water 

singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 

 
Figure 4.12. 1H NMR of p(EtW)-DP360 in CDCl3. 
 
Poly(DDW) Molecular Weight Series 

 In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 20 mL vial was charged with a stir bar, 0.5 g (0.0006 

mol) of DDW monomer and 5 mL of THF. With rapid stirring, the appropriate amount of G3 

catalyst completely dissolved in THF was quickly added via syringe. After one hour, the 
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polymerization was quenched by the addition of 1 mL of ethyl vinyl ether and diluted with 

DCM. The solution was then run through an alumina plug and concentrated in vacuo. The 

polymer was then precipitated out into 15 mL of methanol and allowed to stir overnight, after 

which the polymer was isolated, washed with excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure 

at 50 °C to a constant weight. Yield was near quantitative by mass, some loss occurred in 

transfer. 

 

Isolated and representative poly(DDW) NMR 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.21(d), 5.5(bs), 

4.37(bs), 3.98 (bt), 3.84 (bs), 3.00 (bs), 1.78 (m), 1.45 (bs), 1.29 (s), 0.88 (t) [Water singlet from 

CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 

 
Figure 4.13. 1H NMR spectra of p(DDW)-DP456 in CDCl3. 

 

Polymer Characterization via Gel Permeation Chromatography – Multi Angle Light Scattering 

Traces (GPC-MALS) 
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Table 4.2. GPC analysis data of poly(HNb) MW series. 

Polymer Sample 
GPC Mw 
(kg/mol) 

GPC Mn (kg/mol) 
Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

p(HNb)-DP35 8.64 8.56 35 1.01 
p(HNb)-DP39 9.70 9.65 39 1.01 
p(HNb)-DP105 26.1 25.9 105 1.01 

p(HNb)-DP187 46.7 46.2 187 1.01 

p(HNb)-DP386 97.0 95.5 386 1.02 

p(HNb)-DP429 1.20 x 102 1.06 x 102
 429 1.13 

p(HNb)-DP912 2.31 x 102
 2.26 x 102

 912 1.02 

p(HNb)-DP1568 3.96 x 102
 3.88 x 102

 1568 1.02 

p(HNb)-DP2296 5.86 x 102
 5.68 x 102 2296 1.03 

p(HNb)-DP3556 9.22 x 102
 8.80 x 102

 3556 1.05 
p(HNb)-DP4605 1.25 x 103

 1.14 x 103 4605 1.09 

 

 
Figure 4.14. Normalized Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(HNb) MW series. 
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 Table 4.3. GPC analysis data of poly(EtW) MW series. 

Polymer Sample 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

p(EtW)-DP9 4.29 4.10 9 1.05 

p(EtW)-DP26 11.8 11.7 26 1.01 
p(EtW)-DP34 15.3 14.8 34 1.03 

p(EtW)-DP56 24.9 24.9 56 1.01 
p(EtW)-DP84 37.4 37.3 84 1.01 
p(EtW)-DP120 53.7 53.3 120 1.01 
p(EtW)-DP360 1.63x102 1.60 x102 360 1.02 

p(EtW)-DP943 4.22 x102 4.18 x102 943 1.01 

p(EtW)-DP1076 4.91 x102 4.77 x102 1,076 1.03 

p(EtW)-DP1478 6.89 x102 6.56 x102 1,478 1.05 
p(EtW)-DP1788 8.61 x102 7.93 x102 1,788 1.09 

p(EtW)-DP1929 8.66 x102 8.56 x102 1,929 1.01 

p(EtW)-DP2160 9.74 x102 9.58 x102 2,160 1.02 

p(EtW)-DP3321 1.52 x103 1.47 x103 3,321 1.03 

p(EtW)-DP4194 2.37 x103 1.86 x103 4,194 1.27 
p(EtW)-DP8435 4.08 x103 3.74 x103 8,435 1.11 

p(EtW)-DP9905 5.27 x103 4.39 x103 9,905 1.20 
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Figure 4.15. Normalized Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(EtW) MW series. 

 
Table 4.4. GPC analysis data of poly(DDW) MW series. 

Polymer Sample 
GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

 

p(DDW)-DP15 13.2 12.9 15 1.02  

p(DDW)-DP24 21.4 21.0 24 1.02  

p(DDW)-DP55 47.9 47.5 55 1.01  

p(DDW)-DP98 84.8 84.6 98 1.01  

p(DDW)-DP456 3.99 x102 3.94 x102 456 1.01  
p(DDW)-DP521 4.65 x102 4.50 x102 521 1.03  
p(DDW)-DP822 7.13 x102 7.10 x102 822 1.01  
p(DDW)-DP930 8.58 x102 8.03 x102 930 1.07  
p(DDW)-DP1030 9.29 x102 8.90 x102 1,030 1.04  
p(DDW)-DP1631 1.42 x103 1.41 x103 1,631 1.01  
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p(DDW)-DP6944 6.42 x103 6.00 x103 6,944 1.07  
 

 

Figure 4.16. Normalized Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(DDW) MW series. 

 
Characterization of Molecular Conformation from GPC-MALS 

 
Table 4.5. Poly(HNb) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS for the Mn and the radius of 
gyration measured with static light scattering (Rz) as long as the polymer was larger than 10 nm 
in diameter in THF. 

Polymer Sample GPC Mn (kg/mol) log Mn 
Rz from GPC-

MALS (nm) 
Log Rz 

p(HNb)-DP386 95.5 4.98 15 1.2 

p(HNb)-DP429 1.06 x 102 5.03 16 1.2 

p(HNb)-DP912 2.26 x 102
 5.35 22 1.3 

p(HNb)-DP1568 3.88 x 102 5.59 29 1.5 

p(HNb)-DP2296 5.68 x 102
 5.75 41 1.6 

p(HNb)-DP3556 8.80 x 102
 5.94 56 1.7 

p(HNb)-DP4605 1.14 x 103
 6.06 74 1.9 
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Table 4.6. Poly(EtW) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS for the Mn and the Radius of 
gyration measured with static light scattering (Rz ) as long as the polymer was larger than 10 nm 
in diameter in THF. 

Polymer Sample 

GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) log Mn 

Rz from 

GPC 

MALS 

(nm) Log Rz 

p(EtW)-DP360 1.60 x102 5.20 13 1.1 
p(EtW)-DP943 4.18 x102 5.62 22 1.3 
p(EtW)-DP1076 4.77 x102 5.68 23 1.4 
p(EtW)-DP1478 6.56 x102 5.82 31 1.5 
p(EtW)-DP1788 7.93 x102 5.90 38 1.6 
p(EtW)-DP1929 8.56 x102 5.93 28 1.4 
p(EtW)-DP2160 9.58 x102 5.98 33 1.5 
p(EtW)-DP3321 1.47 x103 6.17 48 1.7 
p(EtW)-DP4194 1.86 x103 6.27 69 1.8 
p(EtW)-DP8435 3.74 x103 6.57 98 2.0 
p(EtW)-DP9905 4.39 x103 6.64 120 2.1 

 

Table 4.7.  Poly(DDW) MW Series data obtained from GPC-MALS for the Mn and Rz values as 
long as the diameter was larger than 10 nm in THF. 

Polymer Sample 
GPC Mn 

(g/mol) 
log Mn 

Rz from GPC 

MALS (nm) 
Log Rz 

p(DDW)-DP456 3.94 x102 5.60 18 1.3 
p(DDW)-DP521 4.50 x102 5.65 19 1.3 
p(DDW)-DP822 7.10 x102 5.85 27 1.4 
p(DDW)-DP930 8.03 x102 5.91 33 1.5 
p(DDW)-DP1030 8.90 x102 5.95 32 1.5 

p(DDW)-DP1631 1.41 x103 6.15 
41 1.6 

p(DDW)-DP6944 6.00 x103 6.78 120 2.1 
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Fractal Dimension Analysis 

Working from Flory’s universal power law, 𝑅~𝑁𝔳 
 
where R = polymer size, N = number of monomers, 𝔳 = the scaling exponent, and the fact 

that the fractal dimension, D’, is equal to the inverse of the scaling exponent we were 

able to determine the wedge-type polymer scaling exponent as well as the fractal 

dimension of the wedge-type polymers shown.  

 
From Tables S3 and S4 of polymer Rz vs. polymer Mn, we get the relation of  𝑅𝑍~𝑀𝑛𝔳 𝑀𝑛 = 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑊 ∗ 𝑁 
 
So, by substituting equations, the resulting relation follows 
 𝑅𝑍~(𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑊 ∗ 𝑁)𝔳~(𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑀𝑊)𝔳(𝑁)𝔳 
 
Therefore, the prefactor term that includes the monomer MW can be disregarded and we 

are left with our scaling factor of 0.62 for the p(HNb) MW series, 0.68 for the p(EtW) 

MW series, and 0.69 for the p(DDW) MW series in the solvent, THF. This also means 

that the fractal dimension, D’, for the p(HNb), p(EtW), and the p(DDW) respectively are 

1.61, 1.47, and 1.45 which are in between a rigid rod D’ of 1 than a random self-avoiding 

walk polymer D’ of 1.67. 
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Figure 4.17. Double logarithmic plot of the radius of gyration (Rz) vs. the number-average 
molecular weight (Mn) of the p(HNb) series (green squares), the p(EtW) series (red circles), and 
the p(DDW) series (blue triangles). 
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Table 4.8. Contour and Persistence lengths estimated from the Rz measurements for the p(HNb) 
MW series. Monomer size (b0) was estimated to be 0.485 nm assuming an equal amount of cis-
/trans- norbornene units. Monomer molecular weight (M0) is 247.34 g/mol. 

 
 
 

 
 

Table 4.9. Contour and Persistence lengths estimated from the Rz measurements for the p(EtW) 
 MW series. Monomer size (b0) was estimated to be 0.485 nm assuming an equal amount of cis-
/trans- norbornene units. Monomer molecular weight (M0) is 443.5 g/mol.)  
 
 

 

Polymer Sample Mw [kg/mol] 
Contour 

Length (Lw) 

[nm] 
Rz [nm] 

Persistence 

Length (lp) 

[nm] 

lp Error 
[± nm] 

p(HNb)-DP386 97.0 190 14.7 1.14 0.300 
p(HNb)-DP429 1.20 x 102 236 16.0 1.09 0.218 
p(HNb)-DP912 2.31 x 102 452 22.3 1.10 0.137 
p(HNb)-DP1568 3.96 x 102 776 29.0 1.09 0.130 
p(HNb)-DP2296 5.86 x 102 1.15 x 103 41.4 1.50 0.033 
p(HNb)-DP3556 9.22 x 102 1.81 x 103 55.9 1.73 0.007 
p(HNb)-DP4605 1.25 x 103 2.44 x 103 73.9 2.24 0.031 

Polymer Sample Mw [kg/mol]  
Contour 

Length (Lw) 
[nm] 

Rz [nm] 
Persistence 
Length (lp) 

[nm] 

lp Error 
[± nm] 

p(EtW)-DP360 1.63x102 178 13.4 1.01 0.302 
p(EtW)-DP943 4.22 x102 461 21.8 1.03 0.116 
p(EtW)-DP1076 4.91 x102 537 22.8 0.970 0.099 
p(EtW)-DP1478 6.89 x102 753 30.6 1.25 0.070 
p(EtW)-DP1788 8.61 x102 941 37.7 1.51 0.045 
p(EtW)-DP1929 8.66 x102 947 27.9 0.823 0.072 
p(EtW)-DP2160 9.74 x102 107 x 103  32.6 0.999 0.058 
p(EtW)-DP3321 1.52 x103 1.66 x103 48.3 1.41 0.020 
p(EtW)-DP4194 2.37 x103 2.59 x103 69.0 1.84 0.029 
p(EtW)-DP8435 4.08 x103 4.46 x103 98.4 2.17 0.026 
p(EtW)-DP9905 5.27 x103 5.77 x103 123 2.64 0.011 
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Table 4.10. Contour and Persistence lengths estimated from the Rz measurements for the 
p(DDW) MW series. Monomer size (b0) was estimated to be 0.485 nm assuming an equal 
amount of cis-/trans- norbornene units. Monomer molecular weight (M0) is 864.34 g/mol. 

Polymer Sample Mw [kg/mol]  
Contour 

Length (Lw) 
[nm] 

Rz [nm] 
Persistence 
Length (lp) 

[nm] 

lp Error 
[± nm] 

p(DDW)-DP456 3.99 x102 224 18.0 1.46 0.329 
p(DDW)-DP521 4.65 x102 261 19.1 1.41 0.231 
p(DDW)-DP822 7.13 x102 400 26.8 1.80 0.177 
p(DDW)-DP930 8.58 x102 481 32.8 2.25 0.130 
p(DDW)-DP1030 9.29 x102 521 31.5 1.91 0.115 
p(DDW)-DP1631 1.42 x103 797 40.6 2.07 0.058 
p(DDW)-DP6944 6.42 x103 3.60 x103 120 4.00 0.008 

 

 

Thermal Properties 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

 
Figure 4.18. TGA plot of p(HNb)-DP4605. Decomposition temperature at 5% weight loss is 420 
°C. 
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Figure 4.19. TGA plot of p(EtW)-DP9905. Decomposition temperature at 5% weight loss is 373 
°C. 

 

Figure 4.20. TGA plot of p(DDW)-DP6944. Decomposition temperature at 5% weight loss is 
372 °C. 
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

 

Figure 4.21. Isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(HNb)-DP35. 
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Figure 4.22. Isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(HNb)-DP39. 
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Figure 4.23. Isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(HNb)-DP105. 
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Figure 4.24. Isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(HNb)-DP912. 
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Figure 4.25. Isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(HNb)-DP4605. 
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Figure 4.26. Isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(EtW)-DP9. 
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Figure 4.27. Isolated DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(EtW)-DP34 
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Figure 4.28. Isolated DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(EtW)-DP1929. 
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Figure 4.29. DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(EtW)-DP9905. 
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Figure 4.30. Isolated DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(DDW)-DP15. 
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Figure 4.31. Isolated DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(DDW)-DP24. 
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Figure 4.32. Isolated DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(DDW)-DP822. 
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Figure 4.33. Isolated DSC trace of 2nd heat for p(DDW)-DP6944 
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Mechanical Properties 

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) 

 
Figure 4.34. Poly(HNb)-DP912 DMA trace. 

 

 
Figure 4.35. Poly(EtW)-DP943 DMA trace. 
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Figure 4.36. Poly(DDW)-DP930 DMA trace. 

 

Rheological Properties 

Method for Density Estimation 

The polymer density was estimated using a pellet at the glass transition temperature on 

the rheometer. The pellet was first heated and liberated of all air bubbles and was then cooled to 

the glass transition temperature, where the gap size at 0 N was recorded. Then, in order to 

determine the volume of the polymer, the gap size was used as the height of the cylinder and the 

plate diameter was used as the diameter of the cylinder. This pellet was then weighed to get a 

mass. In order to calculate the density, the mass was divided by the calculated volume. 
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Isofrictional Measurements 

Figure 4.37. The isofrictional dynamic storage modulus master curves vs. frequency for the 
p(HNb)-DP912 (green squares), p(EtW)-DP943 (red circles), and the p(DDW)-DP930 (blue 
triangles). The temperature for each sample is close to isofrictional conditions with X = 36 C for 
p(HNb)-DP912, X=31 C for p(EtW)-DP943, and X=42 C for p(DDW)-DP930. 

 

p(HNb) Series Individual Mastercurves 

 

 
Figure 4.38. The dynamic mastercurve for p(HNb)-DP105 referenced to 120 °C. 
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Figure 4.39. The dynamic mastercurve for p(HNb)-DP386 referenced to 120 °C. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.40. The dynamic mastercurve for p(HNb)-DP912 referenced to 120 °C. 
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Figure 4.41. The dynamic mastercurve for p(HNb)-DP1568 referenced to 120 °C. 

 
 

p(EtW) Series Individual Mastercurves 

 

Figure 4.42. The dynamic mastercurve of p(EtW)-DP26 referenced to 120 °C. 
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Figure 4.43. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP56 referenced to 120 °C. 

 

Figure 4.44. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP120 referenced to 120 °C. 
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Figure 4.45. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP360 referenced to 120 °C. 

 

Figure 4.46. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP943 referenced to 120 °C. 
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Figure 4.47. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP1478 referenced to 120 °C. 

 

Figure 4.48. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP1788 referenced to 120 °C. 
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Figure 4.49. The dynamic mastercurve for p(EtW)-DP4194 referenced to 120 °C. 

 

p(DDW) Series Individual Mastercurves 

 

Figure 4.50. The dynamic mastercurve for p(DDW)-DP98 referenced to 80 °C. 
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Figure 4.51. The dynamic mastercurve for p(DDW)-DP456 referenced to 80 °C. 

 

Figure 4.52. The dynamic mastercurve for p(DDW)-DP930 referenced to 80 °C. 
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Figure 4.53. The dynamic mastercurve for p(DDW)-DP1631 referenced to 80 °C. 
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CHAPTER 5 – IMPACT OF BACKBONE STRUCTURE ON POLYMER DYNAMICS AND 

BRUSH BLOCK COPOLYMER SELF-ASSEMBLY 

 
 
 

Overview 
 

Four series of brush block copolymers (BBCP) with near identical side chain 

compositions but varying backbone structures were synthesized to investigate the effect of 

backbone structure on the process of thermal BBCP self-assembly to photonic crystals (PCs). 

Each of the self-assembled PC films were examined by reflection measurements and scanning 

electron microscopy to compare the resulting properties of the polymeric photonic crystal and 

the nanostructured morphology impacted by the backbone structure. It was found that the 

composition of the backbone within a BBCP has a dramatic effect on the ability of the BBCP to 

self-assemble into ordered nanostructures and on the local ordering of the nanostructure 

morphology in higher molecular weight (MW) BBCPs (> 1,500 kg/mol). BBCPs with a 

norbornene imide-based backbone were able to self-assemble to longer wavelength reflecting 

PCs and had greater local ordered nanostructures with higher MW polymers. Lastly, by 

analyzing the melt rheological responses of the backbone compositions, both as linear polymers 

and homobrush polymers, it was observed that the inherent stiffness of the backbone promotes 

enhanced local ordering in the nanostructure morphology and larger domain sizes. 

Introduction 
 

Photonic crystals (PC) are periodic dielectric materials possessing a photonic band gap 

that inhibits the propagation of specific frequencies of light.1,2 The wavelength of reflected light 

by the material is derived from the interaction of light with the nanostructure morphology and 
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enables applications as light guides, optical filters, and reflective coatings.3,4,5 There are many 

routes to synthetic PCs, but one of the most economical and scalable methods to PCs is through 

the self-assembly of block copolymers (BCP) to nanostructured materials.6,7,8,9,10 These block 

copolymers can employ polymer architectures such as linear,11 dendritic,6,12 and bottlebrush 

copolymers.13,14 The self-assembly of linear BCPs (LBCP) is largely governed by the interaction 

parameter of the two blocks, the volume fraction of each block, and the degree of polymerization 

of each block.15,16 However, the inherent chain entanglement in linear polymers challenges the 

ability of LBCPs to self-assemble to domain sizes large enough to reflect wavelengths of light 

longer than green.17 Therefore, by exploiting more rigid polymer architectures, polymeric PC 

materials can be enabled to reflect wavelengths of light across the visible spectrum and into the 

near-IR, in part due to a reduction in the amount of polymer chain entanglement.6,12,18,19,20 In 

particular, bottlebrush BCPs (BBCP) significantly reduce chain entanglement and have been 

shown to rapidly self-assemble to domains large enough to reflect wavelengths of light across the 

visible spectrum and into the near-IR.21,22,23,24,25,26,27 

The bottlebrush polymer architecture consists of densely spaced polymeric side chains 

grafted onto a central polymer backbone.28 The polymeric side chains promote the cylindrical 

conformation of bottlebrush macromolecules due to the steric repulsion between neighboring 

side chains. This cylindrical conformation significantly influences bulk materials properties, such 

as extending the persistence length, reducing the entanglement modulus, and creating a 

secondary relaxation.29,30,31,32,33,34 The bottlebrush backbone composition plays an essential role 

in the global conformation of the homobrush polymers, both due to the phenomena of excluded 

volume between the side chains and the chain stiffness parameter of the polymer.35,36,37,38 
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Synthetic advancements allow alteration of the side chains or the main chain backbone to 

modulate the properties of the brush polymer and the resulting brush polymer bulk material.39  

Currently, however, there is a gap in knowledge on how the dynamics of a homobrush 

polymer translate to a BBCP’s dynamics. Among the various synthetic schemes, there are no 

established benefits of one synthetic route to a bottlebrush polymer over another in terms of 

synthesizing a BBCP that can efficiently self-assemble to a PC capable of efficiently reflecting 

wavelengths of light across the visible spectrum.40,41 Watkins and co-workers have started to 

address this question with insightful observations into how the backbone length, side chain 

length, molecular asymmetry, and volume fraction of BBCPs affect the nanostructure phase map 

and the relaxation modes of BBCPs.42,43 Unfortunately, there is no clear predictor of how 

modifying the backbone structure of the BBCP influences the process of self-assembly and the 

resulting PC properties. The impact of the backbone on self-assembly and the resulting PC 

properties is of high importance, especially when considering the myriad of synthetic routes 

available to BBCPs. The composition of the backbone and influences on the BBCP could inform 

whether a certain synthetic route would be preferable for a specific application.  

Herein, we report the effect of varying backbone structure on BBCP self-assembly and 

the resulting properties of the BBCP PC. We couple our observations of the BBCP self-assembly 

and PC film properties with an investigation into the polymer dynamics of linear and brush 

homopolymers containing identical backbone compositions to those of the BBCPs. The results 

reveal that the backbone composition of a BBCP has a significant influence on the reflection and 

nanostructure morphology of the resulting PC material. Overall, it is observed that more 

inherently rigid polymer backbones result in more efficient domain interface relaxation and 
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manifest into encouraging higher MW BBCPs to self-assemble to longer wavelength reflecting 

PCs. 

Results and Discussion 
 
 To investigate the effect of backbone composition on the self-assembly of BBCPs to 

visible light reflecting, polymeric PCs, four different series of varying molecular weight (MW) 

BBCPs were synthesized using ruthenium-mediated ring opening metathesis polymerization 

(ROMP) (Figure 5.1). The macromonomers used in this study consisted of two different 

poly(lactide) (PLA) macromonomers, containing either a norbornene (NB-PLA, Mn = 3,251 

g/mol) or a norbornene imide (NBI-PLA, Mn = 3,428 g/mol) chain end, as well as two 

poly(styrene) (PS) macromonomers, possessing  either a norbornene (NB-PS, Mn = 3,649 g/mol) 

or a norbornene imide (NBI-PS, Mn = 4,422 g/mol) chain end. The resulting BBCP series, 

denoted by p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS), p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS), p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS), or 

p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS), were isolated as colorless materials before being self-assembled by 

thermal annealing for 16 hours under vacuum at a temperature of 140 °C. This annealing 

temperature was chosen because it is at least 40 °C above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of 

any of the brush block’s Tg values (Figures 5.95-5.101), which enables self-assembly. Equal 

molarity of the macromonomers was polymerized to target a lamellar nanostructured 

morphology due to the ease of observing a change in the wavelength of reflection due to a 

change in the domain size with increasing BBCP MW using a modified form of Bragg’s Law 

(Figure 5.1).   
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Figure 5.1. Synthetic approach to the four distinct BBCPs and their self-assembly to polymeric 
photonic crystals.  
 
 After thermal annealing, the films reflected wavelengths of light in the ultraviolet or 

visible spectrum due to the periodicity of the assembled nanostructure. The reflection profile of 

each of the four series of self-assembled BBCP films was characterized directly by measuring 

the percent of incident wavelengths of light across the ultraviolet and visible spectrum reflected 

by the assembled film (Figure 5.2A-D). These measurements were performed using a UV-Vis 

spectrophotometer outfitted with a diffuse reflectance accessory (DRA).  
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Figure 5.2. DRA traces of reflection (%) vs. wavelength (nm) for each of the four BBCP MW 
series assembled films (p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (A), p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (B), p(NB-
PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (C), and p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (D)).  
 

 Interestingly, investigating similar MW ranges of polymers, each of the series of BBCP 

annealed films reflection profiles span different ranges of wavelengths. The majority of the 

weight fraction of each of these BBCP compositions is almost indistinguishable, with the 

polymeric side chains being extremely similar, if not identical. The only significant 

compositional difference between each of these four BBCP series is the identity of the backbone. 

Even with higher MW BBCPs, the annealed films from the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) series did 

not reflect wavelengths of light longer than violet (406 nm), while the films fabricated from 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) reflect wavelengths of light across the UV-visible spectrum ranging 

from ultraviolet (300 nm) to red-orange (655 nm). 

Figure 5.3 plots the maximum wavelength of reflection with respect to each polymer’s 

number-average MW (Mn) to highlight the impact that the different backbone compositions have 
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on the reflection of each of the BBCP series. The slope (m) of each of the best-fit lines in Figure 

5.3 provides a means to quantify how increasing MW, or a higher degree of polymerization 

(DP), will affect the maximum wavelength of reflection of the thermally annealed films for each 

series. The p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) film series has an m = 0.31 which means that the 

backbone composition allows for a 0.31 nm increase in wavelength of reflection for every 

kilogram per mole of BBCP that is added to the polymeric PC film. In contrast, the m of the 

p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) is 0.04, which implies that an approximately eightfold increase in 

BBCP MW of this composition is needed to have domain sizes large enough to reflect similar 

wavelengths as the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) film composition does. Comparatively, by 

replacing the NB-PS block with a NBI-PS block in the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition, the 

m value increases to 0.16, rather than only increasing to 0.08, as replacing the NB-PLA block 

with a NBI-PLA block in the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition does. 

  

 

Figure 5.3. A plot of the max wavelength of reflection for each assembled film within each of 
the four BBCP series vs. the Mn of each polymer (m = slope of best fit line). 
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Although the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) films are able to reflect wavelengths of light 

across the visible spectrum and have the greatest m value, the bandwidths of the PCs are large 

and broaden with increasing maximum wavelengths of reflection. The bandwith of a PC 

determines which range of wavelengths of light are reflected, and the ability to modulate the PC 

bandwith allows for engineering PCs for specific applications.12 A broad bandwith (several 

hundred nanometers) can be targeted for IR reflecting windows, while a filter or waveguide 

application would target a narrow bandwith (< 10 nm). To measure the bandwith of a PC, the 

full-width-half-max (FWHM) value of the reflection trace is used. The measured FWHM value 

of 428 nm for the film assembled from the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) BBCP (1.56 x 103 kg/mol) 

implies that the global ordering of the lamellar nanostructure is significantly more uniform for 

the film assembled from the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) BBCP (2.30 x 103 kg/mol) with a FWHM 

of only 153 nm (Table 5.1). In fact, the longer the maximum wavelength of reflection for each 

BBCP composition, or the greater the m value for each series, the less global ordering is present 

in the nanostructure. The backbone composition significantly affects the global ordering of the 

nanostructure of a BBCP PC film in addition to the maximum wavelength of reflection.  

 

Table 5.1. FWHM values calculated for each of the BBCP PC films from the DRA reflection 
traces in Figure 1. 

p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

Mn 

(kg/mol) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

Mn 

(kg/mol) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

Mn 

(kg/mol) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

Mn 

(kg/mol) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

4.14x102 63 6.13x102 50 5.24x102 91 5.20x102 62 
7.87x102 65 7.66x102 48 9.18x102 55 8.50x102 91 
1.31x103 89 1.11x103 135 1.44x103 143 1.31x103 210 
1.73x103 134 1.52x103 149 1.88x103 214 1.42x103 280 
1.70x103 101 1.66x103 174 1.90x103 138 1.43x103 344 
2.30x103 153 2.60x103 235 2.13x103 334 1.56x103 428 
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 To visualize the nanostructure morphology, SEM micrographs were collected for each of 

the thermally annealed films (Figures 5.4 and 5.63-5.87). For the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) 

composition, as the BBCP MW increases, the local ordering of the lamellar nanostructure 

quickly deteriorates (Figure 5.4A, 5.4E, and 5.4I). For the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition 

(Figure 5.4B, 5.4F, and 5.4J), the local ordering of the nanostructure loses its fidelity with 

increasing MW. However, the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition (1.11 x 103 kg/mol) does 

retain the ordering of its nanostructure morphology more effectively than that of the p(NB-PLA)-

b-p(NB-PS) composition at intermediate MW (1.31 x 103 kg/mol). The more efficient assembly 

can be quantitatively demonstrated by a greater wavelength of reflection of 408 nm for the 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition (1.11 x 103 kg/mol) versus that of 365 nm for the p(NB-

PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition (1.31 x 103 kg/mol). A similar trend exists moving from the 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) composition to the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) composition (Figure 

5.4C, 5.4G, and 5.4K). The highest MW sample of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) is more well-

defined and ordered than that shown in the SEM micrograph of the highest MW of the p(NBI-

PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) and reflects a longer wavelength of light. Lastly, the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-

PS) composition (Figure 5.4D, 5.4H, and 5.4L) maintains its nanostructure’s local ordering 

throughout the entire MW series tested as seen by the reflecting the longest wavelength of 

reflection (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Hence, the backbone composition of the BBCPs significantly 

impacts the local ordering of the thermally annealed film’s nanostructure morphology. 
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Figure 5.4. SEM micrographs of cross-sections of three films from each of the thermally 
annealed BBCP films of comparable MW (p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) films shown in A, E, I; 
p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) films shown in B, F, J; p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) films shown in C, G, 
K; p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) films shown in D, H, L) with photographs of the annealed film’s 
reflection (left inset picture) and transmission (right inset picture).  
 

 To gain insight into why the backbone composition affects the self-assembly processes of 

the BBCPs, MW series of linear and brush homopolymers were synthesized using ruthenium-

mediated ROMP in an attempt to mimic the backbone composition and isolate the effect of each 

backbone component on each block of the BBCPs (Figure 5.5). The polymer dynamics of these 

homopolymer series were characterized using rheological measurements. 
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Figure 5.5. Synthetic strategy to homopolymers (linear and brush) with a norbornene backbone 
composition (A, Top to bottom: NB-Hep, NB-PLA, and NB-PS) and a norbornene imide 
backbone composition (B, Top to bottom: NBI-Dec, NBI-Hep, NBI-PLA, and NBI-PS). 
 

 The three linear polymers were synthesized from monomers composed of a norbornene 

group functionalized with heptanoic acid (NB-Hep, Figure 5.5A) or a norbornene imide group 

functionalized with either heptanoic acid  (NBI-Hep, Figure 5.5B) or decane (NBI-Dec, Figure 

5.5B). The p(NB-Hep) and p(NBI-Hep) polymer series are similar in chemical composition to 

each of the two different BBCP backbones, allowing comparison into the BBCP backbone 

dynamics without the polymeric side-chains. Additionally, the p(NBI-Dec) series is similar to the 

p(NBI-Hep) series and the omission of the carbonyl group on the p(NBI-Dec) series can isolate 

the impact of the carbonyl group versus the impact from the norbornene imide group.  
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Figure 5.6. Storage modulus mastercurves of each of the three linear homopolymers at 
comparable DP (A) and 5% step-strain stress relaxation tests of each of the linear homopolymers 
(B) at a TRef = Tg + 40 °C. 
 

 The storage modulus mastercurves, covering a range of 8 to 10 orders of magnitude in 

frequency, constructed via standard time and temperature superposition (TTS) processes at a 

reference temperature TRef = Tg + 40 °C for each of the three linear polymers at similar DP is 

shown in Figure 5.6A. All three polymers displayed characteristic regions similar to those of 

conventional linear polymers: a glass-to-rubber transition region at high frequency, a rubbery 

plateau, and a terminal flow region at low frequency. These mastercurves highlight the 
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differences in the polymer dynamics that can be attributed to the backbone. The most significant 

difference between each of the polymers can be seen in the chain relaxation time (τ1). The chain 

relaxation time marks the onset of the terminal flow regime and can be estimated at the crossover 

frequency (G’ (ω) = G” (ω)).44 Specifically, the τ1 was estimated to be 116 s for p(NB-Hep) 

DP376, 26 s for p(NBI-Hep) DP360, and 41 s for p(NBI-Dec) DP376. The faster τ1 of p(NBI-

Hep) compared to the τ1 of p(NBI-Dec) can be attributed to a much faster segmental relaxation 

process, which sets the monomer friction coefficient that governs the chain relaxation process.45 

However, the drastic reduction of τ1 from p(NB-Hep) to p(NBI-Hep) at isofrictional conditions 

can be related to the degree of chain entanglement and the rubbery elasticity, which can be 

estimated by a comparison of the values of both phase angle minimums shown in the van Gurp-

Palmen (VGP) plots shown in Figure 5.109-5.115 and the magnitude of the plateau modulus 

(𝐺𝑁0) in the mastercurve for p(NB-Hep) and p(NBI-Hep) (Figure 5.6A).46,47 The magnitude of 𝐺𝑁0  

can be reliably estimated from the local minimum in the VGP plots shown in Figure 5.109-

5.115.48 Accordingly, the minimum phase angle and 𝐺𝑁0  value for the p(NB-Hep) DP376 were 

determined to be 26° and 2.40 x 103 Pa, respectively. The minimum phase angle and 𝐺𝑁0  value 

for the p(NBI-Hep) DP360 were determined to be 26° and 1.89 x 103 Pa, respectively.  The 

rubbery elasticity of the p(NB-Hep) DP376 sample is higher in magnitude than that of the 

p(NBI-Hep) DP360 sample, which follows the fact that the less elastic material has a reduced τ1. 

To confirm the trend seen in the estimated τ1 values from the mastercurves, a 5% step-strain 

stress relaxation experiment was conducted on each polymer sample at TRef = Tg + 40 °C. Indeed, 

the same trend appears over a time-span of 10 minutes (Figure 5.6B). The p(NBI-Hep) DP360 

sample relaxes back to 0 Pa within the time frame, while the p(NBI-Dec) DP376 relaxes to 

approximately 2,405 Pa and the p(NB-Hep) DP376 sample relaxes to approximately 8,557 Pa. 
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 Additionally, by analyzing the temperature dependence of the shift factors (aT) used in 

the TTS of the mastercurves for each of the linear polymers as described by the Williams-

Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation, it is possible to obtain a fragility index value (mf) for each of the 

three polymer series (Figure 5.116).49,50 The mf value describes the temperature dependence of 

the relaxation processes of the polymer near its Tg value.51,52,53 The higher the mf value, the more 

drastic the temperature dependence and the more fragile the polymer. The mf values of the p(NB-

Hep) series, the p(NBI-Hep) series, and the p(NBI-Dec) series are 42.6, 77.8, and 64.5, 

correspondingly. The significant difference between the p(NB-Hep) series and the p(NBI-Hep) 

series demonstrates the difference in temperature dependence of the polymer relaxation close to 

the Tg as a result of the backbone composition.  Also, the fact that the p(NBI-Hep) series has a 

higher mf value implies that it is composed of a stiffer backbone than that of the p(NB-Hep) 

series which likely contributes to the lower magnitude of rubbery elasticity observed in the 𝐺𝑁0values (Figure 5.6A). Furthermore, the carbonyl group on the p(NBI-Hep) series significantly 

increases the fragility of the polymer compared to that of the p(NBI-Dec) series. Furthermore, 

the more rod-like character of the the p(NBI-Hep) series compared to the p(NB-Hep) series can 

also be seen in solution when comparing the z-average radius of gyration to the Mn of each series 

in tetrahydrofuran (THF) (Figure 5.28).  

 Conversely, the polymer dynamics at isofrictional conditions and similar DP of the four 

homobrush polymers (p(NB-PLA), p(NBI-PLA), p(NB-PS), and p(NBI-PS)) exhibit a faster τ1 

with backbones composed of the norbornene group and a slower τ1 with backbones composed of 

the norbornene imide group within polymers containing the same side-chain composition (Figure 

5.7A and 5.7B). Again, these storage modulus mastercurves, covering a window of 8 to 10 

orders of magnitude in frequency, were constructed via standard TTS processes at a reference 
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temperature TRef = Tg + 30 °C for each of the four homobrush polymers. The estimated τ1 for 

p(NB-PLA) DP159, p(NBI-PLA) DP189, p(NB-PS) DP172, and p(NBI-PS) DP140 is 4 s, 12 s, 

43 s and 67 s, respectively. This trend can once again be confirmed by the results of the 5 % 

step-strain stress relaxation test where p(NB-PLA) DP159 relaxes to 0 Pa while p(NBI-PLA) 

DP189 relaxes to 10 Pa and p(NB-PS) DP172 relaxes to 272 Pa while p(NBI-PS) DP140 relaxes 

to 895 Pa (Figure 5.7C and 5.7D).  

Figure 5.7. Storage modulus mastercurves of p(NB-PLA) and p(NBI-PLA) homobrush polymers 
(A) and of p(NB-PS) and p(NBI-PS) homobrush polymers (B) at a TRef = Tg + 30 °C. 5% step-
strain stress relaxation tests of each of the 2 PLA homobrush polymers (C) and each of the 2 PS 
homobrush polymers (D) at a TRef = Tg + 30 °C.  
 

Although it may seem that this observed trend for brush homopolymer τ1 values is in 

direct contrast with what was observed in the linear homopolymer case (Figure 5.6), the slower 

τ1 for the NBI backbone once it is incorporated into a brush polymer architecture confirms the 
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findings that the polymers constructed from NBI monomers yields an inherently stiffer backbone 

than the polymer constructed from NB monomers. This observation may be attributed to the 

concept of excluded volume and its effect on brush polymers.35 The p(NB-PLA) or the p(NB-PS) 

brushes have a greater amount of excluded volume based on the degrees of freedom that the 

backbone composition affords the side chains closer to the backbone compared to that afforded 

to the side chains by the p(NBI-PLA) or the p(NBI-PS) brushes. This additional excluded 

volume translates into a more rigid brush macromolecule, which would manifest into a faster τ1 

for the homobrush in the same way that a more rigid linear polymer would relax faster than a 

more flexible linear polymer. 

Once again, however, this insight into the relaxation of the homobrush polymers in the 

present study appears to contradict the differences observed in the abilities of the p(NB-PLA)-b-

p(NB-PS) BBCP versus the  p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) BBCP to self-assemble to photonic 

crystals capable of reflecting longer wavelengths of light as seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. To 

resolve this apparent contradiction, it is important to consider the two distinct relaxation 

processes associated with lamellae forming BBCP that are not present in the relaxation of 

homobrush polymers.42 At shorter time scales, the relaxation of BBCPs with unentangled and 

densely grafted side chains is attributed to the cooperative mobility of internal slip layers within 

microphase-separated domains. This slipping is due to a high concentration of free chain ends in 

the middle of each domain. However, it is observed that the microphase separation dominates the 

longer time scale relaxation. The nanostructure morphology and the interface between the two 

microphase-separated domains are relatively soft, and therefore, require longer times to relax 

stress. Consequently, by applying this dual mode relaxation concept to the present study, it can 

be suggested that the inherently stiffer backbone composition of the norbornene imide group and 
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inherently less amount of excluded volume of the side-chains attached to the norbornene imide 

backbone both combine to produce a more efficient interfacial relaxation process and a more 

locally ordered morphology for the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) BBCP as compared to the p(NB-

PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) BBCP. With more efficient interfacial relaxation, the regions of local ordering 

will be more prevalent and less energy input will be required for the domains to fully microphase 

segregate. Additionally, the inherently stiffer backbone allows for higher DP to increase the 

domain size in a more direct manner.  

Conclusions 
 

Four MW series of well-defined brush block copolymers with near identical side chain 

compositions but varying backbone compositions were synthesized using ruthenium-mediated 

ROMP. These BBCP materials were then thermally annealed to promote self-assembly into a 

periodic dielectric nanostructure able to interact with and reflect wavelengths of light throughout 

the UV and visible spectrum. Comparisons between the resulting reflections and nanostructure 

morphology of the polymeric photonic crystals with different backbone compositions lead to 

some significant observations and suggestions. The backbone composition dramatically affects 

the ability of the BBCP material to self-assemble into a nanostructure with regions of locally 

ordered domains large enough to reflect light across the visible spectrum from blue to red.  

To gain further insight into the differences in the ability of brushes with different 

backbone compositions to self-assemble in the melt state, a series of linear and brush 

homopolymers were synthesized using ruthenium-mediated ROMP. These homopolymers 

mimicked the backbone composition of the BBCP materials and allowed for isolating and 

examining the polymer dynamics of the backbone without side-chains attached through a 

rheological study.  By analyzing the observed τ1 values, 𝐺𝑁0values, and fragility values of the 
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linear polymers, the norbornene imide backbone composition was determined to be inherently 

less elastic and stiffer than the norbornene backbone composition. Furthermore, rheological 

analysis of the homobrush polymers of each of the block and backbone compositions present in 

the BBCP materials, it is clear that the backbone composition significantly affected the dynamics 

of each homobrush in a similar way. The nature of the backbone’s effect stems from the concept 

of excluded volume,35 which allows the norbornene backbone composition to result in a stiffer 

brush macromolecule. However, when considering the present observations in the self-assembly 

of BBCPs with different backbone compositions and the observation of dual power law 

relaxations for lamellae forming BBCPs,42 it can be suggested that an inherently stiffer backbone 

is necessary in part to reduce the interfacial relaxation process to promote large regions of local 

ordering within the photonic crystal film, as well as be able to reflect beyond blue wavelengths 

of light by increasing the DP of each block.  

 

Experimental Methods 
 

(H2IMes)(PPh3)(Cl)2RuCHPh was purchased from Umicore and was converted to 

(H2IMes)(py)2(Cl)2RuCHPh via literature procedure.54 All other chemicals were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich or VWR. All polymerizations were performed in a nitrogen-filled glovebox 

unless stated otherwise. Column chromatography was performed using a Combiflash Rf+ 

autocolumn from Teledyne ISCO. NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Ultrashield 400 MHz 

spectrometer. Chemical shifts were referenced using internal solvent resonance, 1H: 7.26 ppm 

and 13C: 77.16 ppm for CDCl3. The chemical shifts are reported as parts per million relative to 

tetramethylsilane. Deuterated chloroform was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories.  

Analysis of isolated and vacuum-dried polymer MW and dispersity was performed using 

gel permeation chromatography (GPC) coupled with multi-angle light scattering (MALS), using 
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an Agilent HPLC fitted with one guard column and three Plgel 5 uM MIXED-C gel permeation 

columns in series. The detectors used were a Wyatt Technology TrEX differential refractometer 

and a Wyatt Technology miniDAWN TREOS light scattering detector, which allows the direct 

measurement of absolute MW. Absolute MWs were determined using dn/dc values calculated by 

assuming 100% mass recovery of the polymer sample injection into the GPC. The solvent used 

was tetrahydrofuran (THF) with a flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute. The Rz value of each polymer 

was calculated using the multi angle light scattering detector in the miniDAWN TREOS.  

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) was conducted using a TA Instruments TGA Q50 

or TGA Q500. The thermal decomposition data was obtained under a nitrogen gas flow of 40 

mL/min by ramping the temperature from 25 °C up to 850 °C at a ramp rate of 10 °C/minute.  

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) was conducted using a TA Instruments DSC 

2500. To erase thermal history, an initial sweep ramped from 0 °C to 200 °C at a ramp rate of 10 

°C/min. The temperature was held constant at 200 °C for 3 minutes before it was cooled to 0 °C 

at a ramp rate of -10 °C/min where the temperature was held constant at 0°C for 3 minutes. 

Thermal data was collected from the second sweep which consists of ramping the temperature 

from 0 °C up to 200 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min.  However, for the NB-Hep polymer, the range of 

the test was -90 °C to 150 °C, but the rates of heating and cooling were the same as the rates 

used to test the rest of the polymers. This analysis was performed to measure the low glass 

transition temperature of that particular polymer. 

The rheological experiments were performed using a DHR-2 rheometer (TA Instruments) 

with 8 mm parallel plate geometry under nitrogen purge. The sample was loaded onto the 8 mm 

plate at experimental conditions until melting and then slowly pressed until the gap was 

approximately 1 mm using axial stress. Before testing, the samples were kept for 30 minutes – 2 
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hours until the axial stress was 0.0 ± 0.2 N. First, strain sweep experiments were performed to 

determine the linear viscoelastic region of the materials. Oscillatory frequency sweep was carried 

out from 0.01 to 100 rad/s with a strain in the linear strain regime. The temperature regime for 

the reference temperature of the time-temperature superposition (TTS) was determined based on 

the Tg of the polymer series. The TTS was completed with a vertical and lateral shift within the 

TA Trios Software. Van Gurp-Palmen plots were used to establish the validity of the time-

temperature superposition of the polymer series. 

Reflection measurements were performed using a Cary 5000 UV/vis/NIR 

spectrophotometer, equipped with an integrating sphere diffuse reflectance accessory (DRA) 

(Internal DRA-2500) using the standard wide-open aperture. The samples were scanned at a rate 

of 600 nm/s from 800 to 280 nm. 

Scanning electron microscopy images were taken on a JEOL JSM-6500F field emission 

scanning electron microscope after freeze fracturing the films and then staining the fractured 

films with RuO4. The samples were coated with a 10 nm thick layer of gold before imaging.  

Monomer Synthesis 

 

Exo-5-Norbornene-2-methanol 

 
Preparation of exo-5-norbornene-2-methanol was prepared via slight modification to a 

previously reported procedure.55 12.4 g (3.0 eq, 326 mmol) of lithium aluminum hydride (LAH) 

was suspended in anhydrous THF (300 mL) under nitrogen atmosphere at 0C. 15.0 g of exo-5-

norbornene-2-carboxylic acid was added to the suspension as a solution in dry THF (15.0 g/20 

mL). The 1000 mL flask was placed in an oil bath, and the reaction mixture refluxed for 16 h. 

Next, the reaction mixture was cooled in an ice bath, and Feiser workup procedure followed: 

dilute with ether at 0 °C, slowly add 0.5 mL water, add 0.5 mL 15% aqueous sodium hydroxide, 
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add 1.3 mL water, warm to room temperature and stir for 20 minutes, add magnesium sulfate, 

stir for 20 minutes, filter to remove salts. Next, the solution was concentrated under reduced 

pressure to yield a slightly yellow oil. The product was purified via distillation, yielding a 

colorless oil. Yield = 12.9 g, 95.5 %. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.05 (m, 2H), 3.67 (m, 1H), 

3.50 (m, 1H), 2.99 (s, 0.15H), 2.91 (s, 0.15H), 2.79 (s, 1H), 2.73 (s, 1H), 2.10 (s, 1H), 1.83 (m, 

0.1H), 1.59 (m, 1H), 1.27 (m, 3H), 1.08 (m, 1H). 

 
Figure 5.8. 1H NMR spectra of exo-5-norbornene-2-methanol in CDCl3. 
 
Exo-5-Norbornene-2-methyl heptanoate Monomer (NB-Hep) 

 

 A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a stir bar and flame-dried. Once the flask was 

backfilled with nitrogen, 1.0 g (1.1 eq, 8.1 mmol) of exo-5-norbornene-2-methanol, 0.95 g (1.0 

eq, 7.3 mmol) of n-heptanoic acid, and 0.089 g (0.1 eq, 0.73 mmol) of 4-Dimethylaminopyridine 

was added to the Schlenk flask under positive nitrogen. These solids were then dissolved in 50 

mL of anhydrous dichloromethane. The solution was then cooled to 0 °C while stirring before 

1.5 g (1.5 eq., 9.5 mmol) of 1-Ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide was added slowly 
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under positive nitrogen. The reaction solution was then allowed to stir and warm to room 

temperature for 16 hours. Next, the solution was washed with 0.1 M HCl twice and the organic 

layer was then dried over MgSO4. The MgSO4 was then filtered out before the solution was 

concentrated to an oily substance. Then, the crude product was dissolved in hexanes and run 

through a silica plug with 100 % Hexanes. The 1st peak was collected and concentrated in vacuo 

to yield the product as a clear oil. Yield = 0.77 g, 81 %. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.06 (m, 

2H), 4.10 (m, 1H), 3.92 (m, 1H), 2.79 (s, 1H), 2.65 (s, 1H), 2.27 (t, 2H), 1.67 (m, 1H) 1.60 (m, 

2H), 1.27 (m, 10H), 1.10 (m, 1H), 0.85 (m, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 173.79, 136.89, 

136.26, 68.25, 44.95, 43.64, 41.59, 37.97, 34.47, 31.46, 29.64, 28.80, 24.94, 22.52, 14.07.   

 
Figure 5.9. 1H NMR spectra of NB-Hep monomer in CDCl3. 
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Figure 5.10. 13C NMR spectra of NB-Hep monomer in CDCl3. 
 
N-Methyl heptanoate-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide Monomer (NBI-Hep) 

 
N-(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5-norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide was prepared according to 

literature procedure.56 A 100 mL Schlenk flask was charged with a stir bar and flame-dried. 

Once the flask was backfilled with nitrogen, 2.0 g (1.1 eq, 9.7 mmol) of N-(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5-

norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide, 1.1 g (1.0 eq, 8.8 mmol) of n-heptanoic acid, and 0.32 g (0.1 

eq, 2.6 mmol) of 4-Dimethylaminopyridine was added to the Schlenk flask under positive 

nitrogen. These solids were then dissolved in 30 mL of anhydrous dichloromethane. The solution 

was then cooled to 0 °C while stirring before 2.3 g (1.5 eq., 13 mmol) of 1-Ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide was added slowly under positive nitrogen. The reaction 

solution was then allowed to stir and warm to room temperature for 16 hours. Next, the solution 

was washed with 0.1 M HCl twice and the organic layer was then dried over MgSO4. The 

MgSO4 was then filtered out before the solution was concentrated to an oily substance. Then, the 
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crude product was dissolved in a 2 hexanes : 1 ethyl acetate mixture and run through a silica 

column. The product peak was collected and concentrated in vacuo to yield the product as a clear 

oil. Yield = 1.6 g, 80 %. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.28 (s, 2H), 4.23 (t, 2H), 3.74 (t, 2H), 

3.27 (t, 2H), 2.69 (s, 2H), 2.25 (t, 2H), 1.55 (m, 3H), 1.28 (m, 7H), 0.85 (m, 3H); 13C NMR (101 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 178.20, 173.06, 138.01, 60.55, 47.95, 45.37, 42.81, 37.72, 34.24, 31.57, 28.90, 

24.78, 22.60, 14.14.  

 
Figure 5.11. 1H NMR spectra of NBI-Hep monomer in CDCl3. 
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Figure 5.12. 13C NMR spectra of NBI-Hep monomer in CDCl3. 
 
N-Decyl-exo-Norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide Monomer (DecNBI) 

 

 N-Decyl-exo-Norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide was prepared according to literature 

procedure.18 There was one adjustment made to the reported synthetic procedure, which was to 

use n-decylamine instead of n-hexylamine. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ  6.25 (s, 2H), 3.41 (t, 

2H), 3.25 (s, 2H), 2.64 (s, 2H), 1.50 (m, 3H), 1.25 (m, 16H), 0.85 (t, 3H). 
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Figure 5.13. 1H NMR spectra of NBI-Decyl monomer in CDCl3. 
 
 
Macromonomer Synthesis 

 

Norbornene capped Poly(lactide) Macromonomer (NB-PLA MM) 

 

To a degassed, backfilled with nitrogen, and three times flame dried 500mL Schlenk 

flask equipped with a stir bar was added freshly sublimed and stored under nitrogen racemic 

lactide monomer (20.0 g, 0.14 mol, 22 eq.), Sn(Oct2) [purity 92.5-100% purchased from Sigma 

and used as is] (4.2 uL, 0.4% wt. relative to alcohol initiator), and exo-5-norbornene-2-methanol 

(1.3 g, 11 mmol, 1.0 eq.). Once combined, the reaction mixture was placed in an oil bath 

preheated to 130 °C. During the reaction, the lactide sublimes on the sidewalls of the flask: to 

mitigate this issue, a Bunsen burner was used to heat the sidewalls every 15 minutes to melt 

lactide monomer back into solution. This heating of the sidewalls was done to ensure 

consumption of monomer. The reaction was complete in 4 hours, which was qualitatively 

tracked by the rate of sublimation of lactide onto the sidewalls. After monomer consumption was 
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determined to be complete, the NB-PLA was allowed to cool and dissolved in anhydrous DCM 

and diluted to a concentration of 1g NB-PLA / 15 mL. The DCM solution was filtered through 

~100 g of celite to remove tin catalyst. Once the solution was completely filtered an additional 

200 mL of DCM was washed through the celite pad to recover any remaining polymer. Solvent 

was removed under reduced pressure. The NB-PLA was then dried in a vacuum overnight at 60 - 

70 °C to remove remaining solvent, giving a near quantitative yield (<95%). For the BBCP MM, 

the GPC results show a MM with Mn = 3,251 g/mol PDI = 1.07. For the homobrush MM, the 

GPC results show a MM with Mn = 3,065 g/mol PDI = 1.21. 

 
Norbornene-imide capped Poly(lactide) Macromonomer (NBI-PLA MM) 

 

 The procedure for the synthesis of NB-PLA was used to make NBI-PLA, however, N-

(hydroxylethyl)-cis-5-norbornene-exo-2,3-dicarboximide was used in place of  exo-5-

norbornene-2-methanol as the initiator. For the BBCP MM, the GPC results show a MM with Mn 

= 3,428 g/mol PDI = 1.06.  For the homobrush MM, the GPC results show a MM with Mn = 

3,150 g/mol PDI = 1.13. 

 
Norbornene capped Poly(styrene) Macromonomer (NB-PS MM) 

 

This macromonomer was made following the universal thermally-driven ATRP 

conditions for styrene with slight modifications.57 The ATRP initiator, N - ((2 – Bromo – 2 - 

methylpropanoyl) ethyl) – cis – 5 – norbornene – exo -2 – methanol, was prepared as previously 

reported.58 

To a degassed, backfilled with nitrogen, and three times flame dried 200 mL Schlenk 

flask equipped with a stir bar was added freshly distilled styrene monomer (23 g, 0.23 mol, 58 

eq.), N - ((2 – Bromo – 2 - methylpropanoyl) ethyl) – cis – 5 – norbornene – exo -2 - methanol 
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(1.1 g, 3.9 mmol, 1.0 eq.), pre-activated copper wire (5 cm), copper bromide (0.043 g, 0.19 

mmol, 0.05 eq), and 2-propanol (26 mL). To pre-activate the copper wire, it was soaked in 

concentrated hydrochloric acid for 15 minutes, and rinsed in DI water and dried. This mixture 

was then sparged with nitrogen for 15 minutes. Once the solution had been sparged, N-

pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (0.24 g, 1.4 mmol, 0.36 eq) was added to the mixture and heated 

to 60 °C while stirring. The reaction was monitored via NMR and was cooled down to room 

temperature at 50 % conversion of monomer to polymer.  

Once cooled, the reaction mixture was dissolved in DCM and filtered through a large, 

neutral alumina column to remove the copper salts. The resulting solution was then concentrated 

in vacuo before using column chromatography to purify the product. Three 80 gram silica 

columns were loaded with the crude polymer product and a gradient column was run starting 

with 35 % DCM and 65 % Hexanes ramping up to 100 % DCM. The purified product peak was 

then isolated and concentrated in vacuo. This product was then dissolved in DCM and 

precipitated into room temperature methanol. The precipitate was then filtered and dried in a 

vacuum oven overnight at 70 °C. Yield = 16 %, Mn = 3,649 g/mol, PDI = 1.05 

 
Norbornene-imide capped Poly(styrene) Macromonomer (NBI-PS MM) 

 

The same procedure for the synthesis of NB-PS was used to make NBI-PS, however, the 

ATRP initiator, N - ((2 – Bromo – 2 - methylpropanoyl) ethyl) – cis – 5 – norbornene – exo -2,3-

dicarboximide (3.5 g, 9.9 mmol, 1.0 eq.), was used in place of the previous initiator, N - ((2 – 

Bromo – 2 - methylpropanoyl) ethyl) – cis – 5 – norbornene – exo -2 - methanol. This procedure 

was completed as previously reported.13 Yield = 10 %,  Mn = 4,422 g/mol, PDI =  1.01. 
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General Homopolymer Synthesis 

In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 20 mL vial was charged with a stir bar, 0.1 g of monomer 

or macromonomer and diluted to 0.05 M with anhydrous THF. With rapid stirring, the 

appropriate amount of G3 catalyst completely dissolved in THF was quickly added via syringe. 

At full conversion determined by GPC, the polymerization was quenched by the addition of 0.5 

mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was precipitated out into 20 mL of methanol at room 

temperature (except for the PLA homobrushes and NB-Hep polymers which were precipitated 

into methanol at -78 °C), after which the polymer was isolated, washed with excess methanol, 

and dried under reduced pressure at 50 °C to a constant weight. Yield was near quantitative by 

mass. 
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Figure 5.14. Isolated and representative poly(NB-Hep) (polymer shown Mn = 2.55x102 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.27 (m), 3.97 (d), 2.86 (bs), 2.5 (bs), 2.29 (m), 2.15 (bs), 1.97 
(bs), 1.61 (bs), 1.24 (m), 0.90 (s) [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.15. Isolated and representative poly(NBI-Hep) (polymer shown Mn = 3.74x102 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.75 (d), 5.50 (d), 4.23 (d), 3.71 (bs), 3.02 (m), 2.25 (m), 1.57 
(bs), 1.28 (bs), 0.88 (m) [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.16. Isolated and representative poly(NBI-Dec) (polymer shown Mn = 7.80x102 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.50 (bs), 3.43 (bs), 1.51 (bs), 1.24 (s), 0.88 (t) [Water singlet 
from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.17. Isolated and representative poly(NB-PLA) (polymer shown Mn = 1.56x103 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.18 (m), 4.35 (q), 1.56 (m), 1.26 (s) [Water singlet from CDCl3 
at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.18. Isolated and representative poly(NBI-PLA) (polymer shown Mn = 3.58x103 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.18 (m), 4.35 (q), 3.75 (m), 1.56 (m), 1.26 (s) [Water singlet 
from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.19. Isolated and representative poly(NB-PS) (polymer shown Mn = 1.24x103 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.08 (m), 6.62 (m), 1.86 (bs), 1.46 (bs), 0.87 (bs), [Water singlet 
from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.20. Isolated and representative poly(NBI-PS) (polymer shown Mn = 1.12x103 kg/mol) 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.08 (m), 6.62 (m), 1.86 (bs), 1.46 (bs), 0.86 (bs), [Water singlet 
from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
 

Homopolymer Characterization via Gel Permeation – Multi Angle Light Scattering Traces 

(GPC-MALS): 

Table 5.2. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NB-Hep) MW series. 

Polymer Sample GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NB-Hep)-DP107 25.3 25.5 1.01 107 
p(NB-Hep)-DP325 76.9 80.6 1.05 325 
p(NB-Hep)-DP376 89.0 96.1 1.08 376 
p(NB-Hep)-DP437 1.03x102 1.18x102 1.14 437 
p(NB-Hep)-DP465 1.10x102 1.45x102 1.32 465 
p(NB-Hep)-DP721 1.70x102 1.94x102 1.14 721 
p(NB-Hep)-DP996 2.36x102 2.58x102 1.10 996 
p(NB-Hep)-DP1028 2.43x102 3.50x102 1.44 1,028 
p(NB-Hep)-DP1077 2.55 x102 3.09x102 1.21 1,077 
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Figure 5.21. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NB-Hep) MW series. 

 
Table 5.3. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NBI-Hep) MW series. 

Polymer Sample GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP29 9.20 9.49 1.03 29 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP75 23.9 24.5 1.02 75 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP110 35.4 36.0 1.02 110 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP148 47.3 47.8 1.01 148 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP260 83.0 84.1 1.01 260 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP360 1.15x102 1.17x102 1.02 360 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP454 1.45x102 1.48x102 1.02 454 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP495 1.58x102 1.61x102 1.02 495 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP618 1.98x102 2.08x102 1.05 618 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP621 1.98x102 2.04x102 1.03 621 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP1051 3.36x102 3.46x102 1.03 1,051 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP1135 3.63x102 3.73x102 1.03 1,135 
p(NBI-Hep)-DP1172 3.74x102 3.83x102 1.02 1,172 
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Figure 5.22. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NBI-Hep) MW series. 

 
 
 
Table 5.4. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NBI-Dec) MW series. 

Polymer Sample GPC 

Mn 

(kg/mol

) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP227 68.8 69.9 1.02 227 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP376 1.14x102 1.16x102 1.02 376 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP512 1.56x102 1.58x102 1.02 512 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP863 2.62x102 2.69x102 1.03 863 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP972 2.95x102 3.07x102 1.04 972 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP1575 4.78x102 5.48x102 1.15 1,575 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP2261 6.86x102 7.92x102 1.15 2,261 
p(NBI-Dec)-DP2570 7.80x102 9.50x102 1.22 2,570 
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Figure 5.23. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NBI-Dec) MW series. 

 
 
 
Table 5.5. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NB-PLA) MW series. 

Polymer Sample GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NB-PLA)-DP14 42.3 43.0 1.02 14 
p(NB-PLA)-DP22 68.2 69.9 1.03 22 
p(NB-PLA)-DP24 74.7 75.5 1.01 24 
p(NB-PLA)-DP68 2.10x102 2.12x102 1.01 68 
p(NB-PLA)-DP69 2.12x102 2.16x102 1.02 69 
p(NB-PLA)-DP95 2.91x102 2.99x102 1.03 95 
p(NB-PLA)-DP147 4.50x102 4.65x102 1.03 147 
p(NB-PLA)-DP184 5.65x102 5.79x102 1.02 184 
p(NB-PLA)-DP298 9.13x102 9.50x102 1.04 298 
p(NB-PLA)-DP442 1.36x103 1.53x103 1.13 442 
p(NB-PLA)-DP510 1.56x103 1.88x103 1.20 510 
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Figure 5.24. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NB-PLA) MW series. 

 
 
 
Table 5.6. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NBI-PLA) MW series. 

Polymer Sample GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NBI-PLA)-DP22 69.7 71.0 1.02 22 
p(NBI-PLA)-DP67 2.12x102 2.19x102 1.03 67 
p(NBI-PLA)-DP81 2.55x102 2.70x102 1.06 81 
p(NBI-PLA)-DP185 5.84x102 5.91x102 1.01 185 
p(NBI-PLA)-DP339 1.07x103 1.12 x103 1.05 339 
p(NBI-PLA)-DP526 1.66x103 1.73x103 1.05 526 
p(NBI-PLA)-DP1135 3.58x103 3.77x103 1.05 1,135 
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Figure 5.25. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NBI-PLA) MW series. 

 
 
 
Table 5.7. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NB-PS) MW series 

Polymer Sample GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NB-PS)-DP61 2.24x102 2.28x102 1.02 61 
p(NB-PS)-DP172 6.26x102 6.39x102 1.02 172 
p(NB-PS)-DP289 1.06x103 1.08x103 1.02 289 
p(NB-PS)-DP340 1.24x103 1.33x103 1.07 340 
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Figure 5.26. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NB-PS) MW series. 

 
 
 

Table 5.8. GPC-MALS analysis data of poly(NBI-PS) MW series. 
Polymer Sample GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

GPC Mw 

(kg/mol) 

Dispersity 

(Mw/Mn) 

Degree of 

Polymerization 

from Mn 

p(NBI-PS)-DP53 1.98x102 2.00x102 1.01 53 
p(NBI-PS)-DP140 5.28x102 5.38x102 1.02 140 
p(NBI-PS)-DP219 8.24x102 8.41x102 1.02 219 
p(NBI-PS)-DP298 1.12x103 1.16x103 1.04 298 
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Figure 5.27. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NBI-PS) MW series (MM used for 
this series had an Mn = 3,768 g/mol and a PDI of 1.01). 

Characterization of Linear Homopolymer Molecular Conformation from GPC-MALS: 

 

Table 5.9. Poly(NB-Hep) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS for the Mn and the Radius 
of gyration measured with static light scattering (Rz ) as long as the polymer was larger than 10 
nm in diameter in THF. 

Polymer Sample 

GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

Rz from GPC MALS (nm) Log Mn Log Rz 

p(NB-Hep)-DP325 76.9 11 4.89 1.0 

p(NB-Hep)-DP376 89.0 13 4.95 1.1 

p(NB-Hep)-DP437 1.03x102 15 5.01 1.2 

p(NB-Hep)-DP465 1.10x102 18 5.04 1.2 

p(NB-Hep)-DP721 1.70x102 18 5.23 1.3 

p(NB-Hep)-DP996 2.36x102 21 5.37 1.3 

p(NB-Hep)-DP1028 2.43x102 21 5.39 1.3 

p(NB-Hep)-DP1077 2.55 x102 25 5.41 1.4 
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Table 5.10. Poly(NBI-Hep) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS for the Mn and the 
Radius of gyration measured with static light scattering (Rz ) as long as the polymer was larger 
than 10 nm in diameter in THF. 

Polymer Sample 

GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

Rz from GPC MALS (nm) Log Mn Log Rz 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP360 1.15x102 11 5.06 1.0 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP454 1.45x102 15 5.16 1.2 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP495 1.58x102 16 5.20 1.2 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP618 1.98x102 19 5.30 1.3 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP621 1.98x102 20 5.30 1.3 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP1051 3.36x102 22 5.53 1.4 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP1135 3.63x102 24 5.56 1.4 

p(NBI-Hep)-DP1172 3.74x102 25 5.57 1.4 

 

Table 5.11. Poly(NBI-Dec) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS for the Mn and the 
Radius of gyration measured with static light scattering (Rz ) as long as the polymer was larger 
than 10 nm in diameter in THF. 

Polymer Sample 

GPC Mn 

(kg/mol) 

Rz from GPC MALS (nm) Log Mn Log Rz 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP376 1.14x102 16 5.06 1.2 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP512 1.56x102 20 5.19 1.3 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP863 2.62x102 21 5.42 1.3 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP972 2.95x102 24 5.47 1.4 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP1575 4.78x102 37 5.68 1.6 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP2261 6.86x102 48 5.84 1.7 

p(NBI-Dec)-DP2570 7.80x102 56 5.89 1.8 
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Static Light Scattering Scaling Relationship: 

 

Figure 5.28. A graph of the z-average radius of gyration of the linear polymers in 
tetrahydrofuran vs. the number average molecular weight of the polymers (scaling factor = 0.64 
for NBI-Decyl, 0.52 for NB-Hep, and 0.60 for NBI-Hep).   
 
General Block Copolymer Synthesis 

 

 In a nitrogen-filled glovebox, a 20 mL vial was charged with a stir bar and 0.1 g of PLA 

macromonomer that was then diluted to 0.05 M with anhydrous THF. With rapid stirring, the 

appropriate amount of G3 catalyst completely dissolved in THF was quickly added via syringe. 

As conversion stopped determined by GPC, the molar equivalent amount of PS macromonomer 

at a concentration of 0.05 M in anhydrous THF was added quickly. Also dissolved in the second 

block mixture was pyridine (20 mM for the BBCPs with the NB-PS MM or 30 mM for the 

BBCPs with the NBI-PS MM). After 3 hours (for the NB-PS containing BBCPs) or 20 hours (for 

the NBI-PS containing BBCPs) from the addition of the 2nd block, the polymerization was 

quenched by the addition of 0.5 mL of ethyl vinyl ether. The polymer was precipitated out into 
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20 mL of methanol at room temperature, after which the polymer was isolated, washed with 

excess methanol, and dried under reduced pressure at 70 °C to a constant weight. Yield is 

recorded below with the GPC-MALS data. 

 

 

Figure 5.29. Isolated and representative p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (polymer shown Mn = 
1.56x103 kg/mol) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.08 (m), 6.58 (m), 5.17 (m), 4.35 (m), 1.88 
(bs), 1.53 (m), 1.26 (s), 0.91 (bs), [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.30. Isolated and representative p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (polymer shown Mn = 
2.60x103 kg/mol) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.08 (m), 6.58 (m), 5.17 (m), 4.35 (m), 1.88 
(bs), 1.53 (m), 1.26 (s), 0.91 (bs), 0.71 (m) [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.31. Isolated and representative p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (polymer shown Mn = 
2.13x103 kg/mol) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.08 (m), 6.58 (m), 5.17 (m), 4.35 (m), 1.88 
(bs), 1.53 (m), 1.26 (s), 0.91 (bs) [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
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Figure 5.32. Isolated and representative p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (polymer shown Mn = 
2.30x103 kg/mol) 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.08 (m), 6.58 (m), 5.17 (m), 4.35 (m), 1.88 
(bs), 1.53 (m), 1.26 (s), 0.91 (bs), 0.71 (m) [Water singlet from CDCl3 at 1.55 ppm]. 
 
Block Copolymer Characterization via Gel Permeation – Multi Angle Light Scattering Traces 

(GPC-MALS) and Isolated Yield: 

Table 5.12. p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS and isolated 
yield. 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) Sample Mn (kg/mol) Mw (kg/mol) Dispersity (Mw/Mn) Isolated Yield (%) 

1 4.55x102 5.02x102 1.10 69 

2 5.20x102 5.38x102 1.03 67 

3 8.50x102 1.02x103 1.20 76 

4 1.31x103 1.47x103 1.12 72 

5 1.42x103 1.74x103 1.22 81 

6 1.43x103 1.89x103 1.31 77 

7 1.56x103 1.96x103 1.25 76 
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Figure 5.33. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) MW 
series. 
 

 

Table 5.13. p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS and isolated 
yield. 
p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) Sample Mn (kg/mol) Mw (kg/mol) Dispersity (Mw/Mn) Isolated Yield (%) 

1 6.13x102 6.61x102 1.08 74 

2 7.66x102 7.95x102 1.04 72 

3 1.11x103 1.18x103 1.07 83 

4 1.52x103 1.61x103 1.05 76 

5 1.66x103 1.70x103 1.03 77 

6 2.60x103 2.71x103 1.04 74 
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Figure 5.34. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) MW 
series. 
 

Table 5.14. p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS and isolated 
yield. 
p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) Sample Mn (kg/mol) Mw (kg/mol) Dispersity (Mw/Mn) Isolated Yield (%) 

1 5.24x102 5.40x102 1.03 81 

2 9.18x102 9.69x102 1.06 79 

3 1.44x103 1.52x103 1.06 83 

4 1.88x103 1.97x103 1.05 83 

5 1.90x103 2.03x103 1.07 78 

6 2.13x103 2.42x103 1.14 82 
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Figure 5.35. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) MW 
series. 
 

Table 5.15. p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) MW series data obtained from GPC-MALS and isolated 
yield. 
p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) Sample Mn (kg/mol) Mw (kg/mol) Dispersity (Mw/Mn) Isolated Yield (%) 

1 4.14x102 4.20x102 1.02 63 

2 7.87x102 8.04x102 1.02 69 

3 1.31x103 1.34x103 1.03 73 

4 1.73x103 1.80x103 1.04 82 

5 1.70x103 1.75x103 1.03 82 

6 2.30x103 2.40x103 1.04 75 
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Figure 5.36. Relative Scaling of GPC RI detector traces for p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) MW series. 

Characterization of Block Copolymer Composition by NMR: 

 1H NMR spectroscopy was conducted on each brush block copolymer to observe the 

degree of polymerization of each block in each of the copolymers. The molar ratios of the 

styrene repeat unit to the lactide repeat unit were estimated from the integration value of the peak 

at δ 6.29-7.25 ppm (for styrene) and δ 5.03-5.25 ppm (for lactide). The styrene peaks were 

integrated to a value of 1 and divided by 5 to produce a molar ratio of 0.2 for styrene in the 

BBCP. The lactide peak was then integrated and the resulting integration value was divided by 2 

to provide the molar amount of lactide in the BBCP. 

Then, using the experimentally measured Mn from the GPC for the macromonomer used 

in the copolymer, the norbornene chain-end group was subtracted out to be able to calculate the 

number of moles using the MW of each repeat unit of either styrene or lactide within a 

macromonomer. 

With both sets of molar ratios calculated above, it was then possible to divide the 

respective BBCP molar ratio by the amount of moles of the styrene or lactide within a 
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macromonomer repeat unit to get an empirical value of the respective macromonomer degree of 

polymerization in the BBCP. Using these empirical values, a percent of the styrene or lactide 

macromonomer was calculated based on the sum of the two empirical values. This percent was 

then used to multiply into the GPC-derived Mn  value for the BBCP. The resulting MW value was 

then divided by the respective experimentally measured Mn of the macromonomer to get an 

estimate of the degree of polymerization of each macromonomer within a block. The results of 

the above calculations are shown in the following table below. 
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Table 5.16. Summary of block degree of polymerization calculations and data obtained from 
GPC-MALS and NMR. 

 

BBCP Mn 

(kg/mol) 

NMR 

Molar 

ratio 

(styrene : 

lactide) 

Moles 

of Sty./ 

MM 

unit 

Moles of 

Lac./ 

MM unit 

Empirical 

MM ratio 

(sty. MM : 

lac. MM) 

% Sty. 

in 

BBCP 

% 

Lac. in 

BBCP 

DP of 

Sty. 

Block 

DP of 

Lac. 

Block 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

1 5.20x102 0.2 : 0.17 0.0305 0.0447 6.55 : 3.69 64 36 88 55 

2 8.50x102 0.2 : 0.14 0.0256 0.0447 7.81 : 3.13 71 29 136 72 

3 1.31x103 0.2 : 0.13 0.0256 0.0447 7.81 : 2.91 73 27 217 104 

4 1.42x103 0.2 : 0.15 0.0256 0.0447 7.81 : 3.24 71 29 228 120 

5 1.43x103 0.2 : 0.14 0.0256 0.0447 7.81 : 3.02 72 28 235 117 

6 1.56x103 0.2 : 0.14 0.0256 0.0447 7.81 : 3.13 71 29 251 132 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) 

1 6.13x102 0.2 : 0.16 0.0309 0.0447 6.48 : 3.47 65 35 109 63 

2 7.66x102 0.2 : 0.15 0.0309 0.0447 6.48 : 3.24 67 33 140 74 

3 1.11x103 0.2 : 0.13 0.0309 0.0447 6.48 : 2.91 69 31 210 100 

4 1.52x103 0.2 : 0.15 0.0309 0.0447 6.48 : 3.36 66 34 276 151 

5 1.66x103 0.2 : 0.14 0.0309 0.0447 6.48 : 3.02 68 32 309 155 

6 2.60x103 0.2 : 0.14 0.0309 0.0447 6.48 : 3.02 68 32 485 243 

p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

1 5.24x102 0.2 : 0.13 0.0256 0.0460 7.81 : 2.72 74 26 88 42 

2 9.18x102 0.2 : 0.13 0.0256 0.0460 7.81 : 2.72 74 26 154 73 

3 1.44x103 0.2 : 0.12 0.0256 0.0460 7.81 : 2.61 75 25 243 110 

4 1.88x103 0.2 : 0.11 0.0256 0.0460 7.81 : 2.39 77 23 325 135 

5 1.90x103 0.2 : 0.13 0.0256 0.0460 7.81 : 2.72 74 26 319 152 

6 2.13x103 0.2 : 0.12 0.0256 0.0460 7.81 : 2.50 76 24 367 158 

p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) 

1 4.14x102 0.2 : 0.16 0.0309 0.0460 6.48 : 3.48 65 35 74 45 

2 7.87x102 0.2 : 0.14 0.0309 0.0460 6.48 : 2.93 69 31 149 75 

3 1.31x103 0.2 : 0.14 0.0309 0.0460 6.48 : 2.93 69 31 247 124 

4 1.73x103 0.2 : 0.13 0.0309 0.0460 6.48 : 2.82 70 30 332 160 

5 1.70x103 0.2 : 0.15 0.0309 0.0460 6.48 : 3.26 66 34 308 178 

6 2.30x103 0.2 : 0.13 0.0309 0.0460 6.48 : 2.82 70 30 441 212 
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Photographs of BBCP Films: 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.37. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 455,300  g/mol) film. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.38. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 520,200  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.39. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 849,800  g/mol) film. 
 

 
Figure 5.40. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,314,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.41. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,420,000  g/mol) film. 
 

 
Figure 5.42. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,434,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.43. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,563,000  g/mol) film. 
 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS): 

 

 
Figure 5.44. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 613,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.45. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 765,800  g/mol) film. 
 

 
Figure 5.46. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,110,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.47. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,524,000  g/mol) film. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.48. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,657,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.49. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 2,601,000  g/mol) film. 
 

p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.50. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 524,100  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.51. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 917,500  g/mol) film. 
 

 
Figure 5.52. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,435,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.53. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,875,000  g/mol) film. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.54. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,904,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.55. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 2,134,000  g/mol) film. 
 
p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.56. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 413,600  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.57. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 787,000  g/mol) film. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.58. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,305,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.59. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,733,000  g/mol) film. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.60. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,700,000  g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.61. Photographs of the reflection (left) and transmission (right) of the p(NB-PLA)-b-
p(NB-PS) (Mn = 2,299,000  g/mol) film. 
 
 
UV-Vis DRA Reflection Traces: 

 
Figure 5.62. Reflection traces of 2 thin films of similar MW (with and without a small MW 
shoulder in GPC trace) between two glass slides on a UV-Vis diffuse reflectance accessory. 
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SEM Micrographs of BBCP Films: 

p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.63. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 455,300  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.64. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 520,200  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.65. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 849,800  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.66. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,314,000  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.67. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,420,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.68. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,434,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.69. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,563,000  
g/mol) film. 
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p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.70. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 613,000  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.71. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 765,800  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.72. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,110,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.73. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,524,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.74. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,657,000  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.75. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NBI-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 2,601,000  
g/mol) film. 
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p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.76. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 524,100 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.77. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 917,500 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.78. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,435,000  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.79. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,875,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.80. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,904,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.81. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 2,134,000 
g/mol) film. 
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p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) 

 

 
Figure 5.82. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 413,600  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.83. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 787,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.84. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,305,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.85. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,733,000 
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.86. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,700,000  
g/mol) film. 
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Figure 5.87. Representative SEM micrograph of the p(NB-PLA)-b-p(NB-PS) (Mn = 2,299,000  
g/mol) film. 
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Thermal Properties 

Thermal Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

 
Figure 5.88. TGA trace of p(NB-Hep) (Mn = 242,900 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 5% 
weight loss is 172.7 °C. 
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Figure 5.89. TGA trace of p(NBI-Hep) (Mn = 114,900 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 5% 
weight loss is 392.7 °C. 
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Figure 5.90. TGA trace of p(NBI-Dec) (Mn = 779,700 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 5% 
weight loss is 402.78 °C. 
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Figure 5.91. TGA trace of p(NB-PLA) (Mn = 209,600 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 5% 
weight loss is 280.0 °C. 
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Figure 5.92. TGA trace of p(NBI-PLA) (Mn = 254,500 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 
5% weight loss is 287.5 °C. 
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Figure 5.93. TGA trace of p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,242,000 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 5% 
weight loss is 297.8 °C. 
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Figure 5.94. TGA trace of p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,122,000 g/mol). Decomposition temperature at 
5% weight loss is 324 °C. 
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Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

 
Figure 5.95. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NB-Hep) (Mn = 242,900 
g/mol). 
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Figure 5.96. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NBI-Hep) (Mn = 114,900 
g/mol). 
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Figure 5.97. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NBI-Dec) (Mn = 779,700 
g/mol). 
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Figure 5.98. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NB-PLA) (Mn = 209,600 
g/mol). 
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Figure 5.99. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NBI-PLA) (Mn = 254,500 
g/mol). 
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Figure 5.100. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NB-PS) (Mn = 1,242,000 
g/mol) . 
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Figure 5.101. Representative and isolated DSC 2nd heat trace for p(NBI-PS) (Mn = 1,122,000 
g/mol). 
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Rheological Properties: 

Homopolymer MW Series Mastercurves: 

 
Figure 5.102. Storage modulus mastercurves for 3 of the p(NB-Hep) MW series at Tref = Tg + 40 
°C. 
 

 
Figure 5.103. Storage modulus mastercurves for 4 of the p(NBI-Hep) MW series at Tref = Tg + 
40 °C. 
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Figure 5.104. Storage modulus mastercurves for 4 of the p(NBI-Dec) MW series at Tref = Tg + 
40 °C. 
 

 
Figure 5.105. Storage modulus mastercurves for 4 of the p(NB-PLA) MW series at Tref = Tg + 
30 °C. 
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Figure 5.106. Storage modulus mastercurves for 4 of the p(NBI-PLA) MW series at Tref = Tg + 
30 °C. 
 

 
Figure 5.107. Storage modulus mastercurves for 4 of the p(NB-PS) MW series at Tref = Tg + 30 
°C. 
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Figure 5.108. Storage modulus mastercurves for 4 of the p(NBI-PS) MW series at Tref = Tg + 30 
°C. 
 

Homopolymer Van Gurp-Palmen Plots: 

 
Figure 5.109. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 3 of the p(NB-Hep) MW series mastercurves at 
Tref = Tg + 40 °C. 
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Figure 5.110. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 4 of the p(NBI-Hep) MW series mastercurves at 
Tref = Tg + 40 °C. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5.111. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 4 of the p(NBI-Dec) MW series mastercurves at 
Tref = Tg + 40 °C. 
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Figure 5.112. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 4 of the p(NB-PLA) MW series mastercurves at 
Tref = Tg + 30 °C 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.113. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 4 of the p(NBI-PLA) MW series mastercurves at 
Tref = Tg + 30 °C 
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Figure 5.114. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 4 of the p(NB-PS) MW series mastercurves at Tref 
= Tg + 30 °C. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.115. The Van Gurp-Palmen plots for 4 of the p(NBI-PS) MW series mastercurves at 
Tref = Tg + 30 °C. 
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Figure 5.116. WLF graphs of all of the mastercurve shift factors from the time-temperature 
superposition for the p(NBI-Dec) MW series (A.), the p(NB-Hep) MW series (B.), and the 
p(NBI-Hep) MW series.  
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CHAPTER 6 – SUMMARY 

 
 
 

The work presented in this dissertation provides insight into the polymer synthesis, 

characterization, and self-assembly of dendritic block copolymers (DBCP) and bottlebrush block 

copolymers (BBCP), as well as the application of these polymer architectures in photonic crystal 

(PC) materials. DBCPs were shown to possess many characteristics similar to those of 

bottlebrush polymers such as a rod-like conformation, a reduced capability for chain 

entanglement, and lower glassy moduli compared to non-rigid, linear polymers. Further, DBCP 

PCs represented the first example of 3D printing structural color. To better facilitate 3D printing 

structural color and other novel thermoplastic materials in the future, the first demonstration of 

powder melt extrusion (PME) additive manufacturing was shown in this dissertation. For 

BBCPs, the backbone composition’s effect on the global BBCP conformation and in modulating 

self-assembly processes was shown to dramatically shift the wavelength of reflection of the PC 

material at similar molecular weights as well as improve the fidelity of the nanostructure 

morphology as the molecular weight increases from 50 kg/mol to 2,000 kg/mol.  

The polymer structure-property relationships illuminated by this dissertation have laid the 

groundwork for new research efforts into engineering BCPs for novel PC applications. The 

ability to directly tailor the BCP architecture to modulate the dynamics, self-assembly, and 

application of PC materials creates a promising future for engineering better polymeric PC 

materials. By engineering more efficient polymeric PC materials, the creation of color can start 

to be re-invented in a more sustainable way. 

Lastly, as presented in this dissertation, the incorporation of structural color into additive 

manufacturing and the broadening of the capabilities of 3D printing to incorporate less than ideal 
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but novel build materials with PME will have significant impacts on the future of the additive 

manufacturing field. Not only does 3D printing structural color promise more sustainable color 

in plastic parts and the potential to build selective optical filters and guides of unlimited 

geometries, but also, as demonstrated in Chapter 2, the research presented expands the scope of 

structural color beyond academia and industry into the public’s use. This is due to being able to 

3D print structural color on a sub $1,000 fused filament fabrication printer as the global media 

company, 3D Printing Industry (3DPI), highlighted in the article titled, “Natural Inspiration for 

3D Printing with Color Uses Photonic Crystals and Sub $1000 3D Printer” (Figure 6.1).1 This 

article focused on the research presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. PME has also sown the 

seeds of innovation as other academic research groups at the University of Wisconsin have 

reached out to us as they begin to investigate PME’s use for their own applications within the 

additive manufacturing field. 

Figure 6.1. A picture of the Natural Inspiration for 3D Printing with Color Uses Photonic 
Crystals and Sub $1000 3D Printer article’s page on 3DPI’s website.  
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